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ABSTRACT   

The increasing demand of lightweight, strong and sustainable materials in aerospace, automobile and marine sectors is leading 

towards the development of new materials and structures. The sandwich composite is one of them which is well-known for their high 

strength to weight ratio and the fiber based sandwich structures with cellular core show comparatively good mechanical, acoustic, 

thermal and energy absorption properties than metallic cellular structure. The purpose of this work is to fabricate a sandwich structure 

with jute fiber reinforced polymer composite (JFRP) as core and glass fiber reinforced polymer composite (GFRP) as face sheet and to 

investigate bending properties of the fabricated structures for varying face sheet thicknesses. Skin and core honeycomb strips of the 

sandwich composites were manufactured using hand layup method and steel mold was used to obtain honeycomb shape. Flexural test 

results show that face sheet thickness has significant effect on the flexural behavior such as peak load, flexural strength and energy 

absorption. The failure mechanism during bending tests were also identified which would serve as a basis for future improvement of 

manufactured composites. The delamination at the interface between the core and the face sheet was the first catastrophic failure during 

bending. The presented sandwich structures are able to carry a significant amount of load even after failure. 

Keywords: Sandwich composite; JFRP; GFRP; Honeycomb; Flexural properties; Energy absorption. 
 

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial 4.0 International License. 

 

1. Introduction   

A sandwich composite structure is constructed by fastening 

two thin but resilient face sheets to a thick but lightweight core. 

Core materials provide high flexural stiffness with overall low 

density the composite material. The separation of thin face sheets 

with a light weight core significantly increase the second 

moment of area thus the flexural stiffness of the material cross 

section increases through a small increase in weight. Various 

types of cores are used in sandwich structures i.e. honeycomb, 

corrugated, cellular etc. By varying the core types, geometry, 

thickness and material it is possible to achieve a wide range of 

properties and anticipated performances. Now a days 
honeycomb sandwich structures are widely used in damping and 

weight sensitive structures. In automobile, marine and aerospace 

industries, these materials are being used extensively due to their 

excellent weight saving characteristics without compromising 

the strength [1]. In a honeycomb sandwich structure, flexural 

loads are carried by forming force couple by the face sheets and 

shear loads are carried by lightweight core materials [2]. So, the 

honeycomb sandwich panels are highly efficient for carrying 

bending loads. Under flexural loading, one laminate is subjected 

to compression and the other one is subjected to tension which 

forming a force couple as face sheets acts together [3].  Many 
researchers have worked to develop honeycomb core based 

sandwich structure using either metals or fiber reinforced 

polymer composites. However, the composite honeycomb 

performs much better than metallic honeycombs under both 

quasi static and dynamic condition although the cost of 

composite honeycomb was higher than metallic honeycombs [4]. 

Thomas et al. [4] studied the influence of cell wall thickness, 

node length, cell size and loading on the bending and crushing 

responses of honeycomb structure in both out-of-plane and in-

plane loading conditions. They concluded that the geometrical 

core configuration and geometric property like cell size, cell wall 

thickness and node length etc. play a crucial role in 

administrating potential of honeycomb. Thomas et. al. [4] also 
found that the face sheet material and their thickness affects the 

energy absorption capability. Hussain et al. [5] explored the static 

failure behavior of wood based sandwich panels using wood-

based core and face sheets made of glass fiber reinforced 

polymer. It was found that, the load carrying ability of sandwich 

structures with plywood and solid MDF cores was higher 

compared to sandwich structures with honeycomb cores, but 

honeycomb sandwich panels can carry significant amount of 

loads even after the failure. The hexagonal honeycomb core 

shape has high strength and load carrying capacity along with 

minimum material and space requirement [4]. Most of the 

cellular sandwich structures are made of metals or polymers 
because of the complexity of manufacturing cellular cores using 

fiber reinforced composite. For core material using natural fiber 

like jute is cheaper, eco-friendly, lower mass per unit area, bio-

degradable, recyclable and offer good acoustic insulating 

properties as well [6]. As face sheet material glass fiber 

reinforced composites show good mechanical performance and 

water resistance properties [7], [8]. A combination of natural and 

synthetic fibers may provide an improved performance as a 

hybrid sandwich structure. 

Therefore, in this paper a hybrid sandwich composite is 

introduced in which the natural jute fiber is used to fabricate the 
honeycomb core and the synthetic glass fiber reinforced epoxy 

as a face sheet. The manufacturing and flexural behavior of the 

fabricated sandwich structure is investigated in terms of peak 

load, bending strength, interfacial shear stress, energy absorption 

and failure mechanism. 

mailto:arif48@me.kuet.ac.bd
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
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2. Experimental details 

2.1 Constituent materials 

The constituent materials used for manufacturing the 
sandwich composites are E-glass fiber mat, jute fiber mat, and 

epoxy resin with hardener. E-glass fiber mat of 0.45 mm 

thickness was used as reinforcement on epoxy to manufacture 

sandwich face sheet. Jute fiber mat of 0.85 mm thickness was 

used in epoxy matrix for making honeycomb core strips.  

2.2 Specimen manufacturing 

2.2.1 Mold making 

A steel mold is modelled and manufactured in CNC 

machine to provide the required shape of the jute fiber reinforced 

epoxy composite strips for making honeycomb core. The CAD 

model of the mold is given in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1 CAD model of the mold with dimensions 300 mm × 150 

mm 

2.2.2 Face sheet making 

At first, the resin and hardener was blended in a pot 

according to the ratio of resin to hardener (10:1) provided by the 

manufacturer. On top of a plastic sheet a layer of epoxy was 

placed first and the reinforcing glass fiber mat was laid then 

another layer of epoxy was poured over the mat. Then the layup 

has been rolled with a wooden roller in order to remove any 

bubbles and to ensure proper epoxy distribution. The layup was 

kept between two metal plates with approximately 10 kg weight 

of top metal plate and cured for 24 hours. Similar method was 

adopted to manufacture double and triple layer face sheets. 

Finally the manufactured face sheets were cut to the required 
size. 

2.2.3 Core strip making 

At first, the resin and hardener was mixed at 10:1 ratio given 

by the manufacturer. Then the jute fiber mat was wetted by the 

epoxy using a hand layup method. The layup was kept on top of 

the lower mold part and the upper part of the mold was placed. 

The whole setup was kept under pressure with a 10 kg load on 

the top plate for 24hours for curing. The desired size of the core 
strips was cut from the manufactured panel. 

2.2.4 Sandwich preparation 

The core of the sandwich structure was made by joining the 

core strips together using epoxy adhesive in such a way that they 

form hexagonal cells as shown in Fig. 2 (a). The face sheets were 

then attached (see Fig. 2(b)) with the core using epoxy to obtain 

the finished composite beams (see Fig. 2(c)). The width of the 

bending specimens were b = 46.5mm for all samples. 

 
Fig. 2 (a) The hexagonal honeycomb core made using core 

strips; (b) the core was attached with face sheet; (c) the 

fabricated sandwich structure; and (d) schematic diagram of cell 

size. 

2.3 Mechanical tests 

Flexural test was conducted in the Universal Testing 

Machine (UTM) with digital data acquisition system for the load 

and the displacements at a cross head speed of approximately 

5mm/min. At least three specimens for each category were tested 

to obtain the average values of flexural properties. International 

standard ASTM D790-03 [9] and ASTM C393/C393M-11 [10] 

were used as a guide for flexural test and the calculation of 

bending properties.  

 

Fig. 3 Typical load – displacement curves for sandwich 

composite under three point bending for 1, 2 and 3 layers of 

glass fiber mat in the face sheet. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Flexural properties 

Typical load-displacement curves obtained from three point 

bend test of three different sandwich composites with different 

layers in the face sheet (i.e. 1, 2 and 3 layers of glass fiber mats 

in the face sheet) are given in Fig. 3. All curves show similar 
trends i.e. the load increases linearly with the displacement then 
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the rate of increase of load with displacement starts to decrease 

at some point and a pseudo-plateau region is seen. After that load 

starts to decrease gradually until another plateau is noticed. The 

failure of the composite actually starts and completes in the 

pseudo-plateau region. It can also be observed from Fig. 3 that 

the linear elastic line becomes stiffer for the higher thickness of 

the face sheet but the trend of the load-displacement curve 
remains the same. 

The peak load and the bending strength with the mass of 

fabricated sandwich composite are plotted in Fig. 4 for three 

different face sheet thicknesses with standard deviations as error 

bar. The peak load and the bending strength both increased with 

increasing face sheet thickness. Sandwich structures reported in 

literature also revealed similar observations [11]-[12][14]. 

However the increase in peak load/bending strength is obtained 

with the cost of the weight of the composites.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 4 (a) Peak load and (b) bending strength as a function of 

the number of glass fiber layers in the face sheet. 

When the glass fiber layer in the face sheet was increased to 
two the peak load and bending strength were increased by 

25.32% and 3.29% respectively but the mass of sandwich 

structure was increased by 40.61%. In the case of three layer 

glass fiber in the face sheet the peak load and bending strength 

was increased by 77.48% and 24.58% while the mass was 

increased by 86.91%. The specific strength is a key indicator for 

a material to be assumed as a lightweight material. The specific 

bending strength of the manufactured sandwich structures were 

found to be 639.13, 469.51 and 426.00 MPa/g for 1 layer, 2 

layers and 3 layers of glass fiber in the face sheet respectively. 

This clearly shows that the thicker face sheet makes the sandwich 

structure heavier with higher bending strength.  

 

Fig. 5 Shear stress at the core/face sheet interface as a function 

of the number of glass fiber layers in the face sheet. 

The shear stress calculated at the core/face sheet interface is 

given in Fig. 5 for various face sheets used in this study. It is seen 

that the shear stress also increased with increasing the number of 

glass fiber layers in the sandwich skin alike the peak load and the 

bending strength. The interfacial shear stress = 
𝑃

(𝑑+𝑐)∗𝑏
 where, P, 

d, c and b are the peak load, sandwich height, core height and 

beam width of the sandwich structure [10]. According to this 

formula, the shear stress at the interface between the skin and the 
core increases with the increase in peak load but decreases with 

the increase in sandwich height. When the number of layer was 

increased in the face sheet without changing the core height there 

is a slight increase in sandwich height but the peak load increased 

considerably as shown in Fig. 4 (a) and this is the reason for the 

increase in shear stress in the interface between the core and skin 

when the face sheet thickness increased. The shear stress was 

increased by 19.16% and 64.67% when the number of layers in 

the face sheet was increased to two and three respectively. 

 

Fig. 6 Energy absorbed by the sandwich composite for a cross 

head displacement of 20 mm. 
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The energy absorbed by the sandwich structure during 

bending was calculated from the area under the load-

displacement curve up to a cross head displacement of 20mm. 

The energy absorption is plotted for various face sheet 

thicknesses in Fig. 6. The bending energy absorption increased 

with increasing the face sheet thickness as expected. Since the 

load bearing capacity was increased with the increase in face 
sheet thickness, the energy absorption must increase with 

increasing face sheet thickness. From Fig. 3 , it is seen that the 

load-displacement curves are stiffer for the thicker face sheet 

thickness and the plateau region is also higher for thicker face 

sheets. Again the energy absorption is the area under the curve 

of load-displacement. Therefore the energy absorption must 

increase with the increase in face sheet thickness. The energy 

absorption during bending was increased by 51.84% and 

160.73% when the number of glass fiber layers increased to two 

and three respectively. The specific energy absorption is found 

to be 0.23, 0.25 and 0.33 J/g for the number of glass fiber layers 

in face sheet 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The specific energy 
absorption increased with increasing face sheet thickness which 

indicates that the thicker face sheet provides not only higher 

strength but also better energy absorption. However this is not 

always the case as reported by Yan et. al. [14] that the density of 

core material plays an important role. They have found that for 

high density foam core the energy absorption capacity of the 

sandwich decreases with the increase in face sheet thickness.  

3.3 Failure Mechanism 

The photographs of failed specimens and the load versus 

displacement curves are given in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for 

sandwich specimens made with a single, double and triple layers 

of glass fiber mats respectively. For the specimens with a single 

layer face sheet, it is observed that the delamination started on 

the top side but either left or right side of the middle load pin. 

The whole face sheet was not delaminated but a small portion as 

shown in Fig. 7 (a). The delamination continued until the load 

became steady again indicating a flat line. The flat line of the 

load versus displacement curve represents the load carrying 

capacity of sandwich after failure with the contribution from the 
lower face sheet and honeycomb core together. In the case of 

specimens with the double and triple layer face sheets the whole 

top face sheet was delaminated in one side of the middle load pin 

as shown in Fig. 8 (a) and Fig. 9 (a) respectively. The load 

carrying capacity of the sandwich after failure is also seen in the 

case of specimens with double and triple layer face sheets. No 

failure has been noticed in both face sheets for the cross head 

displacement studied in the case of double and triple layer face 

sheets. But the buckling of the delaminated top face sheet in the 

case of single layer face sheet specimens was noticed. The face 

sheet delamination is a very common type of failure for sandwich 
structures because of the weak bonding between the face sheet 

and the core. A clear difference in delamination behavior 

between thin and thick face sheets is seen in this study. That is 

the thick face sheet causes catastrophic delamination while the 

thin face sheet causes localized delamination. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 7 A photograph of face sheet delamination and (b) a typical 

load - displacement curve for specimens with face sheet made 

of single layer of glass fiber mat. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 8  (a) A photograph of face sheet delamination and (b) 

a typical load - displacement curve for specimens with face 

sheet made of double layer of glass fiber mats. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 9 A photograph of face sheet delamination and (b) a typical 

load - displacement curve for specimens with face sheet made 

of triple layer of glass fiber mats. 

4. Conclusions  

In this work, the sandwich composites with glass 

fiber/epoxy face sheet and jute fiber/epoxy honeycomb core 

were fabricated. Three point bending tests were conducted to 

investigate the bending properties and failure mechanism of the 
fabricated structure for various face sheet thicknesses. It was 

observed that face sheet thickness plays an important role on the 

flexural properties of the manufactured honeycomb sandwich 

structure. The peak load, flexural strength and core shear stress 

and energy absorption increased with increasing the thickness of 

face sheets but keeping the core height constant. All specimens 

showed failure due to the delamination of the upper face sheet 

during flexural tests and it is also observed that the fabricated 

sandwich structure is capable of carrying a substantial amount of 

load after failure. The load carrying capacity after failure is 

higher for thicker face sheets. 
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ABSTRACT   

In industrial production systems, manufacturers often face difficulties in sorting different types of objects. Color and height-based 

sorting which is done manually by human is quite a tedious task and its needs countless time as well. For manual sorting, many workers 

are required, which can be quite expensive. Moreover, robots that can sort only color or height can’t be effective when there is a need 

of products with same color with different heights and vice versa. In this paper, a computer vision based robotic sorter is proposed, 

which is capable of detecting and sorting objects by their colors and heights at the same time. This work isn’t done before as height 

sorting of same shapes is a new technique, which is done with color sorting techniques by computer vision. It is equipped with a robotic 

arm having 6 degree of freedom (DOF), by which it picks up and then place objects according to its color and height, to a predetermined 

place as per the production system requirement. A camera with the computer vision software detects various colors and heights. Haar 

Cascade algorithm has been used to sort the products. This multi-DOF robotic sorter can be a remarkably useful tool for automating 

the production process completely, where multiple conveyor belts are used, which can reduce time complexity as well. In the proposed 

system, the efficiency of color and height sorting is around 99%, which proves the efficiency of our system. The overall improvement 

in the efficiency of the production process can be significantly enhanced by using this system. 

Keywords: Color and Height Detection, Sorting, Computer Vision, Degree of Freedom, Robotic Arm, Efficiency. 
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1. Introduction   

For over two decades, industrial automation has transformed 

itself into a more adaptable and programmable automation from 

its earlier fixed self with the recent technological advancement. 

The combined field of electrical, electronics, mechanical, and 

computer vision-based control system has substituted the manual 

workers, i.e. human beings. Intelligent machines have enhanced 

both productivity as well as comfort. Usually, industrial robot is 

used to carry out the monotonous and recurring pick and place 

tasks; for example, placing the parts from and to a conveyor belt, 

managing Computerized Numerical Control (CNC) machineries, 

stowing the parts to and offloading these from the machines. It is 

extensively used in the industrial assembly line. Industrial robot 

has proven its worth in this regard within the past few decades. 

In addition, it sets the tempo of the operations up for boosting the 

production rate. Robots have been used for quite a long time to 

automate the flexible product manufacturing system. Robots are 

turning into more than just machines by using Artificial 

Intelligence (AI), thus are in great demand in recent years. 

Robots have solved the expensive labor issues. They also satisfy 

and fulfill rapidly increasing demands from the customers. 

Although the expense of assembling a robotic system has 

relatively increased, performing the intricate, hazardous and 

insecure tasks competitively has made the robots preferable than 

their human competitors. Robotic automation not only enhances 

the production capability, but also offers efficient and improved 

solutions in numerous scenarios. 

In this paper, an autonomous robotic arm is proposed, which 

can identify objects from the conveyor belt and transfer these to 

the desired location based on their colors. In an industry dealing 

with a large number of products, this autonomous robotic sorter 

can be used in the production system for keeping the expenses 

below the margin. The robot has been designed stationary around 

its platform. It uses camera to collect information regarding the 

colors and heights of the objects. The robot has the capability of 

identifying objects’ colors and heights by placing those in front 

of its camera as well as sorting out based on color. After sorting, 

it relocates objects to the destined location. 

OpenCV and .NET framework are used as software tools to 

sort the products in accordance with color and height. Haar 

Cascade algorithm has been used for Computer Vision (CV) 

methods. Furthermore, Arduino Nano has been employed for 

moving or picking the products from specific areas and placing 

into different locations taking help from CV method. 

2. Literature Review 

In recent years, researchers and engineers have developed 

and assembled various types of pick and place robots for carrying 

out industrial operation. Among them, Dhayalini et al. 0 

presented a method for separating deterioration & non-

deterioration waste by utilizing a pick and place robot. A simple 

CV technique for robotics had been implemented in their work 

which is Android mobile phones based. It solved the issue of 

separating degradable and non-degradable wastes in streets, 

which are separated by human beings with a risk of facing 

communicable diseases. Android mobile had been used to detect 

the degradable, i.e. vegetables, and non-degradable, i.e. plastic 

cover objects and then send that retrieved information to the 

connected microcontroller unit through a Bluetooth module. 

After receiving that desired information, microcontroller unit 

operated the robotic arm for reaching the particular objects. 

Receiving ‘1’ from the Bluetooth indicated the non-degradable 

object and receiving ’0’ signified the degradable objects. The 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
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robotic arm acted accordingly and took the separate objects for 

putting those into the separate boxes. 

Hu et al. 0 developed a vision-based Selective Compliance 

Assembly Robot Arm (SCARA) system for obtaining spanners 

from the targeted location and putting these to desired location. 

The system was designed to be highly appropriate for the 

traditional factories. All the component materials are constructed 

from plastic and aluminum, apart from the motors. The SCARA 

had around 50 cm of ranges for working. It was equipped with 4 

degree of freedom (DOF). The vision system process can be 

divided into three major sections, such as calibrating image, 

recognizing image and finally, localizing objects. Firstly, 

reforming the image distortion had taken place in image 

calibrations step. Secondly, the spanner located in its workplace 

had been captured as image and segmented by applying 

information regarding color in the step of image recognition. 

Finally, the information about the spanners was retrieved, for 

example, the center, end to end length, incline and length related 

tool number. Modbus-TCP communication interface was used to 

enable secure transmission of position and rotation command to 

motion controller. 

Gecks et al. 0 built an industrial robot system, where a 

number of stationary cameras were assembled to oversee the 

workspace for safeguarding human-robot teamwork. Every robot 

transfer motion was scrutinized to avoid collision using obstacle 

detection through several CV approaches. The motion path of a 

robot was altered every time the possibility of a collision had 

been perceived. The algorithm, that had been proposed, assisted 

robots in executing secure pick-and-place operations by showing 

real time responsive activities. 

Kato et al. 0 shared the idea of flexible robot manipulators 

which is suitable for construction with inexpensive setting. The 

flexible robotic arm had been developed to carry out pick and 

place tasks involving lightweight manufactured goods. The 

robotic arm was set in motion through a couple of DC motors 

along with a stepping motor. To control the twisting mechanism 

and to twist the flexible link, a wire was attached to the stepping 

motor. The wire was pulled to reduce the intended vibration of 

the flexible link’s end tip. 

Andhare et al. 0 transformed and mapped the 2D coordinates 

of an object by transforming pixel coordinate to real world 

coordinate. They integrated robotic arm controller on the basis of 

object location and orientation. They successfully picked and 

placed objects by placing under the vision sensor. 

Li et al. 0 illustrated a new elliptical trajectory planning 

algorithm as the increasing speed of industrial pick and place 

robots requires optimization of the kinematic characteristics to 

operate high speed application efficiently. Their proposed 

algorithm was able to enhance the performance to operate the 

pick and place tasks. One elliptical trajectory defined with a 

precise secured height was created. In addition, one customized 

sine wave movement profile was commenced into that trajectory. 

The simulation results exhibit the efficacy and appropriateness 

of the process for implementing the industrial applications. 

Lin et al. 0 assembled a robot vision system for detecting 

diverse target objects as well as their poses, which can be 

integrated in robot programming by demonstration, i.e. robot 

PbD in short. Lately, robot PbD has stepped into the trending 

topic scenario regarding robotics field. Although programming 

the robots is a prolonged procedure, needing deep technical 

knowledge, robot task programming can be streamlined by CV 

system. By analyzing human demonstration, this was 

implemented. They took the pick-and-place activities as robot 

PbD example. Several non-overlapped objects were positioned 

on a table and people picked one of those objects and moved to 

other place, one at a time. The robot could refine its next decision 

by acquiring initial information prior to learning from the human 

demonstration. For example, if the robot had detected the 

intended object and attuned its stance afterwards, then it was able 

to operate smoothly. Choosing the kind of gripper and/or the 

angle of grip beforehand helped the robot enhancing its 

operation. The developed robot vision system showed 

improvement concerning reciprocal trainability. The graphical 

user interface (GUI) helped in this regard. Common users, i.e. 

not experts, could easily choose the understandable features 

using the user friendly GUI. An uncomplicated scale-invariant 

pose assessment method was also projected. The system 

demonstrated itself as a feasible and effective one, sustained by 

the experimental results. 

Lukač et al. 0 presented program code to control industrial 

robot. Version 2.2.2 of the renowned simulation software KUKA 

Sim Pro was used to run the robot cell simulation. The 

components, that were used, had been brought mostly from the 

incorporated library. However, some components were partially 

assembled from the scratch. The industrial robot, namely, 

KUKA KR6 R900 sixx, is considered to be one of the fastest 

robots in the current world.  

Rahman et al. 0 developed a robotic sorter competent for 

identifying and sorting objects with different colors. It comprised 

of a robotic arm that picked up objects and placed those to a 

preprogrammed location after detecting colors. A Pixy cam 

supported by the CV software identified several colors. For 

robotic arm rotation few servomotors were used-09. The arms 

had the ability to move both horizontally as well as vertically 

concerning its base. Roshni et al. 0 proposed another technique 

for distinguishing objects from their surroundings by employing 

CV approaches and calculating their center of gravity. 

 Some researchers work with color and size detection 

individually, whereas very few researchers work with color and 

size detection together. They work with individual shape 

(triangular, rectangular, circular) detection only with different 

colors. However, in our work, we work with same shape 

(rectangular) with different height materials including color 

sorting techniques, which makes our work unique. This work can 

be very useful when there will be a need of sorting diverse 

products by its colors and just changes of heights. 

The aforementioned works have some limitations. While 

most of these works have focused on the task of detecting and 

picking up objects, load calculation has been disregarded to some 

extent. Moreover, the force of motors should be measured for 

maximum efficacy. In this work, a CV based intelligent color and 

height sorting pick and place robot using Haar Cascade method 

is developed which can sort diverse products for assorted 

purpose. The maximum load of the robot manipulator arm is 

calculated that can be carried or supported by the arm. Also, the 

force of gripper motor and all other joint motors is computed in 

this work. 

3. System Design 

In order to assemble the system, some aspects were taken 

into consideration:  

i. Servo motors are used due to its motion freedom and 

also, low power requirements and light weight make 

it suitable for designing in robotic arm. 
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ii. The power is supplied from a rechargeable nickel 

metal hydride (Ni-MH) battery.  

iii. A continuous path controller, i.e. Arduino Nano was 

chosen and employed. Forward Kinematics is used to 

control the movement of robot in every direction and 

position from end effector to joint parameters. Force 

feedback is done with the help of kinematics. Error 

sensing feedback control is done by servo motors.  

Table 1 shows the details of robotic arm. 

Table 1 Details of Robotic Arm  

 

Fig. 1 Block Diagram 

The prototype system has been developed using Haar 

Cascade method 0. For color detection, we use the function 

cv.cvtColor() and extract the color from the object. For height 

detection, Haar features have been used in CV approaches to 

categorize the pixel intensity by tracing inside a region. Haar 

features are symbolized as the rectangle regions in the image. We 

used edge detection technique for height detection, whereas the 

upper part is white, and lower part is black. For small object 

detection, two third of the object is white and one-third is white, 

whereas for black, it’s just opposite. In this system, background 

is preferred as white for detecting the white parts without any 

contradictions. Object detection module trained the 300 different 

object pictures (30 pictures for each object) as positive images. 

As negative images, detection module is trained 180 pictures that 

should be outside of object like still picture, background and 

people’s face. The classifiers comprise of couple of or three 

rectangle features for scanning features incessantly in the 

window. Since this scanning is a tedious and repetitive task, 

Cascade classifier is introduced to shed the overwork. It arranges 

a set of features with positive and negative images into an 

assorted level of classification structure 0. It defines an upper and 

lower threshold value for both the object sizes. One detection per 

object is introduced, which reduces overlapping detection, which 

can increase the performance of the system. The block diagram 

is depicted in Fig. 1. First of all, the camera is placed in standby 

position and the OpenCV window is opened afterwards. Then, 

the camera is activated in OpenCV and the objects are sorted as 

per color and height. The result is revealed in OpenCV. Finally, 

system is run to start the pick and place robotic movement.  

Fig. 2 represents the arm of the robotic manipulator. All the 

diameters from link to link are shown here. Mechanical design 

of the pick and place robot is shown in Fig. 3, which includes all 

except the object. 

 

Fig. 2 Design of the Robotic Manipulator (arm) 

 

Fig. 3 Mechanical Design 

Fig. 4 represents the flowchart of the pick and place robot. 

As the system starts, image processing using OpenCV with Haar 

Cascade Method is applied. Then, camera will sort out the 

products. If the product is yellow and large, the product will be 

placed by robot in 90˚ left side and if the product is small, the 

product will be placed in 45˚ left side. Moreover, if the color of 

product is black and large, then the robot will place the product 

in 90˚ right direction and if it is a small product, then the product 

will be placed in 45˚ right direction. All process is done with .net 

framework, Arduino Nano and OpenCV shows the resultant 

output in laptop. 

Motor Axis Part Motion Motor 

A-Z Base Rotation Servo 

B-Y Shoulder Up-Down Servo 

C-X Elbow Forward-

Backward 

Servo 

B-Y Wrist Up-Down Servo 

E-Y Gripper Up-Down Servo 

F-Linear Gripper  Open/Close DC 

https://docs.opencv.org/master/d8/d01/group__imgproc__color__conversions.html#ga397ae87e1288a81d2363b61574eb8cab
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Fig. 4 Flowchart 

4. Results Analysis 

In this color and height sorting pick and place robot, 

Arduino Nano is connected with dc motor, servo motors and PC. 

Experimental setup is given in Fig. 5. The connection between 

Arduino to I/O with robot and camera feedback is done by the 

signal flow of block diagram and it’s shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 5 Hardware Setup 

     Table 2 shows D-H parameters 0 of a 6 DOF Manipulator 

for this pick and place robot. 

Table 2 D-H Parameters of a 6 DOF Manipulator 

Joint i αi ai di θi 

1 0 a1 d1 θ1 

2 0 a2 0 θ2 

3 -π/2 a3 0 θ3 

4 -π/2 a4 0 θ4 

5 0 0 0 θ5 

6 0 0 d6 θ6 

 

0𝐴1 = [

𝑐𝜃1 −𝑠𝜃1 0 𝑎1𝑐𝜃1

𝑠𝜃1 𝑐𝜃1 0 𝑎1𝑠𝜃1

0 0 1 𝑑1

0 0 0 1

] (1) 

1𝐴2 = [

𝑐𝜃2 −𝑠𝜃2 0 𝑎2𝑐𝜃2

𝑠𝜃2 𝑐𝜃2 0 𝑎2𝑠𝜃2

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

] (2) 

2𝐴3 = [

𝑐𝜃3 0 −𝑠𝜃3 𝑎3𝑐𝜃3

𝑠𝜃3 0 𝑐𝜃3 𝑎3𝑠𝜃3

0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 1

] (3) 

3𝐴4 = [

𝑐𝜃4 0 −𝑠𝜃4 𝑎4𝑐𝜃4

𝑠𝜃4 0 𝑐𝜃4 𝑎4𝑠𝜃4

0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 1

]  (4) 

4𝐴5 = [

𝑐𝜃5 −𝑠𝜃5 0 0
𝑠𝜃5 𝑐𝜃5 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

] (5) 

5𝐴6 = [

𝑐𝜃6 −𝑠𝜃6 0 0
𝑠𝜃6 𝑐𝜃6 0 0
0 0 1 𝑑6

0 0 0 1

] (6) 
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Multiplying equations yields: 

0𝐴6 = 0𝐴1 * 1𝐴2 * 2𝐴3 * 3𝐴4 * 4𝐴5 * 5𝐴6 (7) 

0𝐴6 = [

𝑈𝑥 𝑉𝑥 𝑊𝑥 𝑄𝑥
𝑈𝑦 𝑉𝑦 𝑊𝑦 𝑄𝑦
𝑈𝑧 𝑉𝑧 𝑊𝑧 𝑄𝑧
0 0 0 1

] (8) 

Ux = Cθ123456 -Cθ3456Sθ12-Cθ1456Sθ13–
Cθ2456Sθ13+Cθ126 Sθ35 -
Sθ1235+Cθ136Sθ25+Cθ236Sθ15-Cθ1234 Sθ56 

+Cθ34Sθ1256 +Cθ14Sθ1356+Cθ24 Sθ1356 +Cθ125Sθ36–
Sθ1236+Cθ135 Sθ26+Cθ235 Sθ16 

(9) 

Uy=Cθ23456Sθ1+Cθ13456Sθ4-
Sθ123Cθ456+Cθ12456Sθ3+Cθ26Sθ135+Cθ16Sθ235+Sθ
125Cθ36-Cθ1236-Cθ234Sθ156-Cθ134Sθ256-Sθ12356Cθ4 
+Cθ124Sθ356 +Cθ25 Sθ136+Cθ15 Sθ236+Sθ126 Cθ35-
Cθ1235 

(10) 

Uz  = -Cθ56 Sθ4 -Sθ456 (11) 

Vx = -Cθ12345 Sθ6+Cθ345Sθ126 +Cθ145Sθ136 

+Cθ245Sθ136 – Cθ124Sθ356 +Sθ12356 – Cθ13Sθ256 –
Cθ23Sθ156-Cθ12346Sθ5    +Cθ346Sθ125 + Cθ146Sθ135 

+Cθ246Sθ135 +Cθ1256Sθ3 –Sθ123 +Cθ1356Sθ2 

+Cθ2356Sθ1 

(12) 

Vy = -Cθ2345 Sθ16 –Cθ1345  Sθ26+Sθ1236 Cθ45-Cθ1245 

Sθ36-Cθ2 Sθ1356-Cθ1 Sθ2356-Sθ1256 Cθ3+Cθ123 -
Cθ2346Sθ15 –Cθ1346Sθ25 –Sθ1235Cθ46 +Cθ1246Sθ35 

+Cθ256 Sθ13+Cθ156 Sθ23+Sθ12 Cθ356-Cθ12356 

(13) 

Vz   = Cθ5Sθ46-Sθ456 (14) 

Wx = -Cθ123 Sθ4 +Cθ3Sθ124+Cθ1 Sθ134 +Cθ2 Sθ134 (15) 

Wy = -Cθ23 Sθ14 –Cθ13 Sθ24+Sθ1234 –Cθ12Sθ34 (16) 

Wz  =  -Cθ4 (17) 

Qx = -d6 Cθ123 Sθ4 +d6Cθ3Sθ124+d6Cθ1Sθ134 + 
d6Cθ2Sθ134+a4Cθ 1234  -a4Cθ34Sθ12 –Cθ14Sθ13 - 
Cθ24Sθ13+a3Cθ123-a3Cθ3Sθ12-a3Cθ1Sθ23 –a3Cθ2Sθ13 

+a2Cθ12 -a2Sθ12 +a1 Cθ1 

(18) 

Qy  = -d6 Cθ23Sθ14 –d6Cθ13 Sθ24+d6 Sθ1234 –d6Cθ12 

Sθ34+a4 Cθ234Sθ1 +a4 Cθ134 Sθ2- a4 Cθ4 Sθ123 

+a4Cθ124Sθ3 +a3Cθ23 Sθ1+a3Cθ13 Sθ2-a3Sθ123 

+a3Cθ12 Sθ3+a2Cθ2 Sθ1+a2Cθ1 Sθ2+a1Sθ1 

(19) 

Qz  = -d6Cθ4-a4Sθ4 +d1 (20) 

When the black and large object is detected, it shows “Black 

object and large box detected” in OpenCV which is illustrated in 

Fig. 6. Furthermore, when yellow and large object is detected, 

then it shows “Yellow object and large box is detected” in 

OpenCV which is illustrated in Fig. 7. Furthermore, OpenCV 

shows “Black object and small box detected” when camera 

detects black and small object, which is shown in Fig. 8.  

To perform this task with more objects in dataset for 

qualitative results, it uses yellow with small object, red with large 

and small objects, blue with large and small objects and, at last 

green with large and yellow objects. So, our dataset contains all 

of these objects and we can detect all the objects successfully. 

With the help of confusion matrix, we get the precision and 

recall rates for our work, which shows that, our work is quite 

effective to work with. 

Confusion matrix with precision and recall rates are shown 

below. 

Confusion matrix =  

[[96,1,0,3,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

 [1,98,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0], 

 [0,0,100,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], 

 [1,0,0,95,3,1,0,0,0,0], 

 [0,0,3,0,95,0,0,0,0,2], 

 [0,2,0,0,1,97,0,0,0,0], 

 [0,0,0,0,0,0,100,0,0,0], 

 [0,2,1,0,0,1,0,94,2,0], 

 [1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,97,1], 

 [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,100]]) 

 

Fig. 6 OpenCV Detecting the Black and Large Object 

 

Fig. 7 OpenCV Detecting the Yellow and Large Object  

Precision and recall rates for the system is shown below. 

Label precision recall 

0     0.970  0.960 

1     0.951  0.980 

2     0.962  1.000 

3     0.969  0.950 

4     0.960  0.950 

5     0.970  0.970 

6     0.990  1.000 

7     1.000  0.940 

8     0.980  0.970 

9     0.971  1.000 
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Fig. 8 OpenCV Detecting the Black and Small Object 

This work is done with white background and level of 

illumination should be brightest as possible. When we did our 

qualitative task, for yellow object, two times it’s failed to detect 

because of lower brightness.    

DC servo motor has low power requirement and the light 

weight makes it suitable for this design. The torque is fully 

balanced by the inertia of the electric motors and the speed is 

significantly reduced by gear sets attached to the electric motors. 

In this aspect, several calculations were performed in order to 

attain the required servo mechanism for meeting the specification 

required for this work. Fig. 9 shows the torque calculation for 

each servo motor. 

Numerous calculations were done in order to attain the 

required servo mechanism that will meet the specification on this 

work. 

 

Fig. 9 Diagram Showing Torque Calculation on Each Servo 

Assuming that the weight of the material is negligible since 

it light compares to the servo specification. W0 =56g, W1=56g, 

W2=56g, W3=36g, base weight=56+56+56+36=204g, (weights 

include gravitational force [f=mg]), base length=10 cm. 

From Newton-Euler recursive formulation 0, we find that, 

for torque, 

Outward iterations: i: 0  5 

i+1ωi+1 = 𝑅𝑖
𝑖+1  iωi + �̇� i+1 i+1 �̂� i+1 (21) 

i+1�̇�i+1 = 𝑅𝑖
𝑖+1  iωi + 𝑅𝑖

𝑖+1  iωi x �̇� i+1 i+1 �̂� i+1 + �̈� i+1 
i+1 �̂� i 

(22) 

i+1�̇�i+1 = 𝑅𝑖
𝑖+1  (iωi x iPi+1 + iωi x (iωi x iPi+1) + i�̇�I (23) 

i+1�̇�𝑐i+1 = i+1�̇�i+1 x iPci+1 + i+1ωi+1 x (i+1ωi+1 x 
iPci+1) + i+1�̇�i+1 

(24) 

i+1Fi+1 = mi+1 I+1�̇�𝑐i+1 (25) 

i+1Ni+1 = c i+1 I i+1 i+1�̇�i+1 + i+1ωi+1 x c i+1 I i+1 i+1ωi+1 (26) 

Inline iterations: i: 6 1 

ifi = 𝑅𝑖+1
𝑖  i+1fi+1 + iFi (27) 

ini = iNi + 𝑅𝑖+1
𝑖  i+1ni+1 + iPci x iFi + iPi+1 x 𝑅𝑖+1

𝑖  i+1fi+1 (28) 

γi = i 𝑛𝑖
𝑇 i�̂�i (29) 

Finally, for translational joint, 

φi = fi (𝑅𝑖−1
𝑖 )𝑇z (30) 

For angular joint, 

φi = ni (𝑅𝑖−1
𝑖 )𝑇z (31) 

After calculating all of this, for 6 DOF robotic arm, for 

torque, we find, 

𝐿
𝑀
𝑁

  =  
�̇�𝐼𝑥𝑥 −𝑞𝑟𝐼𝑦𝑦 +𝑞𝑟𝐼𝑧𝑧
�̇�𝐼𝑥𝑥 +𝑝𝑟𝐼𝑦𝑦 −𝑝𝑟𝐼𝑧𝑧
�̇�𝐼𝑥𝑥 −𝑝𝑞𝐼𝑦𝑦 +𝑝𝑞𝐼𝑧𝑧

 (32) 

And, for force, 

𝐹𝑥
𝐹𝑦
𝐹𝑧

 =  
𝑢 + (𝑞𝑤 − 𝑟𝑣)
𝑣 + (𝑟𝑢 − 𝑝𝑤)

𝑤 + (𝑝𝑣 − 𝑞𝑢)
 (33) 

Where,  

I, j, k = body center coordinate in x, y and z directions 

u, v, w = linear velocities in x, y and z directions 

p, q, r = angular velocity in x, y and z directions 

Ixx, Iyy, Izz = Moment of inertia in x, y and z directions 

Since moment of inertia of z-axis is zero, so torque, 

𝐿
𝑀
𝑁

  =  
�̇�𝐼𝑥𝑥 −𝑞𝑟𝐼𝑦𝑦 0
�̇�𝐼𝑥𝑥 +𝑝𝑟𝐼𝑦𝑦 0
�̇�𝐼𝑥𝑥 −𝑝𝑞𝐼𝑦𝑦 0

 (34) 

With the help of parallel axis theorem we find,  

Ixx=Ixx1 + M dx2 (35) 

Iyy=Iyy1 + M dy2 (36) 

Because the axis of rotation is on the edge, so 

Ixx1 = M b3 /3 (37) 

Iyy1 = M h3 /3 (38) 

After calculating, we find  

Ixx = 0.00413 kg-cm2 

Iyy = 38 km-cm2 

For angular velocity,  

6ω6 = 
0
0

�̇�1 + �̇�2 + �̇�3 + �̇�4 + �̇�5 + �̇�6
 (39) 

So, angular velocity, p and q = 0.  

r = �̇�1 + �̇�2 + �̇�3 + �̇�4 + �̇�5 + �̇�6 = 18.18 rad/s (40) 

So, torque, 

𝐿
𝑀
𝑁

  =  

0 0 0
0 0 0

0.00413(�̇�1 + �̇�2 + �̇�3 + �̇�4 + �̇�5 + �̇�6) 0 0
 (41) 

So, N1 = 0.076818 kg-cm 
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Actual torque of the shoulder servo = 13 [kg-cm] (From 

datasheet) 

Excess torque = Actual servo torque – Calculated torque 

Therefore excess available torque at the shoulder = 13 – 

0.076818 = 12.92 [kg-cm] 

From the design analysis the maximum load the robotic 

manipulator can lift successfully is determine by the base servo. 

From the above analysis the excess torque of the base is 12.92 

[kg-cm]. Hence, the calculated maximum load is 12.92 [kg]. The 

actual load will be less than the calculated value because the 

weight of the material used in constructing the arm was light and 

was not taken into consideration. 

For linear velocity, w = 0. We also find p, q =0. After 

calculating, we get, u= 2 m/s, v ≈ 0. 

So, force, 

𝐹𝑥
𝐹𝑦
𝐹𝑧

 =  
𝑢 0
0 +18.18𝑢
0 0

 = 
2

36.6
0

 (42) 

So, maximum force can be given as 2 N and 36.36 N for x 

and y direction respectively. 

This system is quite effective and efficiency of the system is 

almost 99%.  

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

Since robots are used in flexible or even fixed automation 

systems, there are two reasons for selecting a robot to operate in 

a production line. The reasons include reducing labor costs and 

performing work that is tedious, unpleasant and hazardous for 

human beings. However, introducing too many robots for 

picking and placing is quite expensive and risky as well. 

Therefore, this work has introduced where only one robotic arm 

is used which is competent in picking and placing objects based 

on color and height. The whole process is regulated with Arduino 

Nano. The applications of this work are suited for industry, 

where product with different color and height can be sorted out.  

The work can further be improved in the near future by 

introducing the conveyor belt, in which, the objects or products 

can come to a certain place and sorting robot can be used for 

picking the products. The conveyor belts can also be used for 

placing the objects or products according to their colors and 

sizes.  
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ABSTRACT   

The aim of this study is to find out the viscosity change of urea-formaldehyde (UF) resin with the synthesis parameters namely 

formaldehyde/urea (F/U) mole ratios, pH and temperature. The viscosity of UF resins, related to molecular weight and activation energy 

is very important factor of their usability.  Urea-formaldehyde (UF) prepolymer was synthesized through polycondensation reaction 

with F/U ratio 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6. The synthesis was carried out by two steps: alkali catalysis at reaction pH 8.3, 90°C for 60 min 

and thereafter acid catalysis at pH 4.3, 83°C for 15 min. Viscosity of prepolymer was determined at acid catalysis step by simple glass 

viscometer. Weight average molecular weight (Mw) was calculated from the viscosity data of UF prepolymer using Mark-Houwink 

equation. Highest Mw (2020.9) of prepolymer was obtained at F/U molar ratio 1.0 and pH 4.3. In addition, it was found that pH 4.0 

yielded greater Mw (2049) UF prepolymer among the four reactions which were performed at pH 4.0, 4.3, 4.7, and 5.0. The energy of 

activation (Ea) of UF prepolymer was also calculated from the measured viscosity at temperature 70, 75, 80 and 85°C. The highest 

values of Ea were also found at F/U molar ratio 1.0 and pH 4.0 & lowest values was obtained at F/U molar ratio 1.6 and pH 5.0. From 

the experimental data, it was shown that the values of Ea and Mw were varied comparably with the change of reaction parameters. 
 

Keywords: Urea-formaldehyde Prepolymer; F/U Molar Ratio; pH; Viscosity; Molecular Weight; Activation Energy.  
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1. Introduction   

Thermosetting polymers are used widely in various field 

like thermal and electrical insulation, utensils, building materials, 

engineering tools etc. due its hardness and good resistance to 

electric and heat [1]-[2]. However, their use become limited due 

to their inherent properties for instance low toughness, low 

flexibility, non-recyclable, difficult to coloration etc. [3]. To 

overcome the drawbacks and value addition, plenty of research 

have been carried out by the polymer scientists [4]. Some of 

those researches explore alternative use of thermosetting 

polymers where drawbacks are not considered. The use of 

formaldehyde based resin as adhesives of particle board, 

plywood has ushered in a new era [5]-[9]. These resins not only 

have adhesive properties but also have long lasting capacity 

because they contain some fraction of free formaldehyde. For 

this particular case, those compounds are unusable for making 

medical goods and food grade materials [10]. Among the 

formaldehyde based thermosetting resin, phenol formaldehyde 

resin is widely used in adhesive, wood and composite industries 

[11]. Nevertheless, phenol formaldehyde belongs phenolic resin 

is comparatively harmful to the environment [12]. Moreover, it 

is better to use urea formaldehyde because it is cheap in price, 

possess good quality, less foul-smelling and has a beautiful color 

[5], [13]-[14]. 

Urea formaldehyde resin is prepared by the 

polycondensation reaction of urea and formaldehyde (Scheme 1) 

[8]. The synthesis process of urea-formaldehyde may be divided 

into two stages, addition or alkaline methylolation and acidic 

condensation. At alkaline methylolation, dimer, trimer with low 

molecular weight methylol urea is formed by substitution 

reaction of urea and formaldehyde. Thereafter, with the change 

of reaction condition of acidic condensation relatively higher 

molecular compound might be obtained. In this stage 

polymerization is propagated by the formation of methylene (-

CH2-) and dimethylene ether (-CH2-O-CH2-) linkages with the 

reaction of methylol group and amino group [14]. Sun et al. 

studied the effect of catalysts on the UF resin preparation [17]. 

They found that in alkali catalyzed reaction, limited amount of 

UF prepolymer was formed and a large amount of free urea left.  

On the other hand acid catalyst enhanced the formation of 

methylene, ether linkages, and urons. Gonçalves et al. reported 

that degree of condensation is higher on the alkaline-acidic 

combined process than only strong acid catalyze stage [18]. 

The reaction parameter namely urea/formaldehyde (F/U) 

molar ratio, temperature, pH etc. are the major factor controlling 

the condensation reaction [19]-[22]. Dazmiri et al. stated that 

amount of free formaldehyde in resin increases at higher F/U 

ratio [21]. On the other hand, at low F/U ratio some unreacted 

urea remains in resin. In addition, high molecular weight UF 

resin is formed at strong acidic condition and high temperature 

[5]. The UF resin is converted into solid after curing with suitable 

crosslinking agent and curing condition. However, setting time 

of polymer resin should be longer. For quick solidification, 

unreacted urea and formaldehyde is remained in polymer and 

high molecular weight is seldom formed. One of big problem of 

thermosetting polymer is that, it could not melt or reshape if once 

it solidified. Therefore, it should keep in liquid state before use. 

It is mandatory to retain it in liquid form when use for adhesive 

purposes, because resin should be spread evenly on the solid  

mailto:arifuzzaman@acce.iu.ac.bd
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Scheme 1 Synthesis of UF resin from urea and formalin (I)-monomethylol urea,(II), (III)-dimethylol urea (IV)-trimethylol urea 

and (V), (VI)-uron derivatives. 

surface. For blending with other materials purposes, it is also 

important to apply the resin in a liquid state. The use ability of 

liquid resin is depended on its viscosity [13], [23]-[24]. The low 

viscous resin can penetrate and spread easily on broad panel 

when use in adhesive purposes. The viscosity of a polymer 

adhesive is controlled by temperature, pH and concentration. 

Plenty of researches have been studied the effect of reaction 

parameters on the viscosity of UF resin [24]-[25]. They 

interpreted the experimental results differently. Since cross-

linking reaction of uron derivatives takes place with 

condensation reaction, it is very difficult to get reproduce values. 

Different results can also be obtained due to the differences in 

the environment. That why, we have chosen the current topic to 

know the changes of viscous properties in our reaction setting. 

The molecular weight of UF resin were measured by using 

gel permeable chromatography (GPC), NMR, viscometry etc. 

[13], [26]. Viscometry is very simple technique which able to 

provide important information of viscous polymer solution [27]. 

The viscosity of fluids is determined both by collision among 

particles and by the force fields which determines interactions 

among molecules. It has great analytical significant for the 

characterization of polymer molecules. As like viscosity, 

activation energy (Ea) is important property of viscous polymer 

solution which influence on solvent types, concentration of 

solution, etc. [28]. DSC is most common technique to measure 

the activation energy (Ea) of UF resin [29]. Ea can be calculated 

if viscosities of solution change with temperature. The viscosity 

of polymer solution is varied with temperature which has been 

investigated in previous studies [30]-[31]. The Ea could be 

calculated from viscosity-temperature data using Kissinger 

equation [32]. No published data has been found which 

determine the value of Ea of UF resin by viscosity measurement. 

In addition, no clear information is available in the literature 

which depicted the relation of Ea with synthesis parameter of UF 

resin (F/U molar ratio and pH). In the present research, attempt 

has been taken to find the value of Mw and Ea of UF prepolymers 

by viscosity measurement. A set of experiment has carried out to 

correlate the values of Mw and Ea. 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Materials 

The technical grade urea granules (99%) and formalin 

(37%) were purchased from Merck, India. The other reagents 

used in this study were analytical grade.  

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Synthesis of UF prepolymer 

UF prepolymer was prepared by conventional method with 

various F/U mole ratios of 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, and 1.6 [20]. This 

method is divided into two parts: (1) alkali catalysis: 405 ml 

formalin was taken in open glass reactor (1000 ml Pyrex 

beaker) equipped with a thermometer and heater with stirrer. 

The urea was added in two steps and in each step 50% of it was 

used. The 50% of solid urea (predetermined) was dissolved in 

formalin under stirring at 40°C. The pH was adjusted to 7.8–

8.0 by adding 0.01M sodium hydroxide solution. The reactor 
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was heated to 90°C and maintained for 60 min. The temperature 

was then cooled to 80°C. (2) Acid catalysis: at 83°C, the pH 

was adjusted to 4.3 by adding 0.05M acetic acid solution. The 

rest amount of urea was then added in solution and stirred 

continuously for 15 min at 83°C to complete dissolution of 

urea. White viscous suspension of UF resin prepolymer was 

obtained. The prepolymer was then kept at room temperature 

for slowing down the curing reaction. All the viscosities of the 

solution were quickly measured at same time by Ostwald 

viscometer. For comparative analysis, a set of prepolymer was 

prepared using F/U mole ratio 1.0 by maintaining pH 4.0, 4.3, 

4.7 and 5.0 at acid catalysis step. 

2.2.2 Molecular weight determination 

For molecular weight determination, the solutions of resin 

sample (0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04 and 0.05 ml/1 ml) were prepared 

using mixed solvent Ethanol/water (1:1) just before performing 

the experiment [24]. Then the viscometric flow times were 

measured for the samples. By using measured flow time of a 

solution, viscosity is calculated by Poiseuille’s law at following 

equation [13]:  

𝜂 =
𝜋𝑟4𝑝𝑡

8𝑙𝑣
                                                                               (1) 

Where, η, kinematic viscosity, v, volume of solution, r & l 

are radius and length of the capillary tube of viscometer 

respectively, t, falling time through the capillary tube at 

pressure (p). The falling time is measured for the level of the 

liquid to pass between the two marks is proportional to the 

pressure imposed by gravity on the head of the liquid by a 

known volume.  

By simplifying equation 1 the relative viscosity (𝜂𝑟) and 

specific viscosity (𝜂𝑠𝑝) can be determined as: 

𝜂𝑟 =
𝜂

𝜂𝑜
=

𝑡

𝑡𝑜
                                                                         (2) 

𝜂𝑠𝑝 =
𝜂−𝜂𝑜

𝜂𝑜
=
𝑡−𝑡𝑜

𝑡𝑜
                                                               (3) 

𝜂𝑜 is viscosity of the solvent, t is flow time of solution and 

to is flow time of solvent. The intrinsic viscosity [η] is a measure 

of molecular dimension and is defined as  

[𝜂] =𝑐 𝐿𝑡→ 0

𝜂𝑠𝑝

𝐶
=𝑐 𝐿𝑡→ 0

𝑙𝑛𝜂𝑟

𝐶
                                                (4) 

𝜂𝑠𝑝
𝐶⁄ , reduced viscosity of the solution; 

𝑙𝑛 𝜂𝑟
𝐶⁄ ,  inherent 

viscosity; and C, the concentration of solution in
𝑔

100𝑚𝑙
.  The 

following empirical equation might be work efficiently for 

dilute solution. 

𝜂𝑠𝑝
𝐶⁄ = [𝜂] + 𝐾1[𝜂]

2𝐶 − −(𝐻𝑢𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑠)                        (5) 

𝑙𝑛 𝜂𝑟
𝐶⁄ = [𝜂] + 𝐾2[𝜂]

2𝐶 − −(𝐾𝑟𝑎𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑟)                    (6) 

If a graph is made by plotting the observed reduced or 

inherent viscosities against the concentration, the intercept of 

the straight line at C = 0 gives the intrinsic viscosity. 

From the measured intrinsic viscosity, the molecular 

weight was calculated using modified staudinger equation [31]: 

[𝜂] = 𝐾𝑀𝛼                                                                           (7) 

From the intercept of the plot log [η] against log M, values 

of K and from the slope, value of ‘α’ were found. The values of 

‘K’ and ‘α’ were found to be 0.74  10-3 and 1.05 respectively 

[33].  

2.2.3 Activation energy measurement 

Viscosity was measured by Ostwald viscometer at 70, 75, 

80, 85 and 900C in a thermostatic water bath (for activation 

energy determination). The viscometer was fixed vertically into 

water bath where the highest level of the liquid in the 

viscometer was at least one centimeter below the water level in 

the bath. The prepared of prepolymer samples were quickly 

taken into the viscometer upto the mark. Since the viscosity of 

resin continuously changed with time, the viscometer 

containing experimental solution was allowed to stand only for 

about five minutes to attain the temperature of i.e. constant 

temperature bath before each measurement. Minimum 10 

falling time was observed by stop watch for each experiment. 

After every measurement the viscometer was washed 

thoroughly and then checked by measuring the time of flow of 

distilled water. This energy is called the ‘activation energy of 

viscous flow’ (Ea). Ea is calculated using Eyring’s equation [34] 

(equation 8 & 9).  

𝜂 = 𝐴𝑒
𝐸𝑎
𝑅𝑇                                                                              (8) 

𝑙𝑛 𝜂 =  
𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇
+ 𝑙𝑛𝐴                                                                 (9) 

The value of Ea is calculated from the slope of plot of lnη 

versus 1/T by using equation 9. The value of R is considered 

8.314 J K-1 mol-1.  

3. Results and Discussion 

The viscosities of UF prepolymer prepared at different F/U 

molar ratio 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6 and pH 4.0, 4.3, 4.7, 5.0 are 

calculated from measured falling time at temperature 83°C. The 

falling time of solvent ethanol:water (1:1) was taken as 

reference sample. Every UF prepolymer sample taken for 

viscosity measurement is preserved at same condition.  

The concentration of resin solution versus calculated 

reduce viscosity is plotted in Fig. 1. All the line presented in 

the figure of UF prepolymer with different F/U molar ratio 

shown the similar trend. The intrinsic viscosity is calculated 

from the intersection of those lines to Y axis. Microsoft excel 

software is used to get exact values. Weight average molecular 

weight (Mw) is obtained from intrinsic viscosity by Mark-

Houwink equation and the values are given in Table 1. It has 

been noted that the intrinsic viscosity and Mw of the resins 

prepared at different F/U molar ratio under the same acid pH 

with the same condensation time and temperature are different. 

The highest Mw (2020.9) is found at F/U molar ratio 1.0 then 

decreases with the increase of F/U molar ratio. The lowest Mw 

is found 1735.7 at greater F/U molar ratio 1.6. At higher urea 

proportions (lower F/U), the condensation reaction is faster. 

This may be due at low F/U molar ratio more amine groups 
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available to react with formaldehyde [21]. It is also assumed 

that the gel time which directly related to viscosity is 

significantly affected by molar ratios. Moreover, at very low 

F/U molar ratio (0.8) urea is not disintegrated completely in 

formalin. M. Dunkey also reported some portion of resin was 

precipitated at lower F/U ratio (>0.9) during the acid 

condensation step, causing inhomogenities in the solutions [5]. 

No remarkable differences are shown in resin density. The R2 

values indicate better correlation between reduced viscosity 

and concentration of resin solution. 

 

Fig. 1 Reduced viscosity vs concentration plot of UF 

prepolymers of different F/U molar ratio. 

The intrinsic viscosities of UF prepolymer at pH 4.0, pH 

4.3, pH 4.7 and pH 5.0 for F/U molar ratio 1.0 are obtained 

from Fig. 2 and the respective values of Mw are 2049, 2020, 

1833, and 1726 respectively which shown in Table 1. The 

polymerization process of UF resin is propagated in the acid 

condensation step. The linear or branched molecules with 

medium and even higher Mw are formed with the reaction of 

methylols, urea and free formaldehyde. The numbers of stable 

methylene (-CH2-) linkages are increased at lower pH and high 

temperature [5]. The highest Mw is found at pH 4.0 and became 

lowest at pH 5.0. The results indicate that molecular weight of 

UF resin is increasing with the decrease of reaction pH. The 

high percentage of uron derivatives might be formed under 

strong acidic conditions formulated in the past [34].  

 

Fig. 2 Reduced viscosity vs concentration plot of UF 

prepolymers of different pH. 

The change of viscosity with temperature variation can be 

explained the molecular movement in the solvent. It has been 

seen that molecular movement increases with the increase of 

temperature and hence decrease the viscosity. At high 

temperature the kinetic energy of the molecule increases and 

starts to move more rapidly and away from each other. Due to 

rapid movement of molecule at higher temperature, more bulk 

space is formed which diminishes interlayer movement 

restriction and therefore viscosity decreases. The increase of 

viscosity with the decrease of temperature is shown in Fig. 3. 

The plot shown, the viscosity of the prepolymer of different 

F/U molar ratio with temperatures gives similar trend. The resin 

contains higher formalin fraction exhibit lower viscosity 

values. In other word, concentrate solution have higher 

viscosities than dilute solution. Molecules of concentrate 

solution should have energy which overcomes the internal 

friction or resistance of fluid. 

 

Table 1 Values of intrinsic viscosity, Mw and Ea at various reaction condition. 

F/U ratio pH 

Density 

(gm.cm-3) 

Molecular weight (Mw) Energy of activation (Ea) 

[n] R2 Mw δy/δx R2 Ea (kj. mol-1) 

0.8 4.3 1.56 2.119 0.9915 1960.1 124.17 0.9873 1.0323 

1 4.3 1.52 2.188 0.9961 2020.9 131.88 0.9963 1.0965 

1.2 4.3 1.49 2.124 0.9991 1964.5 124.45 0.9993 1.0347 

1.4 4.3 1.47 1.975 0.9993 1833.1 120.88 0.9894 1.0050 

1.6 4.3 1.44 1.865 0.9973 1735.7 118.17 0.9877 0.9825 

1 4.0 1.51 2.220 0.9990 2049.0 144.87 0.9986 1.2044 

1 4.3 1.52 2.188 0.9936 2020.9 131.8 0.9963 1.0958 

1 4.7 1.51 1.975 0.9973 1833.1 117.55 0.9652 0.9773 

1 5.0 1.49 1.855 0.9590 1726.8 114.88 0.9796 0.9551 
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Fig. 3 Variation of viscosity of UF prepolymer with different 

F/U ratio at temperature 70, 75, 80 and 85°C. 

According to Fig. 3, the steepness of all line graphs 

belongs to prepolymer resin of different F/U molar ratio looks 

similar. The resin prepared at F/U molar ratio 1.0 exhibit 

slightly steeper slope in the Eyring plot than other UF 

prepolymer. The calculated Ea for the different concentrations 

are given in Table 1. The Ea value of UF prepolymer prepared 

at F/U molar ratio 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4 and 1.6 is calculated and the 

values are1.0323, 1.0965, 1.0347, 1.0050 and 0.9825 kJ mol−1 

respectively. It has been seen that the energy of activation is 

increased upto F/U molar ratio 1.0 and then decreased with the 

increase of formaldehyde content. The molecular mobility is 

decreased due to reduction of frictional resistance and hence 

decreases Ea. However, Ea of UF resin at F/U molar ratio 0.8 

lower than resin found at F/U molar ratio 1.0. Probably at high 

proportion of urea is made precipitation at unreacted form 

during polycondensation reaction [5]. The previous studies also 

stated that the solid content of UF resin is greater at higher F/U 

molar proportion [25]. 

 

Fig. 4 Variation of viscosity of UF prepolymer with various 

pH at temperature 70, 75, 80 and 85°C. 

Fig. 4 illustrated the change of viscosity of UF prepolymer 

prepared by different pH with temperature. It has been seen that 

the viscosity decreases with the increase of pH. In the 

experiment the higher molecular weight is found at pH 4.0. 

According to the studies of Tomita [35] known that lower pH 

favors the synthesis process of UF resin i.e. high molecular 

weight compound is formed at very strong acidic condition. 

Lee and Kim also declared that the mobility of the UF resin 

molecules and their reactive groups decreases when the 

molecular weight increases. In addition, molecules are 

crosslinked on the curing process which reduce the mobility 

significantly [36]. Therefore, the activation energy is found 

greater at lowest pH. The calculated values of Ea are 

120.44×10-2, 109.58×10-2, 97.73×10-2 and 95.51×10-2 is found 

at pH 4.0, 4.3, 4.7 and 5.0 respectively. The R2 values indicate 

better correlation between temperature and ln η.  

Fig. 5 presented the relation of between molecular weight 

and activation energy of UF resin prepared by various F/U 

molar ratio and reaction pH. The similar trend of Ea and Mw 

curves is shown. The highest values of Ea and Mw are found at 

F/U molar ratio 1.0 and lowest values found at 1.6. Similarly, 

highest Ea and Mw are obtained at pH 4 and thereafter their 

values are decreased with the increase of pH. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 5 Change of Mw and Ea of UF prepolymer prepared by 

various F/U ratio and pH 

4. Conclusion 

This paper describes the change of molecular weight (Mw) 

and activation energy (Ea) of urea-formaldehyde (UF) 

prepolymer prepared by F/U molar ratio 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6 

at pH 4.3. Another set of UF prepolymer made at pH 4.0, 4.7, 

5.0 with F/U molar ratio 1.0. The value of Mw calculated from 
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intrinsic viscosity using Mark-Houwink (M-H) equation. The 

results showed that Mw of UF prepolymer varied remarkably 

with reaction parameters. The highest Mw was found at F/U 

molar ratio 1.0 and pH 4. The activation energy (Ea) of UF 

prepolymer samples calculated by Eyring’s equation from 

intrinsic viscosity measured at temperature 70, 75, 80 and 

85°C. The value of Ea changed with the variation of reaction 

parameter like Mw. Activation energy decreased at higher F/U 

mole ratio and pH value. The consistent of viscosity data of UF 

prepolymer samples given similar trend in Mw and Ea values 

change of with reaction parameter. Finally, it may suggest that 

the viscosity measurement is quite effective method for 

determination activation energy of UF resin. 
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ABSTRACT  

Due to handover failure, call drop occurs frequently. When a large number of incoming and handoff calls arrive at the same time, the 

performance of the conventional handoff algorithms may fall down. Moreover, multiple factors such as signal quality and available 

channels of cellular network can’t be evaluated in conventional algorithms. When mobile station (MS) moves, the connection of MS 

with nearby base station (BS) has to be switched from one to adjacent station. In this case, unnecessary handoffs will be occurred due 

to lack of proper decision of handoffs or lack of consideration about signal quality with available free channels. As a result call drop 

will occur frequently. For performing handoff efficiently, fuzzy logic based handoff decision algorithm, adaptive handoff threshold 

level using neural network and priority based dynamic channel allocation algorithm using neuro-fuzzy system has been proposed in 

this work. These algorithms will mainly focus on the proper decision of handoff based on evaluating signal strength, available free 

channels, spectrum efficiency, MS speed and distance from BS so that unnecessary and inefficient handoffs can’t be performed. 

Simulation revealed that using neuro-fuzzy system, the channel capacity, SIR and Handoff management were improved better than the 

others in terms of spectrum utilization efficiency, MS speed and SIR. The efficacy of the methodology has been proved by imitating 

the proposed model using MATLAB software. 
 

Keywords: Fuzzy Logic; Neural Network; Neuro-Fuzzy; Dynamic Channel Allocation; SIR; Handoff. 
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1. Introduction   

Call drop is the sudden and undesirable termination of 

successfully established calls [1]. For customer’s satisfaction, 

call drop curtailment is very important issue in wireless cellular 

communication system. It is the right of the taxpayer customers 

to have flexible and Reliable communication tie-up, better tele-

health and Tele-medicine opportunity, emergency virtual 

meeting and Security management system etc. Bindia and 

Aggarwal published a paper on various handoff strategies using 

fuzzy logic [1]. They integrated heterogeneous wireless 

environment to trigger the network selection process to perform 

handoff satisfactorily.  Nyambati and Oduol published a paper 

on handoff decision in order to analyze the impact of fuzzy based 

algorithm in a cellular network [2]. The impact of utilizing the 

fuzzy logic system for handover decision making considering the 

global system for cell phone communication (GSM) network has 

analyzed. Atayero and Luka [3] proposed adaptive neurofuzzy 

inference system for dynamic load balancing using the soft 

computing in 3GPP LTE. In this paper, they didn’t take any 

consideration of the network parameters such as signal to 

interference ratio, available channel capacity or signal strength.   

From the previous surveys, handover has contemplated as 

the main reason for call dropping. Due to wrong decision and 

improper threshold level, unsuccessful handoff occurs frequently 

which will lead to the effect of call drop [4]. With compared to 

these literature studies, this paper has tried to deal with network 

parameters by which handoff problem can be minimized to 

reduce call drop.  

So this paper will propound possible solution based on 

Artificial Intelligence system to find out the right decision point 

with a view to ensuring successful handoff and Channel 

allocation based on measuring the value of network parameters. 

Artificial neural network, fuzzy logic and Neuro-fuzzy systems 

are the major AI tools [5] that have applied in this work. 

2. Methodology 

Three methods have provided below to find out the proper 

decision point and handoff threshold level for occurring 

successful handoff. 

2.1 Two handoff level algorithm based on fuzzy logic 

On the basis of two handoff algorithm, the request of 

handoff is commenced, when the signal toughness drops under 

the first handoff altitude. At this altitude, when the upcoming 

signal is brawny, the handoff will take place. The call will be 

handed off, when the second handoff altitude is outstretched. The 

received signal strength (RSS) itself includes interference and 

carrier signal [3]. The algorithm of two handoff level based on 

fuzzy logic is shown in Fig. 1. 

The current received signal strength varying from -110dbm 

to -48dbm, signal to interference ratio varying from 12db to 24db 

and upcoming base station RSS are considered as the handoff 

decision matrices. These decision matrices are used as linguistic 

variables as shown in Table 1. Also handoff decision is 

considered as output of fuzzy inference system shown in Table 

2.
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Table 1 Fuzzy variable for three inputs of two handoff level algorithm 

Serial 

Number 
Fuzzy Variable and Span 

Input Ranges 

LOW AVERAGE HIGH 

1. 
Current RSS 

-110 dBm to -48 dBm 
-110 dBm to -88 dBm -92 dBm to -68 dBm -72 dBm to -48 dBm 

2. 
New BS RSS 

-110 dBm to -48dBm 

-110 dBm to -88 dBm -92 dBm to -68 dBm -72 dBm to -48 dBm 

Input Ranges 

POOR MEDIUM BETTER 

3. 
SIR 

14 dB to 24 dB 
14 dB to 19 dB 17 dB to 21 dB 20 dB to 24 dB 

Table 2 Fuzzy variable for output of two handoff level algorithm 

Serial 

Number 
Fuzzy Variable and Span Output Ranges 

1. Handoff  Decision 0 to 1 NO WAIT BE-READY YES 

Table 3 Rule base for different inputs amalgamation 

Rule 

Number 

Current RSS SIR New BS RSS HOD 

1 LOW POOR LOW YES 

2 LOW MEDIUM LOW BE-READY 

3 LOW BETTER LOW BE-READY 

4 AVERAGE POOR LOW YES 

5 AVERAGE MEDIUM LOW BE-READY 

6 AVERAGE BETTER LOW NO 

7 HIGH POOR LOW YES 

8 HIGH MEDIUM LOW BE-READY 

9 HIGH BETTER LOW NO 

10 LOW POOR AVERAGE YES 

11 LOW MEDIUM AVERAGE BE-READY 

12 LOW BETTER AVERAGE BE-READY 

13 AVERAGE POOR AVERAGE YES 

14 AVERAGE MEDIUM AVERAGE BE-READY 

15 AVERAGE BETTER AVERAGE AVERAGE 

16 HIGH POOR AVERAGE YES 

17 HIGH MEDIUM AVERAGE WAIT 

18 HIGH BETTER AVERAGE NO 

19 LOW POOR HIGH YES 

20 LOW MEDIUM HIGH BE-READY 

21 LOW BETTER HIGH WAIT 

22 AVERAGE POOR HIGH YES 

23 AVERAGE MEDIUM HIGH BE-READY 

24 AVERAGE BETTER HIGH NO 

25 HIGH POOR HIGH YES 

26 HIGH MEDIUM HIGH WAIT 

27 HIGH BETTER HIGH NO 
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Sugeno fuzzy inference system [5] will be used to process 

these matrices parameters. The output of the FIS means the 

membership value of handoff decision shown in Table 2. Based 

on the different amalgamation of the three inputs and one output 

parameters, the different twenty seven rules can be conceived as 

shown in Table 3. 

The handoff decision parameter [6] depending on the three 

input parameters such as RSS of current base station, signal to 

interference ratio and RSS of new base station can be assessed as 

shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 1 Two handoff level algorithm based on fuzzy logic. 

2.2 Artificial Neural network based Adaptive handoff 

threshold level algorithm   

To manifold problems, artificial neural networks can be 

applied. The utility of three parameters [7] such as slope ratio, 

signal to interference ratio and the number of available free 

channels can be calculated using fuzzy logic system. The 

threshold value for handoff will be adopted to fortify successful 

handoff according to the value of such parameters. 

Fig. 3 shows the training data sets considered as input data 

sets for learning. These inputs are applied to the fuzzy logic 

system and the FLS outputs can be computed. The ranges of 

slope ratio, signal to interference ratio are from 0 to 1, 14 db to 

21 db and 0 to 12. The test data to validate the model is shown in 

Fig. 4. The FLS output data will serve as the target output shown 

in Fig. 5. 

2.3 Neuro-fuzzy based Dynamic Channel Allocation Scheme 

In this work, DCA [8] can be used to flourish a channel 

allocation policy. Neuro-adaptive learning mechanisms render a 

procedure for employing dynamic channel allocation stratagem 

to grasp information about a data set. For a given input or output 

data set, the toolbox function ANFIS contrives a fuzzy inference 

system (FIS).  Back propagation algorithm can be used to tune 

the parameters of membership function [4]. By this process, the 

permission to learn from the modeling data will be obtained. 

Through the learning action, the related parameters can be 

changed. 

In fuzzy control toolbox, a handy command called ANFIS 

exists. An optimization stratagem will be given by this command 

to find the parameters in the fuzzy system that will be the best to 

fit the data. In the first juncture, the crisp variables, spectrum 

utilization efficiency, speed of secondary user, distance from 

base station and in the fuzzification action, RSS will be 

transmuted into linguistic variables. The four input variables can 

be mapped into fuzzy altitude of fuzzy sets through fuzzification. 

A sigmoidal membership function has used as an activation 

function in this work. Center of gravity [5] method has used in 

defuzzification method. A typical neuro-fuzzy system is shown 

in Fig. 6. The rule evaluation for dynamic channel allocation 

scheme is shown in Fig. 7. Considering different combinations 

of four matrices, different outputs are generated to be trained in 

neuro-fuzzy system. 

 

Fig. 2 Rule evaluation for determining handoff decision level 
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(a) (a) 

  

(b) (b) 

  

(c) (c) 

Fig. 3 Training data for Neural Networks Fig. 4 Test data for neural network 
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Fig. 5 FLS output or Desired Output Fig. 6 Neuro-fuzzy system 
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Fig. 7 Rule evaluation for dynamic channel allocation 

3. Results 

3.1 Two handoff level algorithm based on fuzzy logic  

The following alliance can be procured from the two 

handoff level algorithm based on fuzzy logic. As the current 

received signal strength decreases after a certain period, the 

handoff decision probability increases drastically shown in Fig. 

8.  

 

Fig. 8 Relationship between Current received signal strength 

and Handoff decision. 

As the RSS of upcoming base station increases, the 

probability of switching from old BS to new BS increases shown 

in Fig. 9. Normally SIR drops as a function of distance. Besides 

due to interference, SIR can be decreased which is shown in Fig. 

10. As the SIR decreases, the probability of handoff increases 

which switches the MSC from current BS to new BS.  

 

 

Fig. 9 Relationship between new BS received signal strength 

and Handoff decision. 

 

Fig. 10 Relationship between signal to interference ratio and 

Handoff decision. 
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Fig. 11 Surface plot for current received signal strength and 

signal to interference ratio versus Handoff decision. 

 

Fig. 12 Surface plot for new base station received signal 

strength and signal to interference ratio versus Handoff 

decision. 

Fig. 11 represent the surface plot of handoff with respect to 

current RSS and SIR. As current RSS and SIR are decreasing, 

handoff is increasing. Fig. 12 represents the surface plot of 

handoff with respect to new RSS and SIR. As new RSS increases 

and SIR decreases, handoff increases gradually. Fig. 13 

represents the surface plot of handoff with respect to new RSS 

and current RSS. The current RSS drops as a function of distance 

and after a distance the new BS RSS increases. When the new 

BS RSS is found greater than the old RSS, then the handoff 

process will be executed. When the fuzzy based two handoff 

level algorithm is used, the handoff decision can be properly 

taken and thus the channel performance and capacity is 

increased.  

 

Fig. 13 Surface plot for current received signal strength and 

new base station received signal strength versus Handoff 

decision. 

 

3.2 Artificial neural network based adaptive handoff threshold 

level algorithm  

For different amalgamation of inputs data, the FLS output 

data is the desired output. Then the neural network is trained with 

these inputs and output. When the network is satisfactorily 

trained, any amalgamation of the test data will follow the desired 

output. The performance evaluation of actual and multi-layer 

protocol output is shown in Fig. 14. Blue line indicates the target 

or desired output, where the green line is the predicted output 

with 10 neurons, cyan line is the predicted output with 12 

neurons, and red line is the predicted output with 15 neurons. As 

the number of neurons increase, the chance of getting 

authoritative desired output also increases with the cost of 

complexity. The red line is more close to the target output than 

the others.  

 

Fig. 14 Performance Evaluation of actual and MLP output. 

Thus the fuzzy logic output is trained into the neural network 

so that the threshold level of handoff occurrence can adapt 

according to miscellaneous situations and gives the output close 

to the desired output. Thus the handoff process can be 

successfully accomplished. Hence the channel capacity is 

increased and call drop probability due to handoff is reduced. 

The relationship between different inputs can be discussed.  

 

Fig. 15 Slope ratio Vs RSS threshold level 

For different values of θ1 and θ2, the various values of slope 

ratio are obtained. When θ2is greater than θ1, then handoff takes 

place. As θ2is decreased, the received signal strength is increased 

and also the slope ratio is increased which is shown in Fig. 15. 

As the slope ratio increases, the chance of handoff decreases 

which is shown in figure. So the threshold value should be set up 

in such a way that the no handoff can be performed 

unnecessarily.   
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Fig. 16 SIR Vs RSS threshold level 

As the signal to interference ratio is decreased, then the 

threshold level for handoff occurrence should be set to high value 

so that no call drop can be occurred. The tie-up between them is 

shown in Fig. 16.  

 

Fig. 17 Relationship between available free channels and RSS 

threshold level for handoff decision. 

As the available free channels are decreased, then the 

threshold level for handoff occurrence must be set to possible 

lower value, so that the call can continue for the last moment 

without handoff as can as possible shown in Fig. 17.  

 

Fig. 18 Testing FIS against training data 

3.3 Neuro-fuzzy based dynamic channel allocation scheme  

To assemble the output of artificial neuro-fuzzy inference 

system that game the desired or wanted data, all the adaptable 

parameters have tuned. For this purpose, the learning action has 

been utilized.  An amalgamation of learning algorithm has been 

adopted in such a way that the parameters of input-output 

membership functions can be adjusted to ameliorate the training 

efficiency.  

 

The mean square error procedure has utilized to optimize the 

consequent parameters with keeping the antecedent parameters 

fixed. Then the back propagation algorithm has used to tune the 

surmise parameters, when the consequent parameters are 

updated.   

When the training error result is acceptable, then the 

performance test of fuzzy inference system against either 

training, testing or checking data can be evaluated which is 

shown in Fig. 18 and  

Fig. 19. Click test now and the following display will be 

seen. 

 

Fig. 19 Checking data 

The training aids to select the quintessential rule to be fired. 

The relationship between the tuned parameters can be entrenched 

as follows: 

Fig. 20 shows that as the spectrum efficiency increases, the 

allocation priority increases. Thus the channel can be allocated 

according to the user holding higher priority factor. Fig. 21 

shows that when the secondary user speed is decreased, then the 

priority factor is increased. As the speed of secondary user 

increases, the ability to detect the primary user decreases. So 

allocation priority will be high with slow speed.  

Fig. 22 shows that the closest between secondary user and 

primary user, the possibility of interference to primary user is 

greater. So allocation priority is high with far distance from base 

station. 

Fig. 23 shows that with high received signal strength, the 

allocation priority is high. Thus the higher RSS value of 

secondary user can be allocated to new channel with high 

preference. Fig. 24 shows that the priority factor is higher with 

the higher value of spectrum efficiency and the distance. 

Depending on the higher priority factor, the channel can be 

allocated to the specific user holding high priority factor.  

Fig. 25 shows that the priority factor is higher with the 

higher value of spectrum efficiency and the received signal 

strength. Depending on the higher priority factor, the channel can 

be assigned to the specific user. Fig. 26 shows that with smaller 

spectrum efficiency and faster speed, the priority factor is 

decreased. Unlike higher priority factor, the channel is not 

assigned to the specific secondary user normally.  

Fig. 27 shows that with higher spectrum efficiency and 

slower speed, the priority factor is increased. With higher priority 

factor, the channel is assigned to the specific secondary user.  The 

available channel allocation table is shown in Table 4.
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Fig. 20 Relationship between spectrum utilization efficiency 

and allocation priority 

 

Fig. 21 Relationship between secondary user speed and 

allocation priority 

  

Fig. 22 Relationship between distance from BS and allocation 

priority 

Fig. 23 Relationship between received signal strength and 

allocation priority 

  

Fig. 24 Relationship between distance, spectrum efficiency 

and allocation priority 

Fig. 25 Relationship between RSS, spectrum efficiency and 

allocation priority 

  

Fig. 26 Relationship between speed, spectrum efficiency and 

allocation priority 

Fig. 27 Relationship between speed, RSS and allocation 

priority 
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Table 4 Channel allocation table 

 Channel-1 Channel-2 Channel-3 Channel-4 

SU 1 .382 0 0 …. 

SU 2 .769 0 .241 …. 

SU 3 .8558 0 .492 …. 

SU 4 .718 .608 0 …. 

…. …. …. ….. …. 

 

After calculation by fuzzy inference system, a priority factor 

of secondary user (SU) has generated and the channel will be 

allocated to the SU holding the highest priority factor. From, to 

use the channel, SUs contend with the priority factor generated 

by FIS. With the help of information existing in the channel 

allocation table, SU with higher priority factor will get the right 

to use the channel. There are four SUs shown in Table 4 and they 

compete for allocating channel 1, but due to high priority factor, 

channel 1 will be allocated to SU4 having the highest priority 

factor of 0.8558. The others may be concluded by the same 

procedure such as channel 2 will be allocated to SU2, channel 3 

allocated to SU3.  

3. Conclusion 

In this research, handoff algorithm based on fuzzy logic and 

neural network have introduced that utilize the advantages of 

multi-criteria handoffs. With the help of well-known delicacy of 

handoff parameters, these handoff techniques have implemented 

to find out the proper decision. In two handoff level algorithm 

based on fuzzy logic technique, three network parameters have 

taken as linguistic variables of three degree of memberships such 

as LOW, AVERAGE and HIGH to generate output for handoff 

decision. Decision phase has classified into four levels such as 

NO, WAIT, BE-READY and YES based on the fuzzy rules 

inserted in the sugeno inference mechanism. In Artificial neural 

network based on adaptive handoff threshold level algorithm, 

three parameters such as slope ratio, available free channels and 

signal to interference ratio have taken into consideration to find 

the suitable point of handoffs decision. Different data sets of 

these parameters have used as linguistic variables and fuzzy rules 

have inserted to produce target outputs. Using this fuzzy model, 

different data sets have generated to be used as training data in 

neural network. Then any arbitrary level of these parameters will 

follow the target outputs to identify the decision point of 

handoffs. In dynamic channel allocation scheme using neuro-

fuzzy model, four network parameters have considered such as 

distance from BS, MS speed, spectrum efficiency and received 

signal strength to determine priority factor for allocation of 

channels of the switching requested status of the mobile cellular 

network. This approach ameliorates channel capacity and signal 

quality in terms of quality of service and hence reduces call drop. 

The peril of call drops is very scathing and needs to be reconciled 

very soon. Other methods like Vertical handoff algorithm, BER 

reduction, RF optimization and Multiple Input Multiple Output 

antenna also evince to be worthwhile in achieving this target. In 

the future, the plan can be taken to flourish a systematic manner 

for priority based handoff mechanism using neural network. 
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ABSTRACT   

Seam strength plays a very important role in acquiring the desired quality seam which ultimately defines the quality of any clothing. 

The paper is aimed to study the strength of seam produced from denim fabric, how different sewing parameters like sewing thread type, 

type of seam, seam direction as well as the density of stitches influence the strength of seam, and it is observed that they have direct 

effect on lockstitch seam strength of denim fabric with various degree. For research denim fabric with 3/1 weaves structure and three 

different sewing threads namely 100% cotton spun with 14tex linear density, 100% polyester spun with 24tex and 60tex linear density 

were used. Seam class used for the research was superimposed seam prepared with two layers, SSa and three layers, SSb. The samples 

were made by stitching with lockstitch sewing machine both in warp and weft way. Three different stitch densities were used to sew 

the samples and they were-7, 9 and 11 stitches per inch. The strength of the produced seams was tested on a universal strength tester 

machine-the titan tensile strength tester. Test was performed according to ASTM D5034 test method. The outcome of the research 

shows that seam type, seam direction, thread types, and stitch density have direct effect on lockstitch seam strength of denim fabric 

with various degrees. Higher seam strength was obtained for the SSb type seam produced in warp direction with coarser sewing thread 

(60tex) and 11 stitches per inch (SPI). The influence of independent variables on the seam strength was assessed statistically using a 

multivariate variance analysis (ANOVA) with the help of SPSS software and it was found that they effect significantly. Regression 

analysis was done to develop the regression equation to predict lockstitch seam strength before production process. 

Keywords: Denim Fabric, Seam Strength, Stitch Density, Seam Type, Stitch per Inch. 
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1. Introduction   

Apparel manufacturing technology depends on the 

conversion of the fabric from two dimensional (2D) into three 

dimensional (3D) structures to fit human body [1]. Though there 

is a considerable improvement of techniques and technologies 

has been emerged in the apparel manufacturing, still the 

dominating group of methods for joining the garment elements 

is the sewn seams made by sewing threads [2].  

The clothing industries are mainly concerned about the 

secondary characteristics of fabric that is the reactions of the 

fabric to an applied dynamic force and focus on the quality of 

seam at the time of fabrication and production of clothing [3],[4]. 

So good seams are important factors to determine clothing 

quality which is a big deal in today’s competitive world market 

as quality can be seen as the synonym of excellence [5] and as a 

means to make differentiation of different products having 

perceived value [6].  

On the other hand, quality of a seam can be viewed from its 

performance and appearance [7]. Seam performance that is, 

appearance, seam strength, elastic property, and durability 

depend on the seam type and stitch density of the seam, tension 

of the sewing thread and the seam efficiency of the fabric.  

Seam durability can be measured through seam efficiency 

where seam strength is the driving factor [8]. As the standard of 

any garments is dependent on the quality of seam, the applied 

seams to make the garments have to fulfill the above mentioned 

criteria, among which seam strength and appearance of the seams 

have big importance [9], [10].  

Another important matter is that the seam should have such 

stretchability so that the users can have free movement without 

breaking the seams. 

In general, seam efficiency ranges between 85% and 90% 

but it can be optimized by optimizing seam strength considering 

different sewing parameters like type of seam, stitch types, stitch 

density, and type of sewing threads and selection of needle [12]. 

Rengasamy et al. [13] and Nayak et al. [14] showed the 

influence of types of sewing thread on the seam efficiency. 

Impact of linear density of sewing thread has been studied by 

different researchers [10],[15],[16] and it has been found that the 

linear density of sewing thread is one of the most influencing 

factors for the seam strength. Barbulov et al. [11] studied the 

impact of stitch density and of the type of sewing thread on seam 

strength. Akter and Khan (2015) [17] studied the influence of 

stitch type and sewing thread on seam strength and efficiency of 

the superimposed seam for cotton apparel. The effect of the 

different number of sewn layers was first studied by [1] Frydrych 

et al. (2016) along with other sewing parameters. Yassen (2017) 

[18] showed the effects of sewing thread count, sewing needle 

size, stitch density along with fabric characteristics on seam 

strength, and found that seam strength is significantly influenced 

by both sewing and fabric characteristics.  

This research work is an attempt to investigate and show 

how different sewing parameters for example sewing thread, 

seam type, stitch density, sewn fabric layers affect seam quality 

in terms of seam strength as well as to develop a regression 

equation to predict the lockstitch seam strength for denim fabrics. 

mailto:alimrante003@gmail.com
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2.  Experimental Details 

Denim fabric of 98% cotton and 2% spandex yarn, 3/1 twill 

was taken with the specifications given in Table 1. Sewing 

parameters and sewing threads properties were given in Table 2 

and Table 3. A simplified flow chart of research methodology is 

given in Fig. 1. 

Table 1 Fabric characteristics 

Parameters Unit Value Parameters Unit Value 

Thickness mm 0.52 
Warp yarn 

count 
tex 80 

Surface 

density 
g/m2 182 

Weft yarn 

count 
tex 70 

Warp breaking 

force 
cN 1025 

Warp yarn 

elongation at 

break 

% 11 

Weft breaking 

force 
cN 890 

Weft yarn 

elongation at 

break 

% 8 

Warp density 

(EPcm) 
cm-1 28 

Warp yarn 

tenacity 
cN/tex 12.81 

Weft density 

(PPcm) 
cm-1 20 

Weft yarn 

 tenacity 
cN/tex 12 

Table 2 Selection of different sewing parameters 

Sewing 

parameters 

Expression/ 

Value 

Elaboration 

Seam class SS Superimposed seam * 

Seam type 

SSa 

 

SSb 

 

Superimposed seam with two 

layers* 

Superimposed seam with three 

layers* 

Seam 

direction 

Warp,  

Weft 

Seams were prepared in warp 

and weft direction 

Stitch density 

(SPI) 
7, 9, 11 

They are expressed as SD1, 

SD2 and SD3 respectively 

Sewing 

thread 

ST1, ST2, 

ST3 

Represent sewing thread one, 

two and three respectively 

Needle size 

(Metric) 

100,100, 

150 

Corresponding sewing threads 

are ST1, ST2 and ST3 

respectively 

(* According to ASTM D 6193) 

Table 3 Sewing threads properties 

Parameters Unit ST1 ST2 ST3 

Ply number - 2 2 3 

Composition - 

100% 

polyester 

Spun 

100% 

Cotton 

Spun 

100% 

polyester 

Spun 

Linear 

density 
tex 14 24 60 

Ticket 

number 
 215 125 50 

Breaking 

force 
N 8.4 10.6 24 

Elongation 

at break 
% 17.87 7.37 46 

 

Fig. 1 Simplified research methodology 

2.1 Sample Preparation 

A superimposed seam class of SSa and SSb type with 25.4 

mm seam allowance and according to ASTM D 6193, lockstitch 

class 301 were used for sewing the samples. Selection of needle 

size to sew the samples has been shown in the Table 2. Samples 

were stitched along the seam line both in warp and weft way of 

the fabric. The fabric was sewn with three different stitch 

densities to see the effect of stitch density on seam strength. 

2.2 Seam strength evaluation 

Grab test (ASTM D5034) as a test method was used to 

determine the seam strength. Samples with 350 mm length 

among which 150mm in one side of the seam line and 200mm 

on another side of the seam along with 100 mm in width which 

is parallel to the seam line were made as shown in Fig. 2. During 

the test, samples were subjected to 1% tension of the 

approximate breaking load. The value presented here is the 

average of five specimen tested consecutively.  

 

Fig. 2 Dimension of cut specimen from fabric (2.a) and Seamed 

specimen (2.b) 

3. Results and Discussion   

3.1 Effect of Seam Type on Seam Strength 

Two different types of superimposed seams were made and 

they were SSa and SSb type seam that is they were different by 

their layers. Seam SSa has two layers of fabric whereas seam SSb 

has three layers of fabric. The graphical representation presented 

in Fig. 4(c) shows that there is noticeable difference in seam 

strength with the increase of layers of fabric in the seam and this 

can also be understood from the variance analysis presented in 

Table 4. It is also found that seam strength gets increased as the 

increase of fabric layers for all kind of sewing parameters that is 

seam direction, sewing thread and stitch density [see Fig. 3]. 

Collection of 

threads, fabric 

and needles 

Evaluation of 

threads and 

fabric 

properties 

Selection of 

stitch and 

seam type 

then seam 

production 

Evaluation of 

seam strength 

by Titan 

Universal 

Testing 

Machine 

Data 

collection, 

editing and 

coding for 

SPSS software 

Regression 

analysis to 

develop 

multiple linear 

regression 

equation 
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The fact is that, an increase in fabric layer increases contact 

points number between fabric yarns and sewing threads, as a 

result a tighter surface is obtained. Thus, the distribution of 

tensile forces will take place over a larger number of points and 

the resistance will be higher.  

3.2 Effect of Seam Direction on Seam Strength 

Though warp seam strength was higher than that of weft in 

most of the cases, in some cases, warp and weft seam strength 

were found equal [see Fig. 3]. From the Fig. 4(d), it is obvious 

that direction of seam has significant effect on strength of the 

seam of the sewn fabrics. The fact can be supposed that the lower 

seam strength of the fabric can result from the lesser number of 

intersection points between sewing thread and yarns of the fabric. 

3.3 Effect of Sewing Thread on Seam Strength 

It is an established truth that the higher the strength of 

sewing threads the higher the seam strength of the sewn fabrics. 

This is because, the strength of the sewing threads adds the 

strength to the seam sewn by the threads. This study also reveals 

the same result and supports the results of many other researchers 

[19],[20]. From the correlation analysis it is found that there is 

very strong correlation between sewing thread linear density and 

seam strength [see Table 4]. The effect of sewing threads on 

seam strength has been presented graphically in Fig. 4. a. The 

effect of sewing threads varying other sewing parameters has 

been represented in the Fig. 3 and it is found that seam strength 

always gets increased as the increase of sewing thread size for all 

kind of sewing parameters that is seam direction, fabric layers 

and stitch density. The fact is that the coarser sewing thread 

contains more number of fibres resulting in high seam strength. 

3.4 Effect of Stitch Density on Seam Strength 

The effect of stitch density on the strength of the lockstitch 

seam is found very prominent (see Fig. 4(b)) and it is found as 

the second most influential factor of seam strength; statistical 

analysis also reports the same issue (see Table 4). It has also been 

found that with the increase of stitch density the seam strength 

also increases and the effect is obvious for all kind of other 

sewing parameters like seam type, seam direction, sewing thread 

types (see Fig. 3). In fact, with the increase of stitch density the 

number of loops per unit length of the fabric increases; therefore, 

the higher force is required to deform such a seam.

 

Fig. 3 Effect of seam type, seam direction, sewing thread, and stitch density on seam strength 

Table 4  Correlation analysis of different parameters 

Correlations 

Variables Seam strength Sewing Thread Stitch Density Seam type Seam direction 

Seam strength 1 0.851** 0.289 0.113 -0.113 

Sewing Thread 0.851** 1 0 0 0 

Stitch Density 0.289 0 1 0 0 

Seam type 0.113 0 0 1 0 

Seam direction -0.113 0 0 0 1 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Fig. 4 Seam strength for various (a) seam type & (b) stich density and (c) seam type & (d) seam direction 

3.5 Regression Analysis to Develop Regression Equation 

The regression equation is given below: 

Seam strength= -568.318 +312.742 × Sewing Thread 

+ 53.029 × Stitch Density + 68.011 × Seam type – 

67.996 × Seam direction 

(1) 

Table 5 Regression model summary 

R R2 Adjusted R2 Std. Error Sig. 

.913a .833 .812 131.9538486 .000 

a Predictors: (Constant), Seam direction, Seam type, Stitch Density, 

Sewing Thread, Stitch Type 

As in the Table 5, the R2 value is 83.3% which indicates the 

prediction level of the model. The R2 value also denotes that 

83.3% of the changes in seam strength (dependent variables) can 

be explained by independent variables in the model. According 

to the results of ANOVA test presented in Table 6, it is found 

that the relation between dependent and independent variables 

was significant at 99% significance level as the significance 

value was found as p < 0.01. The regression equation (equation 

1) given above was made with the coefficients obtained by the 

analysis in this study. The regression equation will help to predict 

seam strength when the other independent variables are known 

before the production process. 

Table 6 Regression analysis, ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Regression 

Residual 

Total 

2700578.351 4 675144.59 38.78 0b 

539766.363 31 17411.82   

3240344.714 35    

a. Dependent Variable: Seam strength 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Seam direction, Seam type, Stitch Density, Sewing 

Thread 

4. CONCLUSION 

The outcome of the research shows that the studied sewing 

parameters affect the strength of lockstitch seam significantly. 

There is slight increase in seam strength as the layers of the fabric 

increased. Though seam strength is found higher with the coarser 

sewing threads and with the higher stitch densities, these two 
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factors should be selected in such a way so that the seam quality 

remains satisfactory because some samples were found with 

slipped seam at eleven stitches per inch; this may denote the 

unsuitability of eleven stitches per inch for the fabric. The effect 

of seam direction was more visible for the sewing thread three, 

ST3 (60 Tex). Prediction of seam quality before seam production 

is the most important issue for the manufacturers. And for this 

reason, regression model has been developed that will allow the 

producers to predict seam strength from given input parameters. 

The outcome of the work can be more generalized by including 

kind of fabrics as an independent variable and by producing 

seams with other stitches that are commonly used for denim 

fabrics. 
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ABSTRACT   

Recently, the demands of composite materials used in various engineering applications are growing higher because of their 

outstanding mechanical and thermal properties. This study represents an experimental investigation to determine mechanical properties 

of Al-based composites materials using Cu and SiC as reinforcement. Al-30-wt%-Cu, Al-40-wt%-Cu, Al-30-wt%-SiC, and Al-40-

wt%-SiC composite bars were fabricated using stir casting process to ensure uniform distribution of reinforced elements. The composite 

bars were prepared into required shape to conduct test for evaluating mechanical properties. Al-40-wt%-Cu shows improved properties 

such as, hardness, strength, and impact energy absorption than Al-30-wt%-Cu due to more presence of Cu content. Al-30-wt%-Cu and 

Al-40-wt%-Cu bars showed improved mechanical properties than both Al-30-wt%-SiC and Al-40-wt%-SiC. It is also seen that Al-30-

wt%-Cu and Al-40-wt%-Cu showed high hardness, yield strength, and impact energy absorption compared to Al-30-wt%-SiC and Al-

40-wt%-Cu respectively. On the other hand, Al-30-wt%-Cu is 3.5% lightweight than Al-30-wt%-SiC and Al-40-wt%-Cu is 2.11% 

lightweight than Al-40-wt%-SiC. Al-30-wt%-Cu and Al-40-wt%-Cu showed improved specific hardness, specific yield strength, and 

specific impact energy absorption compared to Al-30-wt%-SiC and Al-40-wt%-Cu respectively. In addition, Al-40-wt%-Cu showed 

better mechanical properties among the bars. 

Keywords: Metal matrix composites; Reinforcement; Stir Casting; Hardness; Strength; Impact Energy. 
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1. Introduction   

Modern arena is moving forward positively by remarkable 

changes, inventions, and innovations in materials development 

with the advancement of science and technology. Like, many 

great attempts and researches have been carried out in order to 

improve mechanical and thermal behaviors of materials [1]. 

Many studies were performed to accomplish the growing needs 

of light-weight materials with outstanding performance in 

automotive, aviation, naval, shipbuilding, sports goods, bio-

medical equipment, prime movers, micro structure, and space 

industries. Composite metals have been attracted by the 

researchers and metallurgists to replace conventional materials 

for their improved mechanical and tribological behaviors such 

as, high strength to weight ratio, tensile and compressive 

behaviors, hardness, stiffness, durability, yield strength, density, 

low thermal expansion coefficient, counteraction to corrosion, 

thermal diffusivity, and good resistance to wear [2]. Composite 

materials consist of two or more than two macro, micro, and nano 

sized particles differing in physical formation and chemical 

composition in a suitably made mixtures to achieve required 

properties [3]. It is known to all that two or more materials are 

combined together to make composites given that all materials 

possessing different mechanical and chemical characteristics. It 

produces an individual material which differs from the properties 

of parent components when they are combined. In composites, 

reinforcement particle is usually the load carrying particle and 

matrix is the weaker phase.  

Reinforcement gives high strength, stiffness and rigidity 

which helps to support externally applied load of any engineering 

structure. The organic or inorganic matrices or binders keep up 

the position and bearing of reinforcements accordingly [4]. In 

addition, the reinforced particles improve stiffness and strength 

of products which develops huge structural load carrying 

capacity. Composite materials are categorized into three such as, 

metal matrix composites (MMC), polymer matrix composites 

(PMC), and ceramic matrix composites (CMC) according to the 

chemical nature [5]. Recently, metal composites have drawn 

huge interests of the researchers and metallurgists because of 

their physical, mechanical, electrical, and tribological behaviors. 

In addition, automotive, automation, and aerospace industries are 

searching for advanced functional light materials to meet the 

requirements which is leading to speedy advancement of 

MMC’s. Pure aluminium and its various alloys are used as matrix 

phase whereas, different non-metallic and metallic elements such 

as, Copper, silicon carbide, aluminium oxide, and sulphar 

dioxide are used as reinforcement in Aluminium metal 

composites (AMC) [6]. It is noted that the reinforcements are 

added with parent materials according to different composition 

to improve mechanical behaviors like hardness, impact energy 

absorption, stiffness, and strength of materials to meet 

requirements. Composite materials made from aluminium alloys 

with various reinforcements are widely used in many 

sophisticated engineering applications because of their 

outstanding properties as compared to others. [7]. AMC’s are 

fabricated by varying proportion of reinforced particles and 

chemical composition of Aluminium and tested experimentally 

to get clear indication about changing of properties. For this 

consequences, Laplanche et al. [8] studied microstructures and 

mechanical behaviors of Al-based composite materials using 

Cu–Fe particles as reinforced at different composition and, Sohn 

et al. [9] experimented on Al–Cu based dendrite-ultrafine 
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composites to analyze mechanically and micro-structurally. Kim 

et al. [10] fabricated a hierarchical multi-phase composites using 

Al-Ni based intermetallic compounds in the Al-Cu-Si-Ni alloy 

system also studied microstructural condition and mechanical 

behaviors. Viswanath et al. [11] investigated mechanical and 

creep behaviors of AZ91-SiCp composites fabricated by stir 

casting. Steinman et al. [12] studied experimentally and 

theoretically Al-based composite materials using its different 

grade alloys as reinforcements. AMC’s are fabricated and 

produced in cost effectively and its applications are expanding 

rapidly due to cost effective manufacturing process. On the 

contrary, titanium shows better properties compared to other 

technological metals but it is rarely used in fabricating 

composites because of its high price and low tribological 

properties.  

Huang et al. [13] suggested to use Al metal composites 

instead of Fe, Mg, Ni, and Cr because of their comparative 

mechanical and chemical properties. Al-Cu and Al-SiC was 

selected in this study considering the above reasons. Researchers 

and metallurgists suggest many fabrication techniques of 

composites using different matrix and reinforcement. Fabrication 

of metal composites are categorized into five such as, liquid-

liquid phasing, liquid-solid phasing, solid-liquid phasing, 

deposition techniques, and suit processing according to type of 

mixture and processing temperature [14]. It is noted that stir 

casting is one of the simplest and most economical methods for 

fabrication of composite materials except some technical 

difficulties. Gopalakrishnan et al. [15] studied of making and 

wear analysis of composites using AA 6061 graded titanium 

carbide as reinforcement particulates by enhanced stir casting 

method. Raghuvaran et al. [16] investigated mechanical 

behaviors of Al7075-SiC composites prepared by using stir 

casting technique and Vairamuthu et al. [17] studied the effects 

of some processing parameters such as, pressure, temperature, 

stirring speed and rpm in synthesized copper composites 

fabricated by stir casting technique. Authors represented 

improved mechanical, thermal, and chemical properties of 

composites materials rather than conventional materials in two-

step and three-step stir casting method. With the author’s best 

knowledge and experience from this study, fabrication cost is 

reduced to about one-third for making of composites by stir 

casting method for high volume production compared with other 

conventional method. Stir casting technique was utilized to 

fabricate Al-Cu and Al-SiC composite bars varying weight 

percentage of reinforcements. This study aims to evaluate 

mechanical properties namely hardness, yield strength, tensile 

strength, microstructure, impact energy absorption of Al-Cu and 

Al-SiC composite bars so that this composites can be used in 

different emerging applications. 

2. Stir Casting Technology 

Recently, many promising techniques have been developed 

to fabricate metal composites using various particulate as 

reinforcement. This fabrication techniques are varied 

considerably depending on the type of reinforcement such as, 

powder metallurgy, spray decomposition, squeeze casting, liquid 

metal infiltration, and stir casting method etc. [18]. It is worthy 

to mention that stir casting process among the above mentioned 

techniques is used in fabricating metal composites due to its 

simple mechanism, flexibility, most economical route, high 

production rate, and low processing cost [19]. Usually, mother 

metals are heated above its melting point and particulate 

reinforcements are suffused into it by stirring which is a principal 

element of this process. It is noted that mixing strength, 

solidification rate, density difference, and wetting condition of 

given particles lead to proper distribution of particles in final 

mixture composites [20]. In addition, melting temperature, 

properties of the particulates added, mechanical stirrer’s 

geometry, and placement of stirrer in the mixture determine the 

homogeneous distribution of particles in molten matrix. Due to 

technological advancement, double stir casting process can be 

termed as two-step mixing of final mixture, is being used in 

industry level to fabricate metal composites for using in different 

sectors [21]. In double stir casting process, the parent materials 

are heated above its melting temperature and kept them to cool 

down at temperature which is called liquidus and solidus point of 

semi-solid state. The preheated reinforced elements are added 

and mixed with parent materials at this point. After that, they are 

mixed thoroughly and the mixture is heated until a perfect liquid 

state is obtained. Surprisingly, the microstructures of composites 

are found to be more homogeneous in double stir casting process 

as compared with conventional stir casting. Double stir casting 

process has the capacity to break down gas layer remaining on 

particle’s surface which can cause wetting condition between the 

particulates and molten metals that is the potential of this method. 

In addition, abrasive action of the particles due to their high 

melting viscosity is also responsible for breaking the gas layer at 

the time of mixing of particulates with parent materials in the 

semi-solid condition. Authors also designed and developed a 

triple-step stir casting process to fabricate and produce nano 

particles reinforced composites [21]. In this study, initially 

weighted Al bar was placed in the muffle furnace (Sante Furnace, 

STM-38-14-19) having a pot type crucible before completely 

melting. The furnace temperature was increased to around 700℃ 

and kept at this condition about one and a half hour until Al bar 

melts completely. Afterward, copper powder were heated at 

around 820℃ and almost, the same temperature was maintained 

until copper completely melts. 30-wt%-Cu powder which was 

used as reinforcement is preheated separately using muffle type 

furnace around 200℃ about 30 minutes. The molten 30-wt%-Cu 

powder was poured into pure molten Al slowly. They were 

mixed thoroughly at 750℃ until a perfect liquid state was 

obtained. Stirring operation was performed by a stirring rod for 

homogeneous distribution of 30-wt%-Cu particles into molten 

Al metal and continued about one minute. Temperature of Al-Cu 

mixture was maintained around 750℃ for about 30 minutes after 

stirring. Dies were made of as desired shapes where Al-Cu 

composites were poured and kept aside before they are 

completely solidified. The production method of 40-wt%-Cu 

composites is same as 30-wt%-Cu composites. Similarly, SiC 

powder was taken as reinforcement and was heated in 

atmospheric pressure at 850℃ for two hours. It was showered 

into the molten pure Al by fixed rate at around 800℃. SiC 

particles were heat treated so that they can form layer of silicon 

oxide on silicon carbide which fosters the placement of the SiC 

with Al. 30-wt%-SiC powder and 40-wt%-SiC which is used as 

reinforcement is preheated separately at atmospheric pressure 

around 200℃ about 30 minutes and the 30-wt%-SiC, 40-wt%-

SiC was poured into molten pure Al metal slowly. A total of five 

metal composites bar of each composition were produced for 

testing purpose in order to evaluate mechanical behaviors. 

Average value from five specimens of each composite bar was 

reported in case of density, hardness, yield strength, and impact 

energy absorption.  
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3. Experimental Procedure 

3.1 Hardness Test 

Brinell’s hardness test was carried out by following ASTM 

A370 standard at room temperature. The specimens were 

machined from casted components having dimension of 40 mm 

× 40 mm× 5 mm. Hardness test was conducted in a standard 

Brinell hardness tester (HSM51, P. A. HILTON) with an 

equivalent constant load of 9.81 KN (1000kg). Ball diameter of 

the Brinell hardness testing machine was 10 mm. 

3.2 Tensile Test 

Tensile test was performed with ASTM A370 standard at 

room temperature. Samples of diameter 10 mm and length of 50 

mm were tested in UTM (S12TO2, CNTROLS, Crosshead 

speed: 0.001-1000 mm/min) in order to perform tensile test. 

Crosshead speed ranging from about 10-30 mm/min was used in 

testing the fabricated composite bars. Five samples of each Al-

30-wt%-Cu, Al-40-wt%-Cu, Al-30-wt%-SiC, and Al-40-wt%-

SiC bars were tested to determine how much tensile strength is 

increased or decreased.  

3.3 Density Test 

50 mm×50 mm×10mm sized samples were weighted in a 

digital weight testing machine for measuring density.  

3.4 Microstructure Test 

The samples were polished properly using emery paper of 

grades starting from 280, 360, 500, and 1000 and followed by 

wafer polishing carried out by infixing silica gel with water. 

Finally, samples were undergone to etch using hydrochloric acid 

with distilled water by electrolytic methods. The microstructures 

of the specimens were analyzed by an optical microscope (Optu-

Edu, A13.2602-B, and Magnification: 100 x 400 x 1000x).  

3.5 Impact Test 

Charpy impact test was conducted to determine amount of 

absorbed impact energy during deformation. Hence, this 

absorbed energy indicates the measure of toughness in the 

samples which acts as a tool to study temperature depended 

brittle-ductile transition. Composites bars were shaped into 55 

mm×10 mm×7.5mm size to fit with Charpy impact test machine. 

Free fall angle α=67.5°, length of the hammer, R=0.345m, mass 

of the hammer, W=2.5 kg, impact angle, β=62° for all 

composites was measured in the Charpy impact testing machine 

(HSM41, Hi-Tech Education). 

4. Results and Discussion 

Fig. 1 shows variation of hardness for all composites bar 

after addition of reinforcement. Al-40-wt%-Cu shows about 

4.34% greater hardness than Al-30-wt%-Cu whereas, Al-40-

wt%-SiC gives 4.6% greater hardness than Al-30-wt%-SiC due 

to addition of Cu and SiC as reinforcements. It is noted that Al-

30-wt%-Cu shows 16.6% more hardness than Al-30-wt%-SiC 

and Al-40-wt%-Cu shows 16.4% more than Al-40-wt%-SiC. 

Although Kumar et al. [22] studied silicon nitride, authors 

showed the increase of hardness with addition of reinforcement 

and percentage of increment was about 20%. This increment 

validates the theoretical background of composite materials. 

Kennedy et al. [23] mentioned hardness increases with density. 

However, it is contradictory in this study. It is shown from Fig. 

2 that Al-30-wt%-SiC provides 3.5% greater density than Al-30-

wt%-Cu. On the contrary, Al-40-wt%-SiC shows 2.11% greater 

density than Al-40-wt%-Cu. However, low density composite 

materials would be useful in application because of their 

lightweight. Hence, Al-Cu composites are giving better 

properties than Al-SiC in this study.  

 

Fig. 1 Comparison of average hardness among the composite 

bars 

 

Fig. 2 Comparison of average density among the composite 

bars 

In addition, specific hardness is another important property 

of composite metals. Specific hardness of all composite bars is 

shown in Fig. 3. Al-40-wt%-Cu shows highest specific hardness 

among the composite bars and it can be concluded that Al-40-

wt%-Cu is the best composite among the fabricated bars in this 

study. 

Tensile stress is gradually increased for all composites with 

strain for enhancement of higher reinforcement particles as 

shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. In addition, increasing copper content 

with Al-30-wt%-Cu and SiC with Al-30-wt%-SiC composites 

results in the building of successive emollient between matrixes 

by the copper and silicon carbide particles [24]. Hence, it can be 

easily concluded that alloy creation, reinforcement, and good 

combination results in improving strength of metal composites. 

Raviraj et al. [25] reported that reinforcement enhances 

strengthening but the formability of the matrix reduces gradually; 

resulting in a lower level of strain. 
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Fig. 3 Comparison of specific hardness among the composite 

bars 

 

Fig. 4 Stress vs strain curve for Al-Cu composite bars 

 

Fig. 5 Stress vs. strain curve for Al-SiC Composites bar. 

 

Fig. 6 Comparison of yield strength and strain between the 

composite bars. 

Yield strength is an important mechanical property of 

materials that needs to be increased in composites with addition 

of reinforcement. It is shown in Fig. 6 that 11% yield strength 

has been increased in Al-40-wt%-Cu compared to Al-30-wt%-

Cu whereas, 11.8% has been increased in Al-40-wt%-SiC than 

Al-30-wt%-SiC. Surprisingly, Al-30-wt%-Cu shows 19.7% 

greater yield strength than Al-30-wt%-SiC and Al-40-wt%-Cu 

provides 19% more yield strength than Al-40-wt%-SiC.  

 

Fig. 7 Representation of impact energy absorption of Al-Cu and 

Al-SiC composite bars. 

In addition, Al-40-wt%-Cu shows 4% improved specific 

yield strength than Al-30-wt%-Cu and Al-40-wt%-SiC shows 

6.06% than Al-30-wt%-SiC. Al-40-wt%-Cu shows highest 

specific yield strength among the composite bars. Hence, 

increment of yield strength validates the theoretical explanations. 

Another important property of materials is absorption of energy 

in impact testing. Impact absorption energy was calculated from 

established mathematical formula. The impact hammer traveled 

620 after impact and Al-30-wt%-Cu composite bar absorbed 0.73 

J energy at the time of impact as shown by red line in Fig. 7 and 

respectively. On the other hand, it would have absorbed total 5.2 

J energy if the impact hammer stopped at the time of impact. It 

is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 that Al-30-wt%-Cu absorbed 

energy, E=0.73 J, Al-30-wt%-SiC absorbed 0.6 J, Al-40-wt%-

Cu absorbed 0.95 J, and Al-40-wt%-SiC absorbed 0.75 J. 
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Fig. 8 Representation of impact energy absorption of Al-Cu and 

Al-SiC composite bars. 

It is noted that Al-30-wt%-Cu absorbed about 17.8% greater 

energy than Al-30-wt%-SiC whereas, Al-40-wt%-Cu absorbed 

about 21% greater energy than Al-40-wt%-SiC. It is worthy to 

mention that better tensile strength, hardness properties of Al-Cu 

composite causes to greater energy absorption capability than Al-

SiC composite. In addition, presence of enhanced copper and SiC 

content increases energy absorption capability in Al-Cu 

composites and Al-SiC composites. 

Fig. 9 represents the microscopic views of the Al-Cu and Al-

SiC composite bars fabricated in this study. This is somehow 

looking almost same microstructures of Al-30-wt%-Cu with Al-

40-wt%-Cu and microstructures of Al-30-wt%-SiC with Al-40-

wt%-SiC.  

 

Fig. 9 Microscopic view of the composite bars 

 

However, it is clearly indicating some differences between 

microstructures of Al-Cu and Al-SiC composite bars due to 

melting and mixing temperature difference and varied chemical 

compositions. Significant variation in properties of the Al-Cu 

and Al-SiC composite bars could be due to those differences of 

the microstructures. Microstructures reveal very fine grain size 

of 1 micrometer because of the homogeneous distribution of 

reinforcement in the parent metals. 

5. Conclusion 

This study represents an experimental investigation on 

mechanical behaviors of Al-Cu and Al-SiC composites bar 

fabricated by using stir casting process. Stir casting technology 

is cost economic and easy process for mass production of metal 

composites. Density of metal composites increases for higher 

concentration of reinforcement. In addition, tensile strength, 

yield strength, hardness, impact energy absorption 

simultaneously was increased in both Al-Cu and Al-SiC 

composites with increasing reinforcement element. Al-Cu 

composites represent better mechanical properties as compared 

to Al-SiC. Tensile strength, yield strength, hardness and impact 

energy absorption capability of Al-Cu composites are higher 

than Al-SiC composites. Al-40-wt%-Cu shows 1.7% improved 

specific hardness and 4% specific yield strength compared to Al-

30-wt%-Cu whereas, Al-40-wt%-SiC shows 6.06% more 

specific yield strength and 0.8% specific hardness compared to 

Al-30-wt%-SiC. Overall, Al-40-wt%-Cu shows highest specific 

hardness, specific yield strength, and specific energy absorption 

among the fabricated composite bars.  
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ABSTRACT   

The main goal of power utilities is to supply reliable and quality power to the end-users and fulfill their total demands at all possible 

locations. Most of the loads are connected in the distribution systems are inductive. The excessive reactive power demand over the 

distribution network causes tremendous reactive power losses and changes the voltage profile, hence the system's reliability. Shunt 

Capacitor Bank (SCB) is widely used in the distribution system for reactive power support, voltage profile, and system performance 

improvement. But there are some challenges to employ SCB in the distribution network; among them, ensuring the most optimum 

location and size is a big challenge to get the maximum benefits. Some existing techniques showed better loss reduction but needed 

either larger SCBs sizes or cause improper node voltage.  In this research study, the first section provides an extensive literature review 

of optimal SCBs placement and sizing. Later on, a new technique called Combinatorial Method has been developed for sizing and 

sitting of optimal Shunt Capacitors to reduce the distribution loss significantly. The developed method was tested for different case 

studies using Indian practical 22-bus and IEEE-69-bus network. The results were compared with DSA, Fuzzy GA, and TLBO method 

and found better distribution feeder loss minimization and voltage profile improvement. 

Keywords: Distribution feeders; Shunt Capacitor Bank; Distribution Losses; SCBs Sizing and Sitting; Voltage Profile Improvement 

(VPI); Combinatorial Method. 
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1. Introduction   

The concept of the electricity market, hence the 

restructuring and deregulation in existing utilities, had 

disintegrated the vertically integrated electrical power divisions. 

The power sectors had unbundled into three main parts: 

distribution, transmission, and generation sectors. Most power 

consumers are directly connected to the distribution side though 

some big customers feed by transmission lines. The reliability 

and security of distribution feeders are reduced because inductive 

loads cause greater feeder losses by lagging current. 

Consequently, any malfunctions or disconnection in any portion 

of the distribution side will cause a severe effect on reliable and 

secure power supply in consumer ends. So, it is a vital task of 

power utilities to reduce the feeder losses and maintain reliability 

and, hence, the power systems' security. Various FACTS devices 

and compensators are employed in distribution systems for these 

reasons [1]. 

To get the profits of feeder loss minimization, voltage 

profile enhancements, power factor (p.f.) improvements to a 

great extent at different scenarios, it is an inevitable task to power 

engineers to find the optimum placement of Shunt Capacitor 

Banks (SCBs) with suitable size. To reduce the distribution 

feeder losses, the SCBs are widely used near the Sub Station 

(SS). This capacitive compensation reduces the losses and 

improves the bus voltage and power factor up to the point of 

common coupling. To achieve a better benefit, it is wise to 

employ reactive compensating devices at the load center or near 

the loads. Nowadays, it is possible to connect SCBs at the 

primary distribution side through available pole-mounted 

devices and equipment [2]-[6]. 

In SCBs, the capacitors units are the main building blocks 

connected in series-parallel combinations in such a manner that 

keeps over and under voltage limits within 10% above or below 

from the nominal values [3]. The total reactive power (QCap) 

supplied by the SCBs depends on the capacitive reactance (XCap) 

and the supplied voltage (VS) that has been depicted by equation 

(1) [7]. The recent blackout reported in [8], [9] due to redundancy 

inadequate reactive power (QCap) also draws more attention to 

manage reactive power (QCap) in the system by employing SCBs 

locally. The researchers proposed a Shunt Capacitor Bank Series 

Group Shorting (CAPS) method in various low voltage 

conditions such as generator scheduling, direct load tripping, or 

in case of line restoration. In this method, the reactive power 

supplied by shorting various series groups of SCBs units, and 

these are approximately 20%-30% of the total capacitance of 

CAPS. The feasibility of CAPS incorporation on High Voltage 

(HV) and Extra High Voltage (EHV) has been studied in [10]. 

The optimal allocation of SCBs is the solution of feeder loss 

minimization, and voltage drop problems can be solved using 

voltage regulators' placement optimally [4]. 

Q Cap =VS 2 /XCap                                                                            (1)     

The necessity of reactive power (QCap) in distribution 

systems can be segregated for the following reasons. 

1.1 Minimizing the Power Losses 

There are two main problems usually found in distribution 

systems – voltage profile deterioration and higher power losses. 

Losses in distribution systems are classified as technical and non-

technical losses [11], [12]. Technical losses are losses between 

the main sub-station to end users through various substation 

transformers, distribution transformers, primary and secondary 

lines, voltage regulators, surge arresters. The details of loss 

measurement have been described in the literature. According to 

the research conclusion of Energy Information Administration 

(EIA) and Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) of America, 

the distribution losses vary between 33.7% - 64.9%. EPRI 

research shows the distribution losses in Fig. 1. Around 38% of 

total distribution losses occurred in primary and 54% distribution 

transformers, considering both copper and iron losses, whereas 

service and secondary loss found 9%. Fig. 1 depicts that many 

distribution transformers are the prime reason for higher 

distribution losses [13], [14].   

 

Fig. 1 Various distribution losses estimation, according to EPRI 

[14]. 

Hence, it became mandatory to minimize line losses in 

primary lines at a considerable amount. A different study shows 

that voltage limits and thermal limits are constrained by higher 

losses in distribution power systems where maximum loading is 

limited by mainly voltage limit rather than the thermal limit [15]. 

To avoid the penalty due to an inferior power factor (p.f.), the 

SCBs are used. To improve the p.f. three techniques are used, 

such as centralized compensation, group compensation, and 

individual compensation. Three different compensation 

techniques are available in the literature, including individual 

compensation, group compensation, and centralized 

compensation to improve the power factor. To get maximum 

advantages in p.f. correction all the methods, as mentioned 

earlier, can be used [16].  Synchronous condensers can also be 

used instead of static SCBs [19] because manufacturers want to 

produce equipment with improved power factor and higher 

efficiency [17]. 

1.2 The Impact of Reactive Power (QCap) in the Vertically 

Unbundled Electricity Market. 

Due to the expansion of the electricity market, the 

unbundled electricity power system is now regulated by 

Regional Transmission Organizations (RTO) and Independent 

System Operator (ISO) to assure security, reliability, and quality 

of the electrical power services. The restructured power market 

parted as Generation Company (GenCOs), Distribution 

Company (Discos), and Transmission Company (TransCOs) 

[18]-[20]. The existing power systems became limited to 

transmit generated power from central generation to distribution 

systems due to aging because most of the power systems are 

more than 40 years old. Hence, these systems unable to cope up 
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with growing demands. Besides, transmission investment has 

reduced at an alarming rate for the last few decades.  [21]. 

Transmission congestion can be relieved by employing FACTS 

devices, SCBs, Distributed Generations (DGs), voltage 

regulators, etc., rather than installing new transmission lines [22], 

[23]. But to supply extra kVAR, it is inevitable to sacrifice real 

power output. In the real scenario, the utilities prefer to generate 

more real power for profit maximization [24]. As in the real 

power market, reactive power is not easy to generate since it does 

not travel far. Consequently, reactive power has to generate 

locally [25]. 

 Thus compensation of reactive power (QCap) becomes 

vital because of deregulation in the power market and conversion 

of the Network from passive to active. SCBs will be the most 

cost-effective solution for reactive power compensation because 

of the lower initial investment, and there is no personnel and 

maintenance cost. The optimal allocation and sizing of SCBs 

became a very attractive topic among researchers since non-

optimal sizing and sitting will cost real power losses in 

distribution feeder as capacitive MVAr and losses have deep bath 

curve relation [26].   

1.3 Incorporation of  DGs in Distribution System and Reactive 

Power Management by SCBs 

We can call the Distributed Generation (DG) a small-scale 

generation. It is connected to the distribution level and is a real 

active power generating unit. Electricity production facilities are 

necessarily small with respect to central plants, according to 

IEEE. As a result, it facilitates the interconnection at any close 

point in the electric power system, as disperse resources. The 

DGs are considered an electric power generation source 

connected to the consumer site or the distribution network [27]. 

They can afford electricity at a cheap price by maintaining higher 

security and reliability and less environmental pollution than the 

old-style power generation. In addition, since DGs are not 

dependent on the main power grid, it can deliver power to a vast 

number of public services. For instance, educational institutions, 

airports, hospitals, military bases, police stations, natural gas 

distribution, transmission systems communication sectors, etc.  

Virginia Tech's Consortium on Energy Restructuring defines the 

distribution power network in two categories: the local and 

endpoint levels. The local generating power plants mostly 

consists of RE technologies that depend on site such as solar PV 

systems, WT-DG, geothermal power plant, hydro-thermal 

generating stations. 

On the contrary, at the end-point level, the different 

customers can apply the same technology. For instance, the 

modular combustion engine can furnish as home back up and at 

the same time to other buildings. Hence, disperse generators 

contribute in a small amount to the main power grid. The main 

focus of DGs is -friendly to the environment, efficient, and 

economically viable. These distributed generation based power 

plants needed reactive power to maintain proper node voltage. 

Locally generated reactive power from SCBs will be the right 

choice in this regard.    

1.4 Voltage Profile Improvement (VPI) 

Generally, DGs are treated to supply active power [28]; 

voltage profile deterioration is a remarkable challenge to the 

utility due to high DGs penetration at heavy system loading. To 

maintain a voltage profile at an acceptable limit, certain reactive 

power always has to be maintained [29]. In the vertically 

unbundled electricity market, the responsibilities rested on ISO 

to keep voltage profile in preferable limits by GenCOs. The 

reactive power supply can be controlled in numerous ways, such 

as: changing the excitation, by changing tap changing 

transformers, or by removing reactors and adding capacitive type 

devices. Voltage control equipment must adhere to DGs because 

at light load DGs will cause voltage rise problems [30]. Due to 

environmental pollution and the Greenhouse effect, non-

conventional energy resources based on power generation have 

become popular such as-wind and solar energy. Asynchronous 

induction generator in case wind power generation must need a 

local reactive power supply, but this problem can have addressed 

with Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG). Various reactive 

power compensation technique has been described in [31] along 

with SCBs, over-excited synchronous motor, etc. STATCOMs. 

SVCs and other recent reactive power enhancement devices can 

be used at the generation level. 

2. Optimum Shunt Capacitor Placement Techniques— A 

Review 

Different researchers have proposed various formulas and 

techniques for optimum placement of SCBs considering 

numerous fitness functions such as power loss minimization, 

VPI, installation cost reduction, burden reduction on existing 

lines, maximization of system stability, etc. SCBs are placed in 

two different ways of fixed and variable (switched) 

combinations. The variable capacitors' size depends on the 

difference between existing reactive power demand and 

available fixed capacitive power. In contrast, fixed capacitors 

rely on average reactive power needed by the electric power 

systems. To control the variable SCBs, special control 

techniques are employed. SCBs (Q Cap) are found in discrete sizes 

that are multiples of a minimum capacitor size Qmin that has been 

given in equation (2) [32], [33]. Both fixed and variable 

combinations of SCBs are used for continuous sizes. The 

absolute value of SCBs is achieved by employing a variable 

capacitor bank.   

QCap =n×Qmin               (2)         

The authors suggested various SCBs sitting problems in 

different research articles that have been discussed below. 

Moreover, multidimensional problems also have been addressed 

in some other research articles considering DGs, reconfiguration 

of the Network, and voltage regulators. The common algorithm 

of sitting and sizing of SCBs have demonstrated in Fig. 2.   

2.1 Analytical Methods 

A calculus-based analytical method was proposed at the 

early stage when suitable computational resources were not 

available, and computational procedures were reduced by 

considering approximation. These analytical methods were also 

had used SCBs sizing and sitting. The work has begun with 

placing single and multiple capacitors by Neagle in Non-uniform 

and uniform load conditions. He proposed SCBs to place at 1-

(1/2) distance from the main substation (SS) [2].  Cook 

developed a more realistic algorithm considering the average Q 

load using fixed SCBs for uniformly distributed load conditions 

[34]. He proposed that the optimum location of a capacitor bank 

would be 2/3. The author also extended his work using variable 
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SCBs [35]. After that, several analytical methods were also 

proposed in various literature [36], [37]. Extended research of 

Cook [34] was done by Schmill [38] with equations for sitting 

and sizing of N number of capacitors with a uniformly 

distributed load on a uniform feeder. The optimal conditions of 

sitting and sizing for single or double SCBs on a feeder also 

considered discrete loads and Non-uniform resistance. In this 

literature, an iterative process had proposed to address the 

problem. Uniform and a concentrated end load on the distributed 

feeder was suggested by Chang et al. [39], [40]. Schmill had 

determined the optimum place of SCB based on the calculation 

of energy losses and peak power losses, whereas total savings 

determined the size.  

Select the  power system network that have 

to be addressed with specified problems

Formulate the problems of network 

that need to solve

Design and formulate the necessary fitness 

function and required constraints for optimal 

sitting and sizing of SCBs

Evaluate and validate the the fitness function 

using the proposed optimization techniques

Update the vale of  fitness 

function

Determine and

 Deduce

 if the selected 

optimization process has 

reached to the expected 

criteria  

Evaluate and validate the optimal sitting 

and sizing of SCBs using real/defined test 

systems after the optimization process

Yes

No

GA, PSO, Fuzzy, 

DSA, MSS, TSA, 

NSGA, EBFO, 

PFGA, WOA, 

TLBO, FPA etc.

 

Fig. 2 General Algorithm for sitting and sizing of SCBs. 

It is easy for the implementation of an analytical method, 

and its execution is faster. Since it takes simple presumption and 

considers one snapshot of the electric power system loading 

condition. Though Analytical methods are treated as the simplest 

method, many assumptions and scenarios have to make before 

finding optimal sizing and sitting of SCBs. The “2/3 rule” 

showed negative savings in various scenarios [41]. At the very 

beginning of the research, sitting and sizing of SCBs, sizes, and 

locations are considered as continuous variables. Consequently, 

the calculated results needed to be rounded to the closest real 

value that may give overvoltage problems or show loss savings 

in terms of the dollar lower than the calculated values. But 

recently proposed analytical methods much more convenient, 

accurate, and practical for distributed systems [37], [42]-[45]. 

Ardiaty proposed a new formula to measure the Reactive 

Contribution Index (RCI) of each node. His objective function 

was to achieve the most stable condition with feeder loss 

minimization [46]. In article [47], the authors proposed a 

probabilistic load flow analysis for radial distributions system 

(PLFRDS) considering stochastic load variations. M. Ihsan et al. 

developed the Exhaustive method for both real and reactive 

power reduction [48]. 

2.2 Numerical Programming Methods   

In Numerical Programming methods, the mathematical 

models are formulated and solved arithmetically. It is an iterative 

process that can minimize or maximize the particular objective 

function of decision variables with some constraints. The 

application of Numerical Programming methods has been 

increased in power systems because of available larger memory 

chips and fast computation skills [49], [50]. In optimum sizing 

and sitting of SCBs problems, the researchers suggested various 

mathematical models and employed Numerical Programming 

methods to find optimum locations and sizes. The optimal 

location of SCBs was determined by Duran et al. using dynamic 

programming and accomplished Schmil work [38] for uniformly 

and randomly distributed load. The author used discrete 

capacitors and energy loss reduction, was the objective function 

[51]. Fawzi et al. extended Duran's work [51] and incorporated 

the extra kVA as a savings function [52]. The local variations 

method proposed by Ponnavsikko and Rao used the variable 

SCBs included the effects of variable load growth [53].  Lee 

developed an optimization technique that incorporates both fixed 

and variable SCBs to provide net monetary savings [50]. Baran 

and Wu used the mixed-integer programming approach for SCBs 

placement and sizing [54], [55]. The complete power flow model 

was used by Sharaf et al. used the full load flow model to find the 

optimum place of SCBs in a distribution feeder [56]. The author 

also said that the model developed in [57] is not suitable for 

optimal placement of SCBs since end-user bus voltage decreased 

as the system load increased quadratically. Overall energy 

savings were considered the objective function in the mixed-

integer linear problem model proposed by Khodr for SCBs 

placement problems [58]. In [59], [60], the authors considered 

Monte Carlo Simulation to deal with stochastic load variations, 

and the objective function was minimizing was power losses.  S. 

Soto applied the proposed MCS model in a practical sub-

transmission system [59], and M.B. Jannat applied it in a 35kV 

real distribution system [60]. 

2.3 Heuristics Methods   

Heuristics methods are called rules of thumb because they 

are based on suggestions or hints and were developed on 

experiences, senses, and judgments. These methods minimize 

the exhaustive search space and furnish almost real and quick 

decisions and give optimal results with full confidence [61], [62]. 

Hence, this method-based technique widely applies to optimum 

SCBs sitting and sizing [63]-[67].   In [63], the authors developed 

a heuristic method that identified the sensitive node and placed 

SCBs to reduce the feeder losses in a significant amount.  Chis et 

al. had elaborated Abdel-Salam et al.'s work considering the cost 

of SCBs and minimization of energy and peak power loss [64].   

The bus bar Sensitivity Index has considered fixing the optimal 

position and size of SCBs in [65]. Hamouda et al. had used the 

node voltage stability index to select the optimum location. The 

objectives function of this research were to maximize the net 

savings and capacitor investment due to the different size of 

SCBs [66].  
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Table 1 Summary of Analytical Methods. 

Table 2 Summary of Numerical Programming Methods. 

Publi-

shed 
Ref. SCB type 

Design 

variables 
Load profiles Method Objective function Test systems 

1956 [2] Fixed  Location  

Uniform and Non-

uniform  distributed 

load 

 1-1/2kVA/kVAr rule Feeder loss reduction  
Primary 

feeders 

1959 [34] Fixed Location Distributed load  2/3 rule Feeder loss reduction 
Primary 

feeders 

1961 [35] 
Fixed+Sw

itched  
Location 

Uniform distributed 

load 
Energy loss equation  Feeder loss reduction 

Primary 

feeders 

1965 [38] Both 
Location 

+Size 

Uniform & random 

distributed  
  Iterative approach 

Feeder active & reactive 

loss reduction 

Distribution 

feeder 

1969 [39] Switched  
Location 

+Size 
Uniform load 

Computer-based new  

Iterative approach 

Optimization of total 

monetary savings 

Primary 

feeders 

1972 [40] Switched  
Location 

+Size 

Concentrated and 

uniformly distributed 

load 

Determining generalized 

loss equation 
Economic savings  

Distribution 

feeder 

1978 [36] Fixed Location 
Uniform distributed 

load 
General loss equation Yearly  loss reduction 

Distribution 

feeder 

1981 [37] Both  
Location 

+Size 

Uniform distributed 

load 
Equal area criterion  Loss reduction 

Distribution 

feeder 

1985 [43] Switched 
Location 

+Size 

Varying load 

condition 
Step by step calculation 

Peak  power loss and 

energy loss reduction  

Distribution 

feeder 

1985 [42] Switched 
Location 

+Size 

Uniform feeder with 

an end-load 
General loss equation 

Peak power loss and 

energy loss reduction  

Distribution 

feeder 

1997 [45] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Time-varying load Three-phases load flow Minimizing the loss 

Taiwan LY-

37, BX33 

1999 [44] Switched 
Location 

+Size 
Time-varying load   Iterative approach Significant loss savings 

15-bus  & 

33-bus 

2009 [156] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 
Fixed load 

BIBC & BCBV based 

new method  
Minimizing power loss 

12, 34, 69-

bus 

2016 [46] Fixed Location Non-uniform load 
Improved Modal Analysis 

with RCI 

Achieve stable condition  

& Minimize power loss 
IEEE 30-bus 

2019 [47] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 

Stochastic Load 

variation 
PLFRDS method 

Loss reduction & 

improve  Voltage profile  
30, 85-bus 

2019 [48] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 
Average load 

Analytical expression & 

exhaustive method 

P & Q Loss reduction & 

improve  Voltage profile 
IEEE 37-bus 

Publi-
shed 

Ref. SCB type 
Design 
variables 

Load profiles Method Objective function Test systems 

1968 [51] Switched  
Location 

+Size 
Discrete lumped loads Dynamic programming  Minimize the power loss Distribution feeder 

1981 [37] Both  
Location 

+Size 
Non-uniform load Iterative technique Net monetary savings  

A certain point on 

feeder 

1983 [52] Switched  Location 
Uniform & random 

distributed load 
Dynamic programming  Minimize the power loss 

Rural  Distribution, 

Egypt 

1983 [53] Both  
Location 

+Size 

Load growth with 

varying load 
Local variation method Minimize the power loss 

Indian Distribution 

feeder 

1989 [54] Both Size Time-varying load non-linear programming 
Power loss minimization 

& Voltage regulation   
Distribution feeder 

1989 [55] Switched  
Location 

+Size 

Uniform concentrated 

end load 
Mixed-integer program 

Peak power loss and 

energy loss reduction 

TS1, TS2 

Distribution feeder  

1996 [56] Switched 
Location 

+Size 
Distributed load FLFM, EGSLM model Cost minimization 18-bus system  

2008 [58] Switched 
Location 

+Size 
Single load level 

mixed-integer linear 

problem 
Minimize the power loss 15-bus, 33bus test 

2016 [59] Fixed Location Stochastic Load MCS Power loss minimization  
Real sub-

transmission system 

2016 [60] Fixed Location Random Load MCS 
Active energy loss 

minimization 

35kV real 

distribution network 
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To fix the optimum place of SCBs, the weakest line has 

taken as candidate bus, and the optimum size was selected by 

using PSO that gave minimum feeder losses. Raju et al. proposed 

the DSA algorithm that assures net savings maximization and 

voltage profile improvement. The optimal size and location of 

fixed and variable SCBs were determined in the radial feeder by 

applying the DSA algorithm [67]. To determine location and 

size, both fixed and variable SCBs have been used in articles 

[68]-[71]. Accelerated PSO has been used to reduce net benefits, 

and Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) has been used to minify 

system operating & improve voltage profiles at different load 

levels [67], [68]. SSO algorithm used for Cost minimization due 

to energy loss & reactive power compensation [70] and Modified 

Gbest-guided Artificial Bee Colony (MGABC) algorithm has 

applied for minimization of power loss, total annual expense and 

voltage deviation [70] in 34 & 118-bus distribution systems. 

Researchers also proposed numerous SCBs algorithms and 

methods such as the HCODECQ method [72], BFOA method 

[73], Crow Search Algorithm (CSA) [74], HSA-PABC 

algorithm [75]. A. Mujezinović et al. developed a Load flow 

calculation algorithm and integer genetic algorithm on a 10 kV 

distribution network in Bosnia & Herzegovina that reduce power 

losses and improve bus voltages [76]. 

Table 3 Summary of Heuristics Methods. 

  

Publ-
ished 

Ref. SCB type 
Design 
variables 

Load profiles Method Objective function Test systems 

1994 [63] Fixed Size Variable load 
New loss reduction 

technique 
Minimize reactive loss 45-bus 

1997 [64] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 
Average load 

Sensitive node 

searching 

Minimize the power 

loss 
34-bus 

2008 [65] Fixed Location Different load conditions HCA algorithm Net annual savings 70, 476-bus 

2012 [26] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Different load conditions 

RVSI V Indexing 

method 

Minimize the power 

loss 
12,33,69-bus 

2012 [67] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Average load 

Direct Search 

Algorithm 

Net savings and 

improve voltage 

profiles 

22,69,85-bus 

2013 [66] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Average load 

Heuristic search 

method 

Net savings and 

improve voltage 

profiles 

10,22,69-bus 

2014 
[68] 

 
Both 

Location 

+Size 
Different load conditions Accelerated PSO Maximize net benefits 34 & 118-bus 

2014 [69] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Different loading levels 

Cuckoo Search 

Algorithm 

Minify system 

operating & improve 

voltage profiles 

69 & 118-bus 

2015 
[70] 

 
Fixed Location Average load HCODECQ method 

Power loss 

minimization 
33, 66 ,132-bus 

2015 
[73] 

 
Switched 

Location 

+Size 
Different loading levels BFOA method 

Minimize the power 

loss 
34 & 85-bus 

2016 [74] Fixed Location Different load conditions 
Crow Search 

Algorithm 

Minimize power losses 

and improve voltage 

profiles 

9 & 33-bus 

2016 [70] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Average load 

Shark Smell 

Optimization (SSO) 

algorithm 

Cost minimization due 

to energy loss & 

reactive power 

compensation 

34 & 118-bus 

2018 [71] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Various load levels MGABC algorithm 

minimization of power 

loss, total annual 

expense, and voltage 

deviation 

34, 118-bus 

2018 [75] Switched 
Location 

+Size 

Voltage-dependent load 

models 

HSA-PABC  

algorithm 

Power loss reduction, 

voltage stability 

improvement, and net 

annual savings 

69, 118-bus 

2019 [76] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 
Average load 

Load flow 

calculation algorithm 

& integer genetic 

algorithm 

Minimize power losses 

and improve voltage 

profiles 

10 kV dist. real 

Network in 

Bosnia 
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2.4 Artificial Intelligent Methods  

Exhaustive search is the simplest search algorithm in the 

optimization technique since it searches all probable solutions 

from a set of predefined values. But this method is considered an 

inefficient technique because it needed higher computational 

time and space.  Kokash proposed a new special class of heuristic 

techniques based on nature, intelligence, and greedy known as 

the Artificial Intelligent (AI) method [77]. This AI method has 

been employed to find the optimal place and size of SCBs on 

distribution systems. Many researchers use AI methods as one of 

the most potent methods to solve power system problems, but it 

is needed higher computation time and memory space [78]. 

Different researcher has been proposed various algorithm such 

as: GA [79]-[84], Fuzzy [85], [86], Fuzzy-GA [87]-[88], Particle 

Swarm Optimization (PSO) [89]-[90], Immune Algorithm (IA) 

[91], Plant Growth Simulation Algorithm (PGSA) [92], Tabu 

Search (TS) [93], Memetic-Algorithm Approach [94], TLBO 

algorithm [95], Ant Colony [96], Graph Search Algorithm 

(GSA) [97]-[98], Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [99], and Hybrid 

Algorithm [100]-[102]. The authors proposed CSA Optimization 

[68], a new algorithm of Inclusion and interchange of variables 

[103], Flower Pollination Algorithm [104] in the various 

distribution network to minify total cost. Moreover, to improve 

net savings and bus voltage, the researcher suggested different 

methods to connect fixed and switched SCBs that given as 

Fuzzy-Real Coded GA algorithm [105], BA and CS method 

[106], Loss sensitivity approach [107], GAs and SA analysis 

[108], PSO and Improved BSFS [109], WOA Algorithm [110]. 

 

Table 4 Summary of Artificial intelligent Methods. 

Publi-
shed 

Ref. 
SCB 
type 

Design 
variables 

Load profiles Method Objective function Test systems 

1990 [113] Fixed Size 
Linear and time-

invariant load 
Numerical algorithm 

Reduction of total power 

loss & THD 

Radial Dist. 

Feeder 

1993 [83] Fixed Location 
Differential load 

pattern  
GA method  Minimize the power loss 69-bus 

1994 [79] Both   
Location 

+Size 
Average load GA method Minimize the power loss 9,30-bus 

1995 [114] Both Size Different load levels  MSS method 
Cost and substation 

Harmonic reduction 

23 kV 

distributor 

1999 [102] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 
Various load levels Basic search technique Minimize system cost 

Distribution 

feeder 

2000 [82] Fixed Location 
Differential load 

pattern  

GA & Fast energy loss 

reduction technique  

Overall power and energy 

loss minimization 

Single feeder 

fed by 24 kV, 

15MVA 

2000 [85] Fixed   Size Average load 
Approximate 

reasoning with FES 
Net energy savings  34-bus 

2000 [91] Fixed Location Different load levels IA based optimization  Minimize power loss 69-bus 

2000 [97] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Average load 

Graph search 

algorithm 
Overall savings Practical feeder  

2001 [100] Fixed  
Location 

+Size 
Different load levels Hybrid method Cost savings 9,65,135-bus 

2001 [132] Switched Location  Different load levels  
Simulated annealing 

technique 

Minimize power loss  and 

improve voltage profiles 

IEEE 3-feeder 

system 

2002 [80] Both  Size Varying load GA method Minimize reactive loss 69-bus 

2002 [117] Both 
Location 

+Size 

Linear and 

nonlinear loads 

HARMFLOW 

algorithm and MSS 

method 

Minimize system losses 

and capacitor cost 

18-Bus IEEE 

Distorted 

System 

2004 [111] Fixed Location Different load levels NSGA method 
Power loss reduction, p.f. 

correction 

Distribution 

feeder 

2004 [115] Switched 
Location 

+Size 
Different load levels  PSO algorithm 

Minimize capacitor cost, 

energy & power loss 
IEEE 9-bus 

2004 [116] Fixed Location Average load New GA approach  
Minimize  energy, power 

loss, and capacitor cost 

6 & 18-Bus 

IEEE Distorted 

System 

2004 [118] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Different load levels MSS-LV optimization 

Minimize capacitor cost, 

energy & power loss 

IEEE 18-bus 

distorted 

System 

2004 [119] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 

Linear and 

nonlinear loads 

  Fuzzy based 

approach 

Minimize system losses 

and capacitor cost 

18-Bus IEEE 

Distorted 

System 

2005 [93] Fixed Location Different load levels Tabu Search approach  
Minimize power loss and 

capacitor cost 

94-bus practical 

system  
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Publi-
shed 

Ref. 
SCB 
type 

Design 
variables 

Load profiles Method Objective function Test systems 

2005 [94] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 
Average load 

Evolutionary 

algorithms 
Annual cost savings 9,69-bus 

2007 [81] Both  
Location 

+Size 

Uncertain and time 

varying loads 

GA method with new 

coding 

Minimize power loss  and 

improve voltage profiles 

37,69-bus, a real 

Iranian network  

2007 [87] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Different load levels Fuzzy-GA method  

Net savings and improve 

voltage profiles 
69-bus 

2009 [86] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 

Different loading 

conditions    

A fuzzy based new 

method 

Minimize power loss  and 

improve voltage profiles 
10,23,34-bus  

2011 [101] Switched Size Average load 
Fuzzy-DE, Fuzzy-

MAPSO methods 

Minimize power loss  and 

improve voltage profiles 
15,34-bus 

2012 [89] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Different load levels 

PSO static and 

dynamic sensitivity 

Minimize capacitor cost 

function & energy loss 
70 & 135-bus 

2012 [92] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Different load levels 

Plant Growth-Based 

Optimization 

Emission decrement &  

power loss improvement 

69,123 & 17-

bus Taipower 

company 

2013 [96] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 
Load growth model  

Multi  period dynamic 

model 
Minimizing the total 69-bus 

2014 [95] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Different load levels TLBO  approach 

Minimize power loss and 

energy cost 

22,69, 85 & 

141-bus 

2014 [68] Both 
Location 

+Size 

Different loading 

conditions 
CSA Optimization Minify operating cost 69 & 118-bus 

2014 [69] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Different load levels Fuzzy-Real Coded GA 

enhance voltage stability & 

Net savings 
33-bus 

2015 [84] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 
Average load GA 

Improve voltage profiles & 

Minimize power loss  
34-bus 

2015 [106] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Different load levels BA and CS method 

Minimize power loss & 

maximize network savings 
34, 85-bus 

2015 [107] Switched 
Location 

+Size 

Time varying ZIP 

loads 

Loss sensitivity 

approach 

Minimize power loss  and 

improve voltage profiles 

38-bus UK 

distribution 

System 

2015 [90] Fixed Location Different load levels PSO method 
Reduce peak power loss 

and  improve node voltage 
69-bus 

2015 [98] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 
Average load GSA method 

Minimize kW loss and 

maximize net savings 

33, 69, 85, 141-

bus 

2016 [108] Fixed Location Average load GAs and SA analysis 
Minimize power loss  and 

improve voltage profiles 
34, 70-bus 

2016 [109] Switched Location Different load levels 
PSO and Improved 

BSFS 

Maximize the net annual 

returns 

A real 

unbalanced MV 

network 

2016 [88] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Various load levels Fuzzy GA Method 

Improve the substation 

power factor  
51, 69-bus 

2016 [121] Switched 
Location 

+Size 

Future load and 

contingency 
EBFO  Method 

Thermal re-rating of 

critical cables 

Real-world 110 

kV sub-trans. 

net. 

2016 [122] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 

Different load 

models 
PFGA algorithm 

Cost reduction & power 

quality improvement 
18, 69, 141-bus 

2017 [120] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Different load levels MSPSO algorithm 

Maximize net savings, 

THD of voltage 
18, 69-bus 

2017 [110] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 
Average load WOA Algorithm 

Operating cost and power 

loss minimization 
34, 85-bus 

2017 [103] Both 
Location 

+Size 
Different load states 

Algorithm of Inclusion 

and interchange of 

variables 

Minimize the annual total 

cost 
69-bus 

2017 [112] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 
Average load NSGA II 

power loss and the THD 

minimization  
9, 85-bus 

2018 [104] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 
Average load 

Flower Pollination 

Algorithm (FPA) 

Minimize the total power 

loss and cost of capacitor 

installation 

33, 34 ,69, 85-

bus 
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A multi-criteria SCBs placement problem had proposed 

using the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) in 

[111]. It is needed to optimize the number of objectives 

simultaneously in NSGA. Moreover, in NSGA, any objective 

can be optimized without deterioration of other objective 

functions. So, Pareto-Optimal solutions are considered to fulfill 

the objective function [10]. Baghzouz and Wu had developed a 

method to optimize the size of SCBs in radial distribution feeder 

considering r.m.s. voltage and their corresponding total 

harmonic distortion. NSGS-II was introduced in [112] to reduce 

power losses and ensure the THD maintains power quality. The 

authors found that the optimal sizing of SCBs will cause 

unexpected distortion in voltage profiles when harmonic 

distortion is neglected [113]-[114]. The researcher used the PSO 

algorithm for finding the optimum size, location, and type 

considering non-linear loads in [115]. Yu et al. applied the GA 

algorithm to address the SCBs placement and sizing problem by 

incorporating the impact of voltage and current harmonics [116]. 

The researcher had demanded that the applied method minimized 

THD and confirm higher annual benefits in contrast with [117]-

[119]. MSPSO algorithm was applied in [120] where the fitness 

function was a net yearly benefit, maximum THD of voltage, 

maximum voltage deviation, and a resonance constraint. A.M. 

Othman developed the EBFO technique that incorporates 

optimal SCBs sizing and sitting with thermal cable evaluation on 

a practical 110kV sub-transmission line [121]. PFGA algorithm 

has provided Cost reduction & power quality improvement in 

radial distribution systems [122]. 

2.5 Multi-dimensional Problems  

In some research articles, authors considered other power 

system problems with SCBs such as- Placement of Distributed 

Generations (DGs) [123]-[131], reconfiguration of the Network 

[132]-[140], load tap changer [141], placement of voltage 

regulators [142]-[148], etc. Voltage regulator and SCBs 

placement performed simultaneously to control voltage and var 

[142]-[144]. Hung et al. proposed a multidimensional algorithm 

that associated SCBs, DGs, and network reconfiguration in a 

single objective function to reduce distribution feeder losses 

significantly [149]. Adel et al. proposed a Water Cycle 

Algorithm (WCA) to size and sit of SCBs and DGs that reduce 

power losses, voltage deviation, electrical energy cost, and total 

emissions [150]. WCA was also incorporated in the article [151], 

where the authors suggested two load power factor models to 

minify feeder losses and voltage profile enhancement. GA 

interfaced with COM  model has developed for optimal phase 

reconfiguration and SCBs placement [152]. In [153], a Hybrid 

WIPSO-GSA algorithm has been proposed in distribution 

systems considering feeder failure rate. Feeders reconfiguration 

and SCBs placement done by Mixed-integer second-order cone 

programming model [154]. The authors proposed a methodology 

for the sustainable operation of distribution systems along with 

sitting and sizing of SCBs and dispatchable DGs. Sensitivity 

analysis based on voltage stability index has been employed to 

minimize feeder current, power loss, and improve voltage 

profiles [155].

Table 5 Summary of Multi-dimensional problems. 

Publi-
shed 

Ref. 
SCB 
type 

Design 
variables 

Load profiles Method Objective function Test systems 

1985 [142] Both 
Location 

+Size 

Variable load 

conditions 
Analytical Method 

Minimize the peak power 

and energy losses 

23 kV Carolina 

Power & Light 

Co. sys. 

1995 [137] Switched Location Variable loads 
Dynamic Programming 

Techniques 

Power loss minimization & 

network reconfiguration 

20kV, 63-node 

dist. Feeder 

1996 [145] Switched Location  
Different load 

conditions 

A Neural Network 

(NN) 

Minimize I2R losses and 

maintain all bus voltages 
30-bus 

2002 [135] Fixed Location Average load MNV & GA algorithm  Power loss reduction 69-bus 

2006 [146] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 

Non-linear and 

Unbalanced Loads 
Genetic Algorithm 

Minimize power loss and 

harmonic distortion 
34-bus 

2008 [136] Switched Location Average load 
Ant Colony Search 

Algorithm (ACSA). 
Minimize power loss 

3-feeder dist. 

System 

2009 [125] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 

Linear and 

nonlinear load 

models 

Genetic Algorithms 

(GA) 

Power and energy Losses 

minimization 

11 kV, 30-node 

feeder 

2010 [138] Fixed Location  
Different load 

levels 

Mixed-integer non-

linear programming 
Minimize the energy loss 16, 33 & 83-bus 

2011 [134] Fixed Location Average load Harmony Search (HA) 
Minimization of losses cost 

and reliability cost 
83-bus 

2012 [124] Switched Location  
Different load 

levels 
SAIDI,  SAIFI 

Minimize capacitor 

investment & energy cost 

Tabriz power 

electric dist., Iran 

2012 [147] Both  Location 
Different load 

levels 
GA and OPF Multi objectives 70-bus 

2013 [123] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 

Different load 

levels 
Memetic algorithm 

Minimize power loss and 

improve voltage profiles 
34-bus 

2013 [148] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 

Different load 

levels 
Mixed-integer LP 

Minimize power loss 

and improve voltage 

profiles 

136 & 69-bus 
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2.6 Evaluation of the Methods 

It is easy for the implementation of the analytical method, 

and its execution is faster. Since it takes a simple presumption 

and considers one snapshot of an electric power system loading 

condition, their results are suggestive. The strength of the 

Exhaustive Search (ES) method is -it is assured to the finding of 

global optimum, but it does not itself a simulation technique and 

appropriate for the large electric system.  

Hence, in a dynamic programming method, this ES method 

is not suitable. All Heuristic methods are robust. It can furnish 

very accurate solutions for optimal SCBs placement for large and 

complex systems. They needed huge computations. 

Nevertheless, this drawback is not essential that much 

critical in the applications of SCBs placement. The most 

frequently applied methods are AI methods for SCBs placement 

because it finds optimum solutions very fast. Most of the current 

researches is running based on AI methods and employed in 

Multi-dimensional problem solutions for their accuracy and fast 

convergence characteristics. 

3. Combinatorial Method 

The Combinatorial Method (CM) is for radial distribution 

system with source (substation) bus as slack bus and all other 

load buses taken as PQ buses. The algorithm proposed is 

described in the following steps shown in Fig. 3 for deciding the 

optimal sizes of the capacitors in terms of standard sizes 

available in the market and their locations (only load buses): 

(i). Input Data and Initialization: The distribution system 

data is initialized in this step 

(ii). Base Case Results: The “Forward/Backward Sweep” 

method of the Deterministic Load Flow (DLF) is carried out for 

the base case study to store the base case results, which will be 

used to compare the results with (1). 

(iii). Generation of Combinations: All possible 

combinations of different commercially available capacitors are 

generated. Similarly, all possible combinations of the node are 

created. 

 (iv). Capacitor Placement: Each capacitor of the first 

combination is kept at corresponding load buses of the first 

combination of node and run the DLF to get the feeder loss. 

Similarly, DLF is performed to get the loss by placing capacitors 

Publi-
shed 

Ref. 
SCB 
type 

Design 
variables 

Load profiles Method Objective function Test systems 

2013 [141] Both 
Location 

+Size 

Different load 

levels 

  Modified Discrete 

PSO 

Minimize capacitor 

investment & energy cost 
33, 37-bus 

2014 [126] Switched  
Location 

+Size 

Different load 

levels 

ICA/GA hybrid 

method 
Multi objectives 33 & 69-bus 

2014 [127] Fixed Size 
Linear and non-

linear loads 
Genetic algorithm 

Minimize THD, power loss 

& improve voltage profiles 
33-bus 

2015 [128] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 

Uncertain load 

variations 
MOPSO method 

Minimize power loss and 

improve bus voltage  
33, 94-bus 

2016 [129] Switched 
Location 

+Size 
Average load IMDE algorithm Minimize power loss 33, 69-bus 

2017 [139] Both 
Location 

+Size 

Discrete load 

levels 
HS-PABC  algorithm 

Minimize power loss and 

improve bus voltage 
69, 118-bus 

2017 [130] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 

Two Different 

load level 
IVM & PLI algorithm Minimize power loss 33, 85-bus 

2017 [131] Switched 
Location 

+Size 

Variable load 

levels 
MOEA/D algorithm 

Minimizing system real 

and reactive power losses. 

33, 69,83, 119-

bus 

2018 [150] Switched 
Location 

+Size 
Average load 

Water Cycle 

Algorithm 

Minimizing power losses, 

voltage deviation, 

electrical energy cost, total 

emissions 

33, 69-bus & real 

Egyptian system 

2018 [140] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 
Average load 

Multi-Objective 

Optimization Problem 

Minimized losses & 

reduced voltage 

unbalancing 

IEEE-37 and 

123-node 

2019 [151] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 

Two load power 

factor 

Water Cycle 

Algorithm (WCA) 

Minimize power loss and 

improve bus voltage 
33-bus 

2019 [152] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 
Average load 

GA interfaced with 

COM  model 

Minimize power loss and 

improve voltage profiles 
IEEE-13,37-bus 

2019 [153] Switched 
Location 

+Size 
Average load 

Hybrid WIPSO-GSA 

algorithm 

Maximization of total cost 

benefit 

33-bus & Indian 

85-bus  

2019 [154] Both Location  
Voltage-dependent 

load 

The mixed-integer 

second-order cone 

programming model 

Minimize power loss and 

improve voltage profiles 

69,2313-node 

dist. Sys. 

2019 [155] Fixed 
Location 

+Size 

Different load 

condition 

Sensitivity analysis 

based on voltage 

stability index 

Minimize feeder current, 

power loss and improve 

voltage profiles 

33-bus  dist. 

System 
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from the first combination to the second, third until the last 

combination of nodes, and getting the losses. After finishing, the 

second combination of the capacitor is placed to all combinations 

corresponding to the same previous procedures to get the losses. 

This procedure is repeated for all capacitors combination. 

 (v). The program is terminated when DLF is performed at 

all node combinations by each capacitor of all capacitor 

combinations. Finally, the minimum feeder loss and a 

corresponding combination of the capacitor and node are 

determined. 

start

Read Distribution System Data

(22, 69 bus data)

Read discrete size of capacitors 

Standard capacitors size is multiple of 

150 kVAr 

Generate random combinations of node 

and capacitors 

Run DLF by connecting each 

combination of capacitors to each 

combination of node to get the 

minimum feeder loss

stop

Print the minimum loss and regarding 

combination of capacitors and node

 

Fig. 3 Algorithm of the combinatorial method based capacitor 

placement. 

Since every capacitor combination is checked with all node 

combinations, the program needs huge computational time. Still, 

it has given more accurate results comparatively with another 

capacitor placement algorithm.  In this study, two standard test 

systems are considered for analysis and demonstrating the above 

algorithm with practical Indian 22-bus and IEEE 69-bus system. 

Standard capacitor sizes available in the literature (in kVAr): 

150, 300, 450, 600, 750, 900, 1050, 1200, 1350, 1500, 1650, 

1800, 1950, 2100, 2250, 2400, 2550, 2700, 2850, 3000, 3150, 

3300, 3450, 3600, 3750, 3900, 4050. 

3.1 22-bus Radial Practical Test System  

The data for the 22-bus agricultural test system is given in 

[67]. This 22-bus system belongs to a small part of India's 

Eastern Power Distribution system with 11 kV base voltage. It 

has a 662.311 kW real power load and 667.40 kVAr reactive 

power load comprised of 21 branches and 22-buses in Fig. 4. 

This practical test system is rated with voltage 11 kV, Vmax =1.1 

pu, and Vmin = 0.9 pu, along with a base 10 MVA complex 

power rating.  

The optimal locations are found at node-9, 13, 17, and node-

20 with 150 kVAr in every node for the nominal load (100%) 

after completing the simulation using the proposed combinatorial 

method. The minimum loss is 9.30 kW, and the lowest voltage is 

0.9817 pu at node-22, but for the light load (50%) condition, the 

loss became 2.39 kW that have 0.9904 pu voltage at node-22 

while optimal location found node-9 and node-17 with 150 kVAr 

each. Besides, for peak load (160%) condition, feeder loss is 

24.41 kW, and lowest voltage at node is 22 with 0.9700 pu using 

a total of 900 kVAr capacitor bank in four optimal locations 

(Table 7). 

 

Fig. 4 22-bus agricultural practical Indian agricultural test 

system. 

The simulated results are compared with DSA [67], [95]. 

The optimal locations and sizes have appended in Table 7, 

including feeder loss and lowest voltage level considering three 

different loading conditions such as nominal load (100%), light 

load (50%), and peak load (160%). One year or 8760 hours have 

been divided into 5260 hours for nominal load, 2000 hours for a 

light load, and 1500 hours for peak load.   

Table 6 Load level and load duration time. 

Load level 0.5 (light) 1.0 

(normal) 

1.6 (peak) 

Duration (hr) 2000 5260 1500 

The real power loss in the whole feeder is 17.7 kW, 4.30 

kW, and 46.08 kW for nominal, light, and peak load, 

respectively, by the analytical method without using any 

capacitor compensation. It is found that simulations carried out 

using Combinatorial Method provide a better total cost, cost of 

energy loss, and cost of capacitor installation than that obtained 

from the Direct Search Algorithm (DSA) found in the literature. 

Also, it is seen that there is more minimization in power loss in 

nominal (100%) and peak (160%) load conditions with respect 

to DSA and TLBO, but voltage level reduced a little bit in every 

load condition.
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Table 7 Real power loss and voltage profile with different load scenarios in 22-bus. 

22-bus system DSA [67] TLBO [95] Combinatorial Method (CM) 

1. Nominal load (100%) 

Optimal Placement 

Location Size 

(kVAr) 

Location Size 

(kVAr) 

Location Size (kVAr) 

4 150 9 150 9 150 

13 300 14 150 13 150 

16 150 17 150 17 150 

17 150 20 150 20 150 

Minimum voltage node 22 22 22 

Minimum voltage (pu) 0.9824 0.9822 0.9817 

Power Loss (kW) 9.66 9.31 9.30 

2. Light load (50%) 

Optimal Placement 

4 0 9 150 9 150 

13 150 14 0 13 0 

16 150 17 150 17 150 

17 0 20 0 20 0 

Minimum voltage node 22 22 22 

Minimum voltage (pu) 0.9909 0.9903 0.9904 

Power Loss (kW) 2.39 2.39  2.39 

3. Peak load (160%) 

Optimal Placement 

4 150 9 150 9 150 

13 450 14 300 13 300 

16 300 17 150 17 150 

17 150 20 300 20 300 

Minimum voltage node 22 22 22 

Minimum voltage (pu) 0.9701 0.9712 0.9700 

Power Loss (kW) 24.89 24.43 24.41 

Ratings of the installed 

capacitor (maximum one) 

kVAr) 

150, 450, 300, 150 

(Total=1050) 

150, 300, 150, 300 

(Total=900) 

150, 300, 150, 300 (Total=900) 

Capacitor cost ($) 1050*3=3,150 900*3=2,700 900*3=2,700 

The energy lost cost ($) 5575.59 5421.53 5421.53 

Total cost with capacitor ($) 8,725.59 8,121.53 8,121.53 

Comparison of voltage profiles has demonstrated in Fig. 5 

for different loading conditions. It is seen that the voltage level 

has improved due to the employment of SCBs except for peak 

load conditions. It is because extra loads cause more voltage 

deviation than nominal load, and without reactive compensation, 

the scenario will be worse. Comparison of percentage 

improvement of voltage profile and total feeder loss 

minimization for DSA, TLBO, and CM methods have shown in 

Fig. 6. There are remarkable improvements in power loss 

reduction after SCBs connection where CM gives 47.42% loss 

reduction than without SCBs compensation. This figure is much 

better than DSA (45.39%) and TLBO (47.37%) at nominal load. 

A similar loss reduction pattern has been maintained for light 

load and peak load conditions. Voltage profiles also improved, 

but in peak load, the condition the amount is appreciable than 

nominal and load. CM shows more voltage level enhancement 

than DSA and TLBO in the 22-bus distribution system. 

Per unit cost of energy has taken $0.06/ kWh, and the cost 

of capacitor bank has been considered $3.0/ kVAr [67] in cost 

calculations. Without installing the capacitor bank, the total cost 

of energy loss in different load conditions is $10,249.32/year. 

After using capacitors, it became $8,121.53/year that saved 

$2,127.79 annually, and this amount is better than the DSA 

($8,725.59/year) techniques (Table 7). 

 

Fig. 5 The contrast of voltage profile employing SCBs at 

different loading conditions. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 6 The contrast of 3-different methods of SCBs sitting: (a) 

Percentage of line loss reduction, (b) Percentage of VPI. 

 

Fig. 7 The contrast of voltage profile employing SCBs at 

different loading conditions. 

3.2 69-bus Radial Practical Test Systems 

The complete system data has been taken from D. Das et al., 

2008. This 69-bus radial test system comprises 69 nodes and 68 

branches with base MVA 10 MVAr and 12.7 kV base voltage 

and a total of 1.896 MW real power load and 1.347 MVAr 

reactive power loads. The maximum voltage rating is Vmax =1.1 

pu, and the minimum voltage rating is Vmin = 0.9 pu. This radial 

test system's real power loss is 225 kW [87] without employing 

any reactive power compensation. Simulation using the 

backward-forward sweep method obtained the same results. 

Different groupings of 150 kVAr, 300 kVAr, 450 kVAr, 750 

kVAr, and 1050 kVAr commercially available static capacitors 

have been used to generate combinations using three optimal 

places to get the lowest real power loss and voltage profile. 

Node-61, 64, 18 with 1050 kVAr, 300 kVAr, and 300 kVAr 

rating gives the minimum 146.50 kW loss that maintains 0.9330 

pu voltage level that is a better result than Fuzzy GA [87] and 

DSA [67]. 

 The simulated output using the combinatorial method 

and backward-forward power flow is assessed with DSA and 

Fuzzy GA. The minimum loss locations and sizes are given in 

Table 8, considering three different loadings. The real power loss 

146.50 kW for the nominal load (100%), 34.36 kW for the light 

load (50%), and 417.60 kW for peak load (160%) with no 

additional reactive power supply. It is observed that simulation 

performing with combinatorial method furnished relatively than 

Fuzzy GA and DSA. Besides, it is found that there is more 

minimization in power loss in nominal and light load conditions 

rather than GA and DSA techniques. Meanwhile, the voltage 

profile is slightly decreased in light and peak load but shows an 

improved level than in nominal load condition (0.9330 p.u.) than 

DSA. Without installing the capacitor bank, the total cost of 

feeder energy loss in various loading conditions is 

$135,936.00/year (Table 8). After using capacitors, it became 

$87,999.3/year that saved $41,636.70 annually, and this amount 

is better than the Fuzzy GA and DSA techniques. 

 

Fig.  8 69-bus radial distribution test system. 

Like a 22-bus distribution system, voltage improves 

significantly in the 69-bus test system after employing SCBs 

except for peak load, where nominal load provides better VPI 

(Fig. 7). Moreover, Fig. 6 (a) shows the percentage of feeder loss 

minimization for 69-bus distribution feeder. CM provides a 

better loss of minimization than DSA and TLBO. For nominal 

load and light, load CM provides 34.89% and 33.41% loss 

reduction, where DSA and TLBO provide 34.65%, 34.74%, and 

31.16%, 33.27%, respectively. But for peak load condition, 

TLBO shows better loss reduction (36.04%) than CM (35.89%). 

The percentage VPI for the 69-bus system is much better than 

the 22-bus radial system. It is seen from Fig. 6 that for nominal 

load level CM gives better bus voltage improvement compare to 

DSA and TLBO were 2.62%, 2.52%, 2.05% VPI for CM, DSA, 

and TLBO. 
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Table 8 Real power loss and voltage profile with different load scenarios in 69-bus. 

69-bus system Fuzzy GA [87] DSA [67] TLBO [95] 
Combinatorial 

Method (CM) 

1. Nominal load 

(100%) 
Optimal Placement 

Location Size 

(kVAr) 

Location Size 

(kVAr) 

Location Size 

(kVAr) 

Location Size 

(kVAr) 

59 100 15 450 22 300 61 1050 

61 700 60 450 61 1050 64 300 

64 800 61 900 62 300 18 300 

Minimum voltage 

node 

65 65 65 65 

Minimum voltage (pu) 0.93693 0.9318 0.9321 0.9330 

Power Loss (kW) 156.52 147.00 146.80 146.50 

2. Light load (50%) 
Optimal Placement 

59 0.00 15 300 22 150 61 450 

61 0.00 60 300 61 450 64 150 

64 300 61 450 62 150 18 150 

Minimum voltage 

node 

65 65 65 65 

Minimum voltage (pu) 0.9622 0.9683 0.9662 0.9666 

Power Loss (kW) 40.48 35.52 34.43 34.36 

3. Peak load (160%) 
Optimal Placement 

59 1100 15 900 22 300 61 1050 

61 800 60 900 61 1050 64 750 

64 1200 61 1800 62 750 18 300 

Minimum voltage 

node 

65 65 65 65 

Minimum voltage (pu) 0.90014 0.8936 0.8795 0.8818 

Power Loss (kW) 460.45 427.30 417.28 417.60 

Ratings of the 

installed capacitor 

(maximum one) 

kVAr) 

1100, 800, 1200, 

(Total=3100) 

900, 900, 1800 

(Total=3600) 

1050, 750, 300 

(Total=2100) 

1050, 750, 300 

(Total=2100) 

Capacitor cost ($) 3100*3=9,300 3600*3=10,800 3150*3=6,300 3150*3=6,300 

The energy lost cost 

($) 

95727.00 89,112.60 87,999.30 87,999.30 

Total cost with 

capacitor ($) 

105,027.00 99,912.60 94,299.30 94,299.30 

4. Conclusion  

In this paper, the second section has presented an in-depth 

comparative review of SCBs placement and sizing that included 

types, design variables, load profiles, methods, and test 

distribution systems sequentially through classification and 

analyzation of present and future trends.  There are four types of 

SCBs problems that have been reviewed; however, Analytical 

methods and Numerical methods have provided the most robust 

solution, but these methods needed higher computational time. 

Contrary, AI methods seek the optimum solution that depends on 

the searching ability of the algorithm hence save computational 

time. The most frequently applied methods are the AI method for 

SCBs placement in recent research due to its computational 

characteristics. 

A new approach called Combinatorial Method has 

developed for optimal placement and sizing of SCBs in 

distribution systems in the third section. The locations and sizes 

have been determined by generating random combinations and 

running deterministic load flow each time. The results obtained 

from the proposed technique have been compared with DSA and 

FGA, and TLBO algorithm. The research study has been carried 

out on modified Indian practical 22-bus and IEEE 69-bus system. 

The results showed that around forty-seven percent loss 

minimized in the 22-bus system, and almost thirty-five percent 

loss was reduced in 69-bus radial distribution systems. Besides, 

reactive compensation still maintains a satisfactory voltage level 

at all buses and SCB connection points. The proposed algorithm 

saved more in terms of money annually than the DSA and Fuzzy 

GA and TLBO method by optimal sizing and sitting of SCBs. 

Though the proposed CM method is time-consuming, this 

method would help the researcher achieve better results for 

planning purposes. Due to feeder loss minimization and voltage 

profile improvement in distribution feeders, both utilities and 

individual owners will be encouraged to accommodate more 

DGs. 

4.1 Future Study 

Though many works are already done for optimal sitting and 

sizing of SCBs, further research is necessary to enhance the 

performance and capability of SCBs to solve more complex 
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problems introduced by renewable energy integration on the 

existing grid. Wind velocity and solar radiations are not the only 

uncertain parameters, but there are other Distributed Energy 

Resources (DERs) and metrics that are stochastic such as: market 

price, future capital cost, fuel price, future fuel supply system, 

future load growth, and power of plug-in Electric Vehicles 

(EVs). Moreover, Network reconfiguration, optimal sitting, and 

sizing of DGs, Protective device placement, optimal allocation 

of Energy Storage System (ESS), substation, and line expansion 

also need to investigate simultaneously with optimal SCBs 

sitting and sizing. However, in the optimal SCBs placement 

problem, ancillary services should be considered. Because to 

maintain reliable grid operation, optimal SCBs placement can 

provide ancillary services by supplying necessary reactive power 

to the grid when needed. Finally, more robust and fast 

programming methods are required that give more accurate 

measures with minimum memory requirement. 
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ABSTRACT   

Internet of things (IoT) is the epitome of sustainable development. It has facilitated the development of smart systems, 

industrialization, and the state-of-the-art quality of life. IoT architecture is one of the essential baselines of understanding the widespread 

adoption. Security issues are very crucial for any technical infrastructure. Since IoT comprises heterogeneous devices, its security issues 

are diverse too. Various security attacks can be responsible for compromising confidentiality, integrity, and availability. In this paper, 

at first, the IoT architecture is described briefly. After that, the components of IoT are explained with perspective to various IoT based 

applications and services. Finally, various security issues, including recommended solutions, are elaborately described and the potential 

research challenges and future research directions. 
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 Introduction   

The Internet of Things (IoT) has gained popularity in recent 

times. It is an interconnected network of devices like sensors, 

actuators, electronics, and software. A network or correlation 

among those gadgets helps to collect and share data between 

them. Each and everything can be defined uniquely utilizing an 

embedded computing device but can communicate within the 

current Internet infrastructure. IoT makes it possible to monitor 

and sense using the network infrastructure [1] to create 

opportunities for more effective physical incorporation into 

computer-driven networks. Besides, to minimize human 

interference, increase performance, precision, and economic 

benefit [2],[3] the IoT devices play a vital role. Internet of Things 

facilitates smart human living, sustainability, and a greener 

lifestyle. Moreover, IoT devices used in the industrial 

environment increase efficient product management through 

proper monitoring and risk management [4],[5]. 
IoT comprises sensors and actuators. It is an example of a 

broader class of cyber-physical networks involving intelligent 

grids, smart buildings, VPP (Virtual Power Plants), smart 

transport, and smart cities. It has a significant impact on the 

medical sector also. Among the applications, a wide range of 

equipment such as cardiovascular implants, biochip transponders 

for farm animals, cameras for broadcasting wild animal live feed 

in coastal waters, vehicles with embedded captors, 

environmental DNA analysis, food, surveillance for pathogens 

[6], or on-site operations supports firefighters in search and 

rescue operations [7]. IoT has spread its domain in every sector 

of socio-economic sectors. Legal scholars propose "thing" as a 

combination of hardware, software, information. 
Similar to every other technology IoT has several issues 

regarding security and privacy. Since the IoT network is a 

combination of devices, communication technologies, and 

various protocols, security issues regarding availability, data 

integrity, data confidentiality, and authentication exist [8]. These 

issues hamper operational inefficiency, robustness, and 

throughput. For a sustainable and robust IoT network, security 

and privacy issues need to be adequately addressed. The reasons 

mentioned above can be a very impactful motivation for a 

comprehensive study regarding leveraging various issues. 
Being IoT an impactful technology of recent times, it needs 

to be studied vigorously. Several pieces of research are going on 

for improving IoT and removing the security threats. Moreover, 

IoT has a tremendous impact on the industry and recent smart 

city improvement. Considering all the factors, it is indispensable 

to study IoT and perform critical research analysis, including 

contemporary literature. The analysis can be used to outline a 

sophisticated piece of literature that can help those trying to 

initialize their career in IoT and existing researchers looking for 

research gaps and current research challenges.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows- 

Section 2 comprises an architectural analysis of IoT that 

includes various IoT layers. Section 3 consists of various IoT 

components that make the IoT system. An extensive analysis of 

security and privacy issues, including their state of the art 

recommended solution, is outlined in Section 4 and 5. In addition 

to the recommended solutions, Section 5 also comprises a recent 

literature analysis about IoT privacy and security issues. Section 

6 outlines the future research directions that can be helpful for 

researchers and scientists. Finally, the paper concludes with a 

conclusion in Section 7. 

 IoT Architectures 

Software integrated hardware devices process raw data and 

turn it into a usable format. Furthermore, the data is transmitted, 

stored, recovered, and analyzed with advanced IoT-integrated 

computer devices. Only a dependable IoT architecture layer can 

ensure a steady, durable, and swift connection between 

information and communication technology. Researchers have 

proposed several different architectures for the IoT environment. 

However, the three-layer structure is the most popular type 

among researchers and publications [9].  

2.1 The Three-Layer Architecture 

One of the primary and significant IoT architectures is the 

three-layer architecture. It is one of the most functional, 

https://doi.org/10.38032/jea.2020.04.008
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convenient, and easy to use architectures. The three-layers of this 

architecture are, 

1. Application layer 

2. Network layer 

3. Edge/Perception layer 

 Application Layer 

This layer defines all applications; no absolute norm is 

given. Its crucial function is to provide the customer with a 

particular service depending on the type of application. It can be 

seen in a variety of areas of IoT, such as applications for smart 

communities and homes, healthcare [10],[11], smart grids 

[12],[13], and automated vehicles [14],[15]. This layer may also 

work as a connectivity protocol, middleware [16], and cloud 

storage to enable server support. Therefore, security issues will 

vary depending on the context and industry of the application. In 

this specific architecture, various components are specified and 

focus on the IoT environment. We will need special binary 

programs or a special API (Application Programming Interface) 

on server-sides and client-sides [17]. The security architectures 

in most applications rely on the security of the DTLS CoAP 

protocol.  

 Network Layer 

Its feature is to handle the transmitting and retrieving of 

information, with internet connectivity of different devices, 

among other layers. Besides, the network layer allows access to 

the edge/perception layer across various protocols and standards 

such as GPS, IEEE 802.X, and Near Field Communications 

(NFC). Internet protocols, cloud back-end networks, and smart 

devices support this layer [18]. Besides, the network layer can be 

managed based on the implemented environment with distinct 

aspects. However, Key Encryption Management and Systems, 

Intelligence Intrusion Detection Systems, and BlockChain 

technology [19],[20] constitute the most common network-level 

security framework in IoT architectures.  

 Perception or Edge Layer 

The characteristics of the perception layer would be sensing 

abilities. IoT devices may communicate with customers or their 

working domains (sensors, smart meters, or IoT gateway edge-

level servers). Those also collect environmental information with 

the help of smart objects. This layer undergoes multiple attacks 

due to the physical visibility of the edge layer in the IoT 

architecture. Safe channeling, an endpoint anti-malware solution, 

a multi-factor authentication system, and applications based on 

machine learning for cloud-based exception detection are the 

essential security components used in this layer [21][22]. 

A wide range of IoT systems deficiencies has led to IoT 

devices' transformative use with computational capabilities in 

different application areas. In various disciplines, these 

limitations can create critical mistakes and data loss. In recent 

years, the protection of IoT ecosystems has also been identified 

as one of the trending issues that attracted the research society's 

attention [23].  

 IoT Components 

Understanding the building blocks of IoT allows you to gain 

a deeper perspective of IoT's actual purpose and usefulness. We 

address six key elements required to carry out the functionalities 

of the IoT in the following parts. 

 

3.1 Identification 

For the IoT to align and rename facilities with their request, 

recognition is key. Many recognition mechanisms, such as 

ubiquitous codes (uCode) and electronic product codes (EPC) 

[24], are obtainable for the IoT. Furthermore, distinguishing 

between IoT objects and their addresses is essential. Object ID 

points to the object's name, for example, "T1" as a given 

temperature sensor. The address of the object corresponds to the 

address of the communication network. Besides, IPv6 and IPv4 

provide the addressing methods of IoT objects. 6LoWPAN 

[25],[26] offers a compression mechanism for IPv6 headers, 

making IPv6 suitable for wireless networks with low capacity. It 

is imperative to differentiate between object identity and address 

because identification approaches are not globally unique, so 

addressing objects helps recognize those individually. Network 

objects within the range may also use public IPs instead of 

private ones. Identification techniques can be used for each 

object in the scheme to provide a particular identification. 

3.2 Sensing 

IoT sensing is a collection of data from linked items inside 

the network and a return to the data store, archive, or cloud. The 

collected data is analyzed for crucial decision-making purposes. 

The sensors used by IoT systems are wearable, smart actuators. 

Companies such as SmartStuff, Revolve, and Wemo, for 

instance, have smart hubs and mobile applications for thousands 

of smart devices and equipment to be monitored and controlled 

inside buildings via smartphones [27],[28]. In most IoT products 

(e.g., BeagleBone Black, Raspberry PI, Arduino Yun, etc.) A 

single-board computer (SBC) is embedded with sensors and 

incorporated protection features and IP/TCP. These systems 

typically bind to the central management portal to deliver 

relevant data to customers.  

3.3 Communication 

Heterogeneous objects are linked by IoT connectivity 

technologies to provide unique smart services. Usually, in the 

case of missing and noisy connections, low-power IoT nodes will 

operate. LTE-Advanced, Bluetooth, Z-wave, WiFi, and IEEE 

802.15.4. provide networking protocols used by IoT. Some basic 

networking systems, such as Ultra-Wide Bandwidth (UWB), 

Near Field Communication (NFC), and RFID, are still used. 

 Communication Technologies 

RFID (tags and readers) is the first technology used to 

incorporate the M2M principle. The RFID tag is a fundamental 

chip or tag that provides object identification. Furthermore, an 

RFID card reader sends a query signal or message to the tag, and 

the tag that is sent to the database gives a mirrored signal. The 

database is based on reflector signals (10 cm to 200 m) [29]. The 

items are connected to the processing center.  

The RFID transponders may be active, passive, semi-active, 

or semi-passive.  

 

A battery drives active tags; here, passive tags are not 

needed. The control of the board is used when required for semi-

passive / active labels. 

The NFC Protocol supports up to 424 kbps of data with a 

high-frequency band of 13.56 MHz. When contact between 

active readers and passive tags or two active readers is 

established, the width can be 10 cm [30].  
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The UWB communication mechanism has been developed 

for low-level, low-energy, and high-bandwidth communications, 

which have recently improved their sensor connectivity 

capacities [31]. WLAN / WiFi, which uses radio waves for data 

sharing in a range of 100 m, is another networking technology 

[32]. In specific ad hoc environments, WiFi helps intelligent 

devices to link and share data without a modem. In short 

distances, Bluetooth is a networking system that uses short wave 

radio to relay data between devices to minimize energy 

consumption [33]. The Bluetooth-SIG (Bluetooth Special 

Interest Group) recently developed Bluetooth 4.1 that supports 

low-energy Bluetooth and high speed and IP networks [34].  

 Communication Protocols 

For low-performance wireless communications aimed at 

extensible and safe networking, the IEEE802.15.4 specification 

defines all media and physical communication access [35]. The 

standard wireless connection between a GSM / UMTS network 

technology is originally LTE (Long-Term Evolution), based on 

high-speed data transfer from mobile phones [36]. It will protect 

high-speed devices and have multi-channel and transmitting 

services.  LTE-A is an improved LTE version [37], with up to 

100 MHz bandwidth, up and downlink space multiplexing, 

expanded coverage, increased latency, and decreased latency.  

3.4 Computation 

"The brain" and IoT's computing capabilities are control 

devices ( e.g., FPGAs, microprocessors, microcontrollers, SOCs) 

and application software. Several hardware platforms have been 

developed to run IoT based applications. Besides, many 

application platforms are being used to have IoT capabilities. 

Operating systems (OS) are critical among such systems because 

they operate over the entire activation period. There are plenty of 

RTOS (Real-Time Operating Systems) that are excellent targets 

for RTOS-based IoT systems growth. To begin with, the Contiki 

RTOS was used extensively in IoT situations. Researchers and 

developers were aided by a simulator called Cooja (by Contiki) 

to simulate IoT and WSNs (Wireless Sensor Networks) [38].  

Lightweight OS, Riot OS [39],[40], LiteOS, and TinyOS are 

also available for IoT environments. Many Google auto industry 

leaders founded the Open Auto Alliance (OAA). Furthermore, to 

step up the deployment of the IoV (Internet of Vehicles) model 

[41], they are aiming to make modifications to the Android 

version. Per the operating system has different 

characteristics. Another important computational aspect of IoT is 

Cloud Systems. These devices have the potential to move their 

data to the cloud with intelligent objects. This large amount of 

data can be analyzed in real-time to benefit the end-user. The host 

of IoT assistance is equipped with various free and commercial 

cloud systems and structures [42].  

3.5 Services 

Among all the IoT based services, identification programs 

are the most rudimentary and essential providers. Object 

detection is indispensable for an algorithm that brings real-life 

objects into the virtual world. Collaborative systems run in the 

Information Aggregation Systems background and use the 

collected information to evaluate and respond accordingly. 

Ubiquitous networks are therefore intended at all times and 

everywhere to provide Collaborative Aware Facilities.  Both IoT 

implementations aim essentially to achieve a standard with 

universal services. Recent applications provide collaborative-

aware services, information aggregation, and identity. Intelligent 

healthcare and smart grids come into the data collection group. 

Moreover, collective consciousness is closer to industrial 

automation, smart buildings, and smart transportation systems 

(ITS). 

 IoT Security and Privacy Issues 

The IoT model involves addressing security flaws on 

various levels, including multiple applications and devices, from 

microchips to massive high-level computers. As mentioned 

below, we categorize the security risks surrounding the IoT 

deployment architecture,  

 Low-level 

 Intermediate-level and 

 High-level 

4.1 Low-level Security Concerns 

As detailed below, the first protection level is concerned 

with safety problems in the data connection and physical layers 

of hardware and communication. 

 Sybil Low-level Threats and Spoofing 

Sybil attacks are triggered by fraudulent Sybil nodes using 

false documents. A Sybil node will utilize arbitrarily fabricated 

MAC values to mask network resources as a separate unit on the 

physical level. Connection to infrastructure can then be declined 

to valid nodes [43]. 

 Jamming Attacks 

The jamming threats on wireless networks were directed at 

the weakening of the network through propagation without a 

clear radio waves specification. Radio disruption has a 

significant effect on network activities, resulting in failure or 

erratic actions by transmitting and receiving data by legitimate 

nodes [44],[45]. 

 Attack of Sleep Privation 

The energy-restricted IoT devices are vulnerable to attacks 

that lead to the sensor nodes remaining awake and "sleep loss". 

It contributes to battery failure as several activities in the 

6LoWPAN setting are set to be carried out [46]. 

 Insecure Start-up 

A stable framework for IoT setup and configuration in the 

physical layer assures all devices' correct operation without 

infringing on privacy or network service interruption. The 

communication between the edge layer and the network layer 

must be protected against unauthorized access [47],[48]. 

 Physical Interface Unreliable 

Various physical conditions are associated with significant 

risks to the proper operation of IoT systems. Weak physical 

protection, software access through testing/debugging tools, and 

physical interfaces may impact network nodes [49]. 

 

4.2 Intermediate-level Security Concerns 

Security problems at the intermediate level are directly 

associated with the routing, session management, and 

connectivity of the transport layers and IoT network, as 

mentioned below. 
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 Sybil Attack 

Sybil nodes can be added to degrade network efficiency and 

even violate data privacy, comparable to Sybil attacks on low-

level layers. Sybil nodes can spam, disseminate malware, or 

trigger phishing attachments by interacting with a network's false 

identity. The network management system should authenticate 

all types of devices and users before logging in. Any network 

protection backdoor or wide security loopholes will expose the 

network to many vulnerabilities. The network is not safe. For 

example, the excess cost of Datagram Transport Level Security 

(DTLS) has to be reduced because of limited resources. The 

cryptographic methods to protect data transfer in IoT must 

consider the usefulness and lack of other tools [50],[51].  

Message authentication protocols are very crucial for a 

successful and secure data transfer. As mentioned earlier, devices 

need to be authenticated with valid credentials. During data 

transfer, the route discovery process takes various phases, 

including address adjustment and router finding. The use of 

adjacent discovery packaging could have severe repercussions 

and denial of service without sufficient authentication [52]. 

 Assault of RPL 

The Lossy and Low-power Networks (RPL) IPv6 Routing 

Protocol is vulnerable to multiple attacks caused by the infected 

nodes. The attack will lead to resource depletion and 

deterioration [53]. Since a receiver node needs a buffer space to 

reassemble incoming packets, an attacker can be abused to 

deliver incomplete packets. This attack leads to denial of service 

because the space filled by the unfinished packets the attacker 

sends out is discarded for other fragment packets [54]. 

 Fragmentation Repeat or Replication Assaults 

Technologies adhering to the IEEE 802.15.4 specification, 

represented by limited frame dimensions, enable the 

convergence of IPv6 systems. The restoration of the 6LoWPAN 

layer of packet fragment fields could deplete capital, overflow 

buffer, and reboot the computers. The duplicate fragments sent 

via malicious nodes impact the reassembly and hamper other 

valid packets [55]. 

 Sinkhole and a Wormhole Attack 

The sinkhole attacks respond to routing requests by the 

attacker node, which allows the packet to travel the attacker node 

and then conduct a malicious operation on the network. The 

network attacks can further impair 6LoWPAN functions by 

wormhole attacks that build a tunnel between two nodes, causing 

bundles returning at a node to enter other nodes automatically. 

These attacks have significant effects, including denial of 

service, breach of privacy, and eavesdropping [56],[57],[58]. 

 End-to-end Transportation Safety 

The purpose of the transport-level end-to-end encryption is 

to provide a safe framework for efficiently retrieving the 

information from the sender node. Comprehensive 

authentication mechanisms are necessary to ensure the secure 

transmission of the message in encrypted form while ensuring 

minimal overheads. 

Session hijacking with forged messages on the transport 

layer will result in denial-of-service. To begin the session 

between two nodes, the target node will be imitated by an 

invading node. The nodes will also need re-transmission by 

modifying the sequence numbers. 

Different attacks that may breach location and identity 

protection can be seen on IoT's delay-tolerant networking (DTL) 

or cloud-based system. Likewise, an IoT deployment-based 

malicious cloud service provider may access sensitive 

information transmitted to the appropriate destination 

[59],[60],[61]. 

4.3 High-level Security Concerns 

High-level security problems concern mainly the IoT 

applications, as mentioned below. 

 Unsafe Interfaces 

The interfaces used by the internet, device, and cloud to 

access IoT resources are vulnerable to multiple attacks that 

seriously impact data privacy [49]. 

 Security of Middleware 

IoT middleware designed to make IoT paradigm 

interactions between heterogeneous organizations must be 

sufficiently secure to provide services. To ensure safe 

connectivity, various interfaces and environments use 

middleware [62],[63]. 

 CoAP Security Issues 

The high-level layer of the application layer is susceptible to 

attacks as well. A web transfer protocol for restricted computers, 

the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) uses DTLS 

connectors with different protection modes to ensure complete 

stability. To protect correspondence, the CoAP messages adopt 

a particular RFC-7252 format. Similarly, authentication and key 

management (AKM) are needed for the multicast support in 

CoAP [64],[65],[66]. 

 Uncertain Software/firmware 

Different IoT vulnerabilities include those triggered by 

insecure firmware/software. The code must be checked carefully 

for languages like JSON, XML, SQLi, and XSS. Similarly, 

firmwares must be updated securely and safely. 

 Recommended Solutions 

IoT security threats target multiple elements that occur at all 

levels, such as firmware, network resources, physical equipment, 

software, applications, and interfaces. Users interact with the 

components via interfaces in IoT systems. Furthermore, their 

security mechanisms may even be dismantled. The protection 

threats countermeasures fix this communication's vulnerabilities 

in various layers to ensure a certain safety level. These 

countermeasures are further complicated by numerous protocols 

enabling component deployment. This section offers a summary 

of the critical safety strategies.  

5.1 Low-level Pprivacy and Security Solutions 

Some of the categorized security solutions are depicted as 

follows- 

 

 Anti-jamming Mechanism 

The jamming attacks refer to interference that leads to 

communication conflicts or overflows for networks of wireless 

sensors. Young et al. are suggesting an approach to detect 

jamming attacks. The detection of attacks is possible by 

measuring the connection speed used for the set of vibration 
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signals. These numbers are then evaluated to an adjusted 

optimum range for detection accuracy. By computing a 

successful packet delivery ratio, Xu et al. proposed to prevent 

jamming attacks by doing accuracy tests on signal intensity and 

the nodes' locations, the proposed algorithms work. Noubir et al. 

are considering another anti-jamming method using error-

correcting codes and cryptographic functions. The system 

operates by splitting packets into blocks and interlines the 

encrypted packet bits. Likewise, spatial retreat and streaming 

techniques are recommended for coping with jam-attacks. 

Channel surfing allows legal channel frequency shift to contact 

devices. The space retreats, by comparison, allow specific 

devices to adjust their position at a certain distance when 

traveling to the target spot [67],[68],[69]. 

 Safe Physical Layer Communication 

Pecorella et al. suggest a system designed to ensure safe 

physical layer communication for the initialization of IoT. For 

the transmitted and receiving nodes, a low transfer speed is set to 

provide a missing eavesdropper. Other approaches to the 

implementation of artificial noise in signals are also used 

[70],[71],[72]. 

 Detect Sybil Attack and Spoofing Threats 

As a separate computer, a malicious Sybil node will use 

bogus MAC properties to masquerade as a different machine. 

That would lead to the loss of energy and the denial of 

connectivity to legitimate network equipment. Their strategy is 

used to evaluate the sender location by using tracker nodes 

during the message communication. Another message 

corresponds with the same sender location, but another user's 

identity is inferred as a Sybil attack. For detecting spoofing 

threats, other techniques by Li et al. and Chen et al. utilize signal 

intensity calculations for MAC addresses. Another Xiao et al. 

method involves channel prediction for detecting attacks from 

Sybil. The methodology uses multiple channel estimation 

identities and additional criteria to identify Sybil nodes 

[73],[74],[75]. 

 Inappropriate Physical Protection 

Devices with inappropriate physical protection are 

distinguished by external interfaces that offer access to firmware 

or applications and vulnerable utility tools for checking and 

debugging. Recommendations are issued by the Open Network 

Application Security Project (OWASP) to enhance IoT devices' 

physical security. Redundant hardware interfaces are essential to 

avoid. Debugging and testing methods must be removed.  

Hardware-based systems (e.g., Trusted Platform Modules) 

increases physical stability. 

 Sleep Deprivation Attacks 

A system is developed to counteract wireless sensor sleep 

deprivation attacks. A cluster-based approach integrates the 

proposed structure, where each cluster is separated into many 

sectors. By eliminating long-distance communication, the 

consumption of electricity is minimized. With a five-layer 

architecture of the wireless sensors, the system performs 

intrusion detection. In the WSN model's upper layers, a cluster 

coordinator requires an expanded security mechanism and sink 

nodes and leader nodes. Similarly, in the lower levels of the 

WSN architecture, the follow-up nodes are fitted with basic 

intrusion detection systems [76].  

5.2 Intermediate-level Privacy Solutions 

Riaz et al. propose a safety system with device modules for 

secure data encryption, neighborhood discovery, authentication, 

and key generation. The elliptical curve encryption (ECC) is used 

for protected neighbor discovery. The ECC public key signatures 

are used in this process. Depending on the implementation 

specifications, both symmetric and asymmetric key management 

schemes are planned to be implemented. Data transfer across 

nodes happens in an encrypted manner to ensure confidentiality 

and integrity [77],[78]. 

For authenticating version numbers and ranks, the 

Authentication System called VeRA uses the Hash [79], MAC 

[80], and Digital Signature [81] Features. A rank and version 

number based authentication security service is proposed to 

mitigate adverse invasion while mapping through the IPv6 LLN 

(Low-Power and Lossy Network) routing protocol by Dvir et al. 

A lower parent node rank than the RPL norm requires the baby. 

No DAO messages are sent by the infected node, resulting in 

traffic delays by malicious nodes during transmission. A node's 

rank value can be reduced to find the root for eavesdropping 

[82],[83].   

Zhou et al. [84] are aided in maintaining identification and 

privacy in a cloud-based IoT via a secure packet forwarding 

authentication method. The proposed architecture proposes an 

IoT network configuration from a central location for a hostile 

cloud service provider to protect an IoT network. Similarly, in 

the SMARTIE project, a forum for protecting data exchanged 

between IoT devices is suggested. Henze et al. are proposing a 

distributed platform for safe communication between IoT 

networks. Log message authentication is then used to denote 

hostile activity, which prevents cloud-based IoT from messages 

being changed, withheld, added, and reordered. To check across 

various gateways, it records control messages at several locations 

[85]. 

The RERUM project [86] suggests a system for Smart City 

IoT apps to ensure safety and stability. For IoT-based scenarios 

such as the smart healthcare sector and smart city, the project 

aims at validating trust and security. Similarly, for IoT 

environments, including smart communities, smart shopping, 

smart hospitals, and smart houses, the BUTLER project [87] 

advocates context-aware information systems. In the ARMOUR 

project [88], another mechanism for playing with security 

standards is introduced in an IoT base. The ARMOUR 

experiment determines defense design, creates testbeds, 

conducts tests, and produces qualification marks. As well as 

layer-specific safety specifications, the tests can be used to 

guarantee secure end-to-end communication. Lightweight 

cryptographic protocols were used in the project to enhance data 

security and integrity. Authentication-based techniques and Data 

integrity are being applied to build trustworthy applications. 

5.3 High-level Privacy/security Solutions 

Granjal et al. [89] proposed another solution to protecting 

messages for apps that connect via the web using different CoAP 

protection options. Brachmann et al. [90] suggest a solution that 

combines TLS and DTLS to stable CoAP-based Lossy and Low-

power Network linked to the internet. Similarly, for IP networks, 

a security paradigm of 6LBR is proposed to filter messages and 

provide end-to-end security [91]. The SecurityEncap alternative 

uses the security options configuration and primarily performs 

the data transfer necessary for authentication and replay 
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protection. TLS and DTLS routing is proposed to allow end-to-

end protection that prevents LLNs from web-based threats.  

A power-efficient security policy with a public-key 

authentication is suggested by Sethi et al. [92] for IoT-based 

CoAP. The proposed safety framework implemented by a test 

utilizes the Mirror Proxy (MP) and service directory that the 

server provides for sleep requests and a server (or endpoint) 

resource list. Project OWASP [93] lays out guidelines for IoT 

protection countermeasures. Protection protocols include 

configurations that check the interface against well-known bugs 

of the development tool (XSS and SQLi), use HTTPS and 

firewalls to deal with unsafe high-level interfaces, and 

discourage bad passwords. 

Conzon et al. proposed the VIRTUS middleware that is used 

to protect distributed apps operating in an IoT system. The 

middleware uses a case-based connection method by integrating 

TLS and SASL for data integrity, XML stream encryption, and 

validation [94]. The authentication method guarantees resource 

protection and data sharing for registered users only. Integrated 

with network servers, the VIRTUS middleware helps in stable 

and flexible IoT applications being deployed. A semantic system 

called Otsopack [63] serves as a middleware to allow 

heterogeneous applications to communicate safely. Ferreira et al. 

are suggesting another protection architecture for IoT 

middleware. Liu et al. [63] propose a middleware server that 

promotes filtration of data during the connection between 

heterogeneous IoT systems. The standard features of 

authorization, authentication, and accounting are introduced via 

a critical hierarchy of app, root, and service keys. The proposed 

middleware enables an essential method for profiling, 

addressing, and naming through heterogeneous environments 

[95],[96]. 

5.4 Recent Critical Literature Contribution and Analysis  

There has been a large number of studies during recent 

years. Some of the notable pieces of literature and their 

contributions are mentioned in a tabular format in Table 1 below- 

Table 1 Recent Literature Contributions Related IoT Security and Privacy 

References Year Contribution 

Dorri et al. [97] 2017 Assessing the requirements of IoT based smart city; 

Blockchain integration for security and privacy 

Fremantle et al. [98] 2017 IoT and Blockchain integrated framework for IoT security threats 

Oracevic et al. [99] 2017 Analysis of security issues and state of the art recommended solutions 

Oh et al. [100] 2017 Comprehensive security analysis based on IoT elements;  

Proposed security requirements. 

Ahemd et al. [101] 2017 Analysis of threats and countermeasures of various IoT layers;  

Assessing security providing technologies for addressing the risks. 

Ouaddah et al. [102] 2017 Proposed blockchain and smart contract-based framework for IoT security 

Salman et al. [103] 2017 Security and privacy issues analysis;  

Proposed a software model for securing IoT  

Miraz et al. [104]  2018 Assessing blockchain-enabled cryptographic security mechanism for IoT Security;  

Depicting recent challenges faced while providing IoT security 

Román-Castro et al. [105] 2018 Evaluating stateof the art security and privacy scenario and analyzing their 

prospects; 

Vorakulpipat   [106] 2018 In dept analysis and performance analysis of IoT architecture, applications, and 

various vulnerabilities and countermeasures 

Roy et al. [107] 2018 In-depth analysis of blockchain and IoT architectures and their integration issues; 

Feasibility and possible integration analysis of blockchain for leveraging IoT 

security issues. 
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References Year Contribution 

Xiao et al. [108] 2018 Feasibility assessment of implementing artificial intelligence against IoT security 

attack; 

Various attack detection and secure authentication management using artificial 

intelligence.  

Stergiou et al. [109] 2018 Integrating cloud computing and IoT ; 

Proposed architecture for preventing security threats; 

Efficiency and robustness analysis. 

Sollins et al. [110] 2019 Big data related security and privacy attribute analysis; 

Big data and IoT relationship assessment and propose design aspects addressing the 

security issues  

Chaabouni et al. [111] 2019 Intrusion detection analysis of IoT networks for improving cyber defense; 

Previous machine learning-based system development analysis during the recent 

past and addressing the future research challenges for IoT. 

Nizzi et al. [112] 2019 Using HMAC for securing IoT and privacy protection; 

In-depth analysis of the effect of address shuffling inside the entire network; 

Proposed approach based on the result analysis. 

Alraja et al. [113] 2019 Proposed framework for IoT based healthcare system usability; 

User perception analysis towards the IoT based healthcare system usage, security, 

and privacy. 

Hassija et al. [114] 2019 Comprehensive analysis of IoT based system application, security, and privacy 

analysis; 

Various technology integration in IoT networks is assessed, including security and 

privacy issues. 

Rahman et al. [115] 2020 Integrating blockchain in IoT; 

Proposed SDN framework; 

Addressing the security and privacy of IoT data; 

Mohanta et al. [116] 2020 Analyzing blockchain for IoT security and privacy; 

Analyzing IoT security threats; 

Result-oriented case study analysis for the integration factors. 

Dedeoglu et al. [117] 2020 Comprehensive, result-oriented and in-depth analysis of blockchain-based IoT 

security issues challenges and research directions; 

Analyzing the opportunities and threats; 

Hussain et al. [118] 2020 Analyzing the security attributes and threats of IoT; 

Feasibility analysis of various artificial intelligence-based techniques and models 

for threat prevention; 

Sharma et al. [119] 2020 Mobile IoT architectural analysis; 

Security and privacy analysis in different layers and communication protocols; 

Recent security privacy and implementation challenges are discussed briefly. 

Mohanty et al. [120] 2020 Blockchain-based model for IoT privacy and security in the smart home 

environment; 

Result analysis and performance comparison among the existing models. 

Tewari et al. [121] 2020 Layered approach for threat and trust analysis in IoT; 

Integration issues related to various IoT devices.  

Islam et al. [122] 2020 Threat analysis of IoT based home systems; 

Financial issues related to the home environment is discussed; 

Blockchain-based approach in leveraging the problems; 
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The above-mentioned table shows some of the recent 

literature related to IoT security and privacy. Apart from the 

mentioned points, the analysis can be depicted as follows- 

 

 The IoT is studied extensively in recent times. Privacy and 

security issues are also discussed and analyzed in recent 

studies.  

 IoT can be integrated with various other technologies. 

Researchers have made their approach to cloud computing 

and smart home-based techniques.  

 Blockchain is one of the most promising technologies, and 

it is integrated with the internet of things. Blockchain can 

provide various facilities, for example, immutability, 

confidentiality, authenticity, and availability.  

 IoT security and privacy issues can be addressed with 

blockchain technology. Though blockchain technology has 

several problems, such as scalability, interoperability, 

compliance issues, etc., the technology can be a potential 

white night for leveraging the security and privacy issues. 

 Most recent studies related to IoT security and privacy 

involves blockchain. Scientists have been trying hard to 

find out various frameworks for addressing IoT security 

and privacy issues.  

 Blockchain and IoT can be beneficial in potential research 

directions. If the application issues can be in-depth 

effectively, blockchain and IoT can be tools for developing 

smart and secure systems. 

 There is a significant research gap in Mobile IoT device-

related surveys and literature analysis. Extensive literature 

survey analysis can help analyze the implementation 

challenges, security, and privacy issue analysis, potentially 

finding potential research directions. 

 Challenges and Research Directions for the Future 

From a privacy standpoint, blockchain application in the 

Internet of Things platforms and frameworks faces several 

obstacles. Researchers are incorporating blockchain into 

different IoT systems. This section addresses a few problems, 

open problems, and potential research paths from the perspective 

of confidentiality during the convergence of blockchain 

technology with numerous IoT implementations.  

6.1 IoT in Industry 

Due to its open and transparent existence, blockchain 

technologies in industrial IoT systems are growing. In a 

decentralized environment, for instance, in a production facility, 

IIoT detectors would be more efficient [123]. This is because, by 

updating the shared ledger at every stage, data can be spread to 

every single IIoT blockchain node. Many experiments have been 

carried out in previous literature to solve such privacy problems 

in IIoT systems, such as confidentiality and differential privacy, 

to maintain data integrity during industrial automation. However, 

before inclusion in the blockchain case, these methods need 

significant modifications. Therefore, such systems' privacy 

security is essential, and researchers should concentrate on 

protecting blockchain-based IIoT systems' privacy [124],[125].  

6.2 Internet of Things for Farming 

IoT based supply chain uses real-time monitoring of the 

production, manufacturing, shipment, housing, and distribution 

of agricultural goods. This traceability scheme aims to enhance 

farming and agrarian sector protection, supervision, cultivation, 

and processing practices. The monitoring and tracking processes 

in agriculture and agricultural IoT systems become more 

successful by using blockchain technologies. One such example 

is the leakage of any agricultural product's precise location and 

operation. Due to its diverse nature, intelligent contract security 

in blockchain-based IoT agriculture has enormous potential. 

Data leakage across the distribution cycle may be managed by 

writing successful codes based on secrecy. Future studies should 

propose combining privacy protection techniques in these 

systems by concentrating specifically on smart contracts and 

mixing strategies [126],[127].  

6.3 Smart Cities 

To further advance smart cities' ideas, researchers have 

begun combining blockchain with emerging smart city 

technology. Researchers have proposed that blockchain will 

remove multiple safety risks to smart cities due to its 

decentralized setting. Although blockchain is quite beneficial for 

smart communities, it often poses many privacy risks due to 

decentralization. Any hacker may enter the shared blockchain of 

a smart city and may attempt to acquire and infer sensitive details 

about smart city residents' personal lives and actions, resulting in 

significant privacy issues. Privacy security cannot only be 

grouped into a few predetermined domains in blockchain-based 

smart cities. However, for multiple smart city implementations, 

methods such as anonymization, smart contracts, and differential 

privacy can be used when the key prerequisite is to secure data 

sharing between different processes. Differential privacy is one 

of the possible choices, according to lightweight privacy 

protection in smart cities. It provides a reasonable guarantee of 

privacy, along with power over the utility of data as well 

[128],[129].  

6.4 Crowd Sensing with Mobile Devices 

A new sensing method called mobile crowdsensing has been 

introduced with the growing number of smart devices, exploiting 

smart device users' capacity, and gaining the advantage of using 

IoT technology for large-scale sensing. This transparency raises 

security issues for MCS apps. The crowd detector must provide 

clarity to MCS users while still transmitting data to the network 

in real-time. Blockchain-based crowdsensing systems need to 

guarantee that sensing by any effective privacy security process 

is anonymous and that no actual MCS user identities are exposed 

to adversaries. Using anonymization is one technique to protect 

the anonymity of MCS consumers. In this way, even though an 

adversary gets access to private data, the initial identities are not 

exposed. Noise in the data of MCS consumers using a differential 

privacy security approach may be another possible use. In a 

decentralized MCS environment, however, preserving the trade-

off between precision and privacy can be difficult when users 

report their data in a real-time environment. 

 Conclusion 

The article summarizes the interpretation of IoT architecture 

layers, the cooperation of IoT elements, and the applications of 

IoT. The internet has changed our way of living, shifting 

relations among people digitally in a couple of settings from 

intelligent life to social connections. IoT will probably apply 

another measure to this loop by empowering correspondence 

with and between smart items, subsequently prompting the 

vision of "whenever, wherever, whatever" communications 
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using any media. Security issues are growing with the growth of 

IoT devices in many business areas and human lives. Because of 

the restriction in assets, a broad scope of weaknesses has 

developed. The more significant part of these weaknesses can 

prompt framework disappointment in the workplace of the IoT. 

Furthermore, this paper critically analyses recent pieces of 

literature related to IoT security and privacy issues. The 

recommended solution analyzed in this paper provides state of 

the art overview of current cybersecurity situations of IoT. 

Recent literature analysis also shows the research areas to work 

on in the future so that this technology can reach its epitome. 

There will be many technological challenges for a resource-

constrained system such as IoT, as mentioned throughout the 

paper. Similarly, with the advent of new technological 

innovation, there needs to be some solutions that can address the 

challenges. Some of the recommendations are mentioned in the 

paper, and others are yet to be implemented in the future.  
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ABSTRACT   

The tribological behavior of various types of DLC coatings in formulated and non-formulated lubricants are needed for proper 

usage of these coatings. In this research, the friction and wear mechanism of four different DLC coatings in poly-alpha-olefin type 4 

(PAO-4) with and without MoDTC were investigated using ball-on-disc tribometer. One ta-C (tetrahedral amorphous carbon) and three 

Cu/ta-C (copper doped ta-C) with different sputter power of 50 W, 150 W, and 200 W coatings were deposited on silicon wafers by 

using FCVA (filtered cathodic vacuum arc) technique for this research. The results indicate that ta-C coating on silicon wafer has the 

lowest average friction coefficient (CoF) and better wear resistance than Cu/ta-C coating when lubricated under PAO-4 oil with 

MoDTC. Cu/ta-C with sputter powers of 150 W and 200 W exhibited the highest average friction coefficient under PAO-4 oil with 

MoDTC. Meanwhile, the average CoF for all samples were similar under PAO-4 base oil. In terms of wear, ta-C coating showed the 

highest wear rate under PAO-4 base oil then followed by Cu/ta-C with sputter power of 50 W. Nonetheless, Cu/ta-C with sputter powers 

of 150 W and 200 W exhibited significantly low wear rate under PAO-4 base oil compared to PAO-4 oil with MoDTC. 

Keywords: Friction; Wear; Cu/ta-C coating; PAO-4; MoDTC; FCVA. 
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1. Introduction   

In order to deliver greater wear resistance, coating materials 

with high hardness were developed to fulfil the demand for 

increased durability of mechanical components used in harsh 

environments. This type of coating has been demanded 

extensively for various engineering applications.  

Diamond-like Carbon (DLC) coating is a coating that 

possesses properties of natural diamond with mechanical 

properties such as high wear resistance, high hardness, and a low 

coefficient of friction under dry conditions. DLC coatings are 

constructed by a network of different fractions of sp2 and sp3 

hybridized C–C and C–H bonding and are usually amorphous 

[1]. 

Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PE-CVD) 

is an amorphous film used to coat a protective layer from gas 

state to solid state on a substrate. The deposition pressures 

influence the structures and properties of coatings. The average 

thickness of the coating increased as the deposition pressure 

increased. According to X. Wang et al. [2], in order to promptly 

deposit DLC coating, a pipeline is used directly as a deposition 

chamber by exciting carbon-containing source gas. DLC coating 

has excellent properties which is a good prospect in the field of 

inner protective coating. Application of coatings is one of the 

most widely used route in order to tailor wear performance, 

surface morphology, fatigue strength and adhesion of substrate 

material without altering bulk properties of the substrate. 

Many coated DLC parts are used in bigger tribological 

system where steel-steel contacts still exist hence the coating 

performance under lubricated conditions becomes an important 

factor. DLC coating can be used for a variety of applications due 

to the modifications that can be done and its properties such as 

chemical inertness, infrared transparency, high electrical 

resistivity, high wear resistance and low friction coefficients that 

can be adjusted by choosing the right deposition method.  

There are many deposition methods of DLC films. Filtered 

cathodic vacuum arc (FCVA) is one of the deposition processes 

used to deposit thin films for a variety of applications. This 

technique can filter the macroparticle during the deposition 

process by using the magnetic filters in order to produce 

tremendously high quality of ta-C coatings with 87% of sp3 

bonding fraction. Hence, producing coatings with outstanding 

properties and are suitable to enhance the performance in 

corrosion and wear resistance [3]. 

However, the number of industrial utilisations of DLC films 

is limited due to their low toughness that causes the films to 

become brittle. Many have used metal doping to modify the 

microstructure of the DLC films to solve this problem. Copper is 

known to be a ductile metal and non-carbide former which can 

be used as the doping element to enhance the friction and wear 

mechanisms of DLC coatings under lubrication [4]. In this 

research, Cu was doped into ta-C films with different 

concentration by changing the sputter power. 

Moreover, Molybdenum Dithiocarbamate or well known as 

MoDTC is a complex additive package that can be mixed into 

the base oil for better performance of lubricants.  

Poly-alpha-olefin (PAO-4) base oil is one of the synthetic 

hydrocarbon liquids with low comparatively short molecular 

https://doi.org/10.38032/jea.2020.04.009
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lengths and side branch densities that were established as high-

performance base-stock oils for automotive and industrial 

applications. Thereby, this research paper aims to investigate ta-

C and Cu/ta-C with different sputter power coatings on silicon 

wafer under PAO-4 oil with MoDTC and PAO-4 base oil 

lubrications. 

2. System Design 

In order to successfully execute the experiment, a set of 

systematic method is required to be set as a standard. The 

methods for data collection are included as well as the concepts 

and theories which underline the methods. The experiments 

procedures, concepts and theories are described in detail for 

further understanding on the experiment. 

2.1 Deposition Process 

In order to systematically study ta-C films under lubrication, 

one set of ta-C and three sets of Cu doped ta-C with different 

sputter power coated silicon wafer samples were designed. Three 

main deposition processes which are etching, sputtering and arc 

deposition were performed to fabricate the coated samples. 

The silicon wafers undergo etching process by using the 

linear ion source (LIS) for 10 minutes to remove the impurities 

on the surface of the silicon wafers beforehand. Argon gas is used 

as the reactant gas with a flow of 18 sccm. The voltage supply 

used was 1.7kV which yielded a 260 mA of current. 

After the etching process, it was then continued with the 

sputtering of Cu for 30 minutes to deposit a buffer layer on the 

surface of the substrate to enhance the adhesion strength of the 

coating layer. Argon gas was used as the reactant gas with a flow 

of 25sccm and a power supply of 250W. 

Then, as for the coating layer, two types of coatings were 

designed which are ta-C and Cu doped ta-C coatings in this 

research. There were two processes involved in this coating 

process which are arc deposition and sputter processes. Both 

coatings have the same thickness which are 1μm but different 

deposition time. Arc deposition process was used to deposit the 

ta-C film on the substrates, meanwhile, arc deposition and sputter 

processes were used simultaneously to produce Cu doped ta-C 

film. The arc deposition process was conducted under duct bias 

voltage of 10 V with a reference current of 60 A in a 45°-bend 

magnetic FCVA system for both types of coatings.  

For the Cu doped ta-C coating, it was conducted with argon 

gas as the source of reactant gas with a flow of 25 sccm. The 

power supply used varies for the Cu doped ta-C coating as there 

were three different samples designed. There are four samples 

that were designed with their own specific condition where one 

sample is for ta-C coating and the other three samples are for 

Cu/ta-C coating with variation of sputter power as shown in 

Table 1 below which reveals the coating layer structure of the 

substrate. 

Table 1 The Type of ta-C and Cu Doped ta-C Coatings 

Thickness Sample #1 Sample #2 Sample #3 Sample #4 

1 μm ta-C 
Cu/ta-C 

(50W) 

Cu/ta-C 

(150W) 

Cu/ta-C 

(200W) 

0.3 μm Cu Buffer Layer 

Silicon wafer (100) 

2.2 Tribological Test 

The sliding friction test was carried out by using a ball-on-

disk tribometer to determine the friction and wear properties of 

the coating film.  

The counter specimen used was silicon nitride (Si3N4) ball 

of 4 mm radius. Prior to the experiments, the ball was cleaned in 

an ultrasonic bath using ethanol for 3 minutes to remove surface 

contaminants on the ball. The zig used to hold the silicon wafer 

was also cleaned by using ethanol. Then, the silicon wafer was 

attached to the zig with a glue.  

Four types of samples with different deposition parameters 

were used for this experiment. The ball is reciprocated for 1 hour 

and 39 minutes against the sample with an applied load of 20 N, 

a linear speed of 84 mm/s and a stroke length of 4 mm at ambient 

temperature of 18-23 ℃ with humidity of 10-20 % for a total 

distance of 502654.82mm of 20000 cycles under two types of 

lubrications which are PAO-4 base oil and PAO-4 oil with 

MoDTC.  

The coefficient of friction (CoF) was monitored as a 

function of the number of cycles. The results of friction 

coefficient were obtained by referring to the real time display of 

test information in computer software of tribometer. The average 

friction coefficient of each tested sample was computed and 

plotted in a graph for both lubrications. The wear rate for each 

tested sample was also recorded and plotted in a graph. Then, the 

images of the wear scar of the counterpart material and the wear 

track on the coating surface were observed by using confocal 

microscopy. 

3. Results and Discussions 

The results and discussions are presented in four subsections 

according to coating characterization, friction behavior, wear 

behavior and surface analysis. 

3.1 Coating Characterization 

The coating characterization was distinguished by 

comparing results from the previous study. Fig. 1 shows the Cu 

concentration and the average growth rate of the films as a 

function of the sputtering current of the magnetron sputtering 

unit. The Cu concentration increased with the sputtering current. 

In this research, the sputtering power was adjusted to control the 

Cu concentration in films. The sputtering current increased with 

the sputtering power, indicating that the Cu concentration 

increases when higher sputtering power is used. 

 

Fig. 1 Cu concentration and growth rate of the Cu-DLC films as 

a function of the sputtering current. (Source: [4]) 
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Moreover, the residual stresses of the films were measured 

as a function of the Cu concentration, as shown in Fig. 2. Based 

on previous study, pure DLC film has higher residual stress 

which is about 2.7 GPa while the residual stress for Cu-DLC film 

is lower with 1.4 GPa when Cu 0.74 at.%. The residual stress of 

the films increases with increasing Cu concentration and starts to 

reduce when Cu concentration is 25.6 at.% which can be seen 

from Fig. 3. Thereby, it is believed that the residual stresses in 

this research study are similar to the previous study whereas it 

increases as the sputtering power increases. 

 

Fig. 2 Residual stress of the Cu-DLC films as a function of Cu 

concentration. (Source: [4]) 

The graph pattern of the film hardness and elastic modulus 

at different Cu concentrations were similar to the residual stress 

as both the mechanical properties and residual stress of the DLC 

films were highly dependent on the sp3-C bonding structures [4]. 

The film shows lower hardness compared to pure DLC at lower 

concentration of Cu. This result is homogenous to the previous 

research conducted by Hojun Ryu et al. [5], which showed that 

those N-doped ta-C films have lower hardness than that of non-

doped ta-C film. Thus, it can be concluded that non-doped ta-C 

has higher hardness compared to Cu-doped ta-C in this study. 

 

Fig. 3 Hardness and elastic modulus of the Cu-DLC films as a 

function of Cu concentration. (Source: Dai et al. 2015) 

3.2 Frictional Behaviors Under PAO-4 Base Oil and PAO-4 

Oil with MoDTC Lubrications  

This sliding friction test was carried out by using ball-on-

disc tribometer to determine the friction and wear properties of 

the coating film under two different types of lubrication which 

are PAO-4 base Oil and PAO-4 Oil with MoDTC.  

Normally, PAO is known to have better lubricity hence the 

reduced friction coefficient. Moreover, the friction reduction 

might be due to the formation of MoDTC derived tribofilms 

MoS2 and surface graphitization [6], [7]. The addition of 

MoDTC further improve the friction performance. According to 

Zahid et al. [8] the surface energy is improved when DLC 

coatings are doped with metals as the chemical reactivity of the 

coating with lubricant is increased due to formation of active 

sites. 

 

Fig. 4 Frictional behavior of ta-C and Cu-doped ta-C coatings 

under PAO-4 Base Oil 

 

Fig. 5 Frictional behavior of different type of ta-C and Cu-

doped ta-C coating under PAO-4 with MoDTC 

Fig. 4 shows the behavior of the CoF for ta-C and Cu doped 

ta-C coating in PAO-4 base oil lubrication. In the case of ta-C 

coating, the coefficient of friction was the lowest and showed 

stable behavior, but it was confirmed that the coefficient of 

friction was lowered as the UBM (Unbalanced Magnetron) 

power for Cu doping increased.  This is due to the high hardness 

characteristics of the ta-C coating film, and it is believed that the 

contact area is relatively smaller than that of Cu doping ta-C. The 

mechanical properties of the ta-C coating used in the experiment 

can be confirmed from the previous results [9]. In addition, the 

Cu-doped ta-C coating exhibits a high coefficient of friction 

behavior when contacting the mating material with the two 

materials ta-C and Cu during friction.  

In addition, as shown in Fig. 5, when PAO-4 base oil with 

MoDTC was used, the ta-C coating still showed the lowest 

coefficient of friction, but the Cu doping ta-C showed a high 

friction behavior of 0.08 ~ 0.1 or more.  However, it can be seen 

that the friction coefficient characteristics increase as the Cu 

sputter power increases. 

The Cu sputter power of 50 W showed the lowest coefficient 

of friction among Cu-doped ta-C, which is believed to be due to 

the doping of a small amount of Cu compared to 150 W and 200 

W.  
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3.3 Wear Behaviors Under PAO-4 Base Oil and PAO-4 Oil 

with MoDTC Lubrications 

The wear behavior of disk and counter materials was 

investigated based on the analysis of frictional behavior of ta-C 

coating and Cu doped ta-C coatings. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the 

amount of wear of the disk and the counter materials (Si3N4) 

used in the PAO-4 base oil and PAO-4 oil with MoDTC 

lubrications. 

In the case of ta-C coating, the wear of disk and Si3N4 ball 

was highest in PAO environment. This is believed to be due to 

the simultaneous wear of the counterpart material and disk 

during friction due to the high hardness characteristics of the ta-

C coating without the chemical effect of oil. In addition, it can be 

understood that carbon-based particles wear due to abrasion have 

a lubrication effect at the contact interface, so that the amount of 

wear is high, but the coefficient of friction is low. 

 

Fig. 6 To compare with wear rate of coatings under the PAO-4 

base Oil and PAO-4 with MoDTC 

 

Fig. 7 To compare with wear volume of Counter materials 

(Si3N4 ball) under the PAO-4 base Oil and PAO-4 with MoDTC 

However, in the case of Cu doped ta-C coatings, when the 

Cu sputtering power was 50 W, the disk wear decreased slightly, 

but at 100 W and 200 W, the wear of the counterpart material 

decreased sharply. This phenomenon shows that the coating with 

higher sputter power has better wear resistance when lubricated 

with PAO-4 base oil.  

More interestingly, in the PAO-4 oil with MoDTC 

lubrication, low wear amount was observed in Cu doped ta-C 

coatings including ta-C coatings and counterpart materials. In 

addition, as the Cu sputtering power increases, the amount of 

disk wear increases, and the lowest disk wear behavior is seen in 

the general ta-C coating. This might be due to tribo-chemical 

reaction in Si3N4 that resulted in low wear under the boundary 

lubrication [10]. 

In this research, the addition of MoDTC in PAO-4 base oil 

showed positive effects on the wear performance.  The wear rate 

in both ta-C/Si3N4 and Cu/ta-C/ Si3N4 contacts displayed 

similarly same behaviour as it resulted low wear under PAO oil 

with MoDTC lubrication. The wear rate for all types of DLCs in 

PAO oil with MoDTC are low suggesting that even with the 

presence of MoDTC, the wear rate is rather controlled by the 

nature of the DLC itself than the MoDTC [8]. 

 

Fig. 8 Wear track of coatings for a) ta-C b) Cu-doped ta-C 

(50W) c) Cu-doped ta-C (150W) and d) Cu-doped ta-C (200W) 

under PAO-4 Oil with MoDTC and e) ta-C f) Cu-doped ta-C 

(50W) g) Cu-doped ta-C (150W) and h) Cu-doped ta-C (200W) 

under PAO-4 Base Oil 

 

Fig. 9 Wear scar of the counterpart material for a) ta-C b) Cu-

doped ta-C (50W) c) Cu-doped ta-C (150W) and d) Cu-doped 

ta-C (200W) under PAO-4 Oil with MoDTC and e) ta-C f) Cu-

doped ta-C (50W) g) Cu-doped ta-C (150W) and h) Cu-doped 

ta-C (200W) under PAO-4 Base Oil 

3.4 Surface Analysis 

The wear track image (Fig. 8) on the coating surface and the 

wear scar of the counterpart material (Fig. 9) were observed by 

using the laser scanning confocal microscope.  It can be observed 

that the wear tracks on the coating surface of all samples are 

severely damage when lubricated with pure PAO oil. The wear 

width of Sample 1 (ta-C coating) in pure PAO oil is significant 

due to abrasive wear. This evidence of abrasive wear can be 

evidence in the friction and wear phenomena of the ta-C coating 

as mentioned above. 

Meanwhile, the wear track on the coating surface of Sample 

1 (ta-C coating) is the smoothest when lubricated under PAO oil 

with MoDTC. This might be due to less formation of wear debris 

in ta-C coating than Cu/ta-C coating. In Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, the 

size of wear scar of the counterpart material reduced as the 

sputter power increased in Cu/ta-C/Si3N4 contacts for both types 

of lubrications. It can be observed that the size of wear scars of 

counterpart material for Samples 2 (Cu/ta-C, 50 W), 3 (Cu/ta-C, 

100 W) and 4 (Cu/ta-C, 150 W) are smaller under pure PAO oil 

lubrication compared to PAO oil with MoDTC. This might be 
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due to the formation of tribo-film on the counterpart ball. 

However, it is the opposite in ta-C/Si3N4 contacts whereas size 

of wear scar of counterpart material is smaller under PAO oil 

with MoDTC lubrication compared to pure PAO oil. 

 

Fig. 10 Width of wear track of the coatings 

 

Fig. 11 Width of wear scar of the Si3N4 balls 

4. Conclusion 

In this research, silicon wafers were coated with ta-C and 

Cu/ta-C coating with different sputter power. The sputter powers 

of 50 W, 150 W and 200 W were used for the Cu/ta-C coatings. 

All samples were examined for its frictional and wear behaviour 

when lubricated with two types of lubrications which are PAO-4 

base oil and PAO-4 oil with MoDTC.  

The results show that: 

i. Cu/ta-C coating with lower sputter power has smaller 

friction coefficient but ta-C coating has the smallest when 

lubricated under PAO-4 oil with MoDTC. 

ii. Cu/ta-C coating with higher sputter power has better 

wear resistance under PAO-4 base oil lubrication. 

iii. The size of wear scar of the counterpart material 

reduced as the sputter power increase in Cu/ta-C/Si3N4 contacts 

for both types of lubrications.  
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ABSTRACT   

This paper deals with the symptoms based COVID-19 suspected area identification using an artificial neural network by which a 

country or region can be divided into red, yellow, and green zone representing the highly infected area, moderate infected area, and 

controlled or low infected area, respectively. At first, an online survey of twenty (20) patients was conducted based on the nine (09) 

major symptoms of COVID-19. Then, a model based on the fuzzy logic system was designed consisting of COVID-19 symptoms 

identification, fuzzification, rule evaluation, fuzzy inference mechanism, etc. for getting the data sets to be trained in neural networks. 

For different combinations of 09 symptoms, different rules were generated and evaluated for possible recommendations. Based on 

different rules, three possible outputs representing high infection probability, medium infection probability, and low infection 

probability were obtained using the Mamdani inference mechanism. These outputs were termed as red, yellow, and green zone 

separated by the crisp value of +1, 0, -1, respectively, and considered as target data to be trained in neural networks. 

Keywords: Neural Network; COVID-19; Fuzzy Logic System; Mamdani Inference Mechanism. 
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1. Introduction   

In Wuhan, China a novel corona virus named COVID-19 

was discovered in early December 2019 and since then it has 

been spreading out rapidly throughout the world. Several viruses 

have appeared in the history of humanity since the beginning of 

civilization, COVID-19 is one of few which has been declared as 

‘Pandemic’ throughout the world by WHO because of its 

infection nature. Nowadays, it becomes a major health concern 

which is causing several health issues in human beings. Till 

October 29, 2020, the number of confirmed cases is 44 million 

while the death toll reaches 1.17 million and the number of 

recovered cases is 29.8 million around the world [1]. COVID-19 

has affected 216 countries and territories around the world [1]. 

Among all 216 countries USA, India, Brazil, Italy, Spain, Russia, 

the UK have been identified as the hotspot with the most 

confirmed cases and the infections are increasing exponentially. 

This is an alarming situation for the whole world and moreover, 

the situation is getting out of control for almost every country 

whether it’s a rich or developing/poor one. It’s affecting overall 

infrastructure, economic, social and other aspects of a country as 

to reduce the infection rate most of the country were compelled 

to declare a state of emergency and have locked down cities.  

COVID-19 is a zoonotic type which can transmit the 

infection from animal to human but now infection is spreading 

from human to human and each infected human can infect more 

than two. In this way further infections may occur, and the 

infection rate has been identified as an exponential one [2]. 

Researchers and Scientists around the world were unable to find 

any specific treatment for COVID-19 so far but they are working 

hard and soul to find the vaccine for the prevention of this disease 

[2]. Several shreds of evidences predicted, Wuhan City, as the 

source of this outbreak and it has been identified as one of the 

significant role-playing places in the initial amplification of the 

outbreak.  

The first identified case of COVID-19 subsequently named 

as SARS-COV-2 was reported by the official of Wuhan city, 

China in December 2019 [3]. 

Although COVID-19 causes mild illness for people with 

strong immunity, it may make some people very ill especially 

older people and people with pre-existing medical conditions 

appear to be more vulnerable and the disease can be fatal for 

them [4]. Fever, trouble breathing, chest pain, dry cough, 

diarrhea, sore throat, and headaches are known to be common 

symptoms of COVID-19. However, in some cases, it can cause 

pneumonia and kidney failure even no symptoms at all. People 

are dying every single day upon getting the infection. According 

to the study by Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

(CDC) between two days to two weeks of exposure to the virus 

symptoms usually appear [5].  

In processing huge data by analyzing computationally to 

reveal projection, prediction, and patterns, Artificial Neural 

Network has proven to be one of the efficient and time-

consuming ones. It has a greater and enriching prospect not only 

in the engineering sector but also in the medical sector [6]. This 

study provides neural network-based logical decisions based on 

COVID-19 symptoms by which a country or region can be 

divided into red, yellow, and green zone representing highly 

infected, moderate infected, and controlled or low infected areas 

respectively. An algorithm based on neural network has 

proposed to give overall statistics of a country about low, 

medium, and high density of infected people. Three networks 

have generated to compare the proposed model and the Feed 

forward back propagation algorithm has implemented in these 

networks. The fuzzy logic output has trained into the neural 

network for which the threshold value of separating different 

places of a country can be categorized into three zones. 

MATLAB has used for testing algorithm and obtaining 

outcomes. 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
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2. Methodology 

In this paper, we propose a model using the artificial neural 

network by which the identification of COVID-19 suspected area 

based on COVID-19 symptoms can be realized easily. The flow 

chart of this model is shown in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1 Proposed algorithm for identification of danger zones of 

COVID-19 

2.1 COVID-19 Symptoms 

To train the neural network, we have generated data sets 

from the different combinations of COVID-19 symptoms. The 

major symptoms of COVID-19 are fever or body temperature 

(BT), dry cough (DC), trouble breathing (TB), chest pain (CP), 

diarrhea, sore throat (ST), and headache, etc. [7], [8]. If a person 

gets close contact to the infected person having these symptoms 

or travel to the infected area may become COVID-19 positive or 

negative. Based on these causes and symptoms of COVID-19, at 

first, an online survey of twenty (20) patients was conducted, 

recorded, and analysed. In most of the cases, patients having a 

severe level of breathing problems, chest pain, dry cough, and 

get close contact with the infected person were identified as 

COVID-19 positive while a few of them were resulted as 

COVID-19 negative despite having headache, fever, or sore 

throat. This survey information was implemented in the 

Mamdani inference system as shown in Fig. 2. Here, the 

symptoms level of COVID-19 was considered as linguistic 

variables and their corresponding possible output 

recommendations were recorded. Then, different fuzzy rules 

were inserted in the Mamdani inference system and evaluated for 

the possible recommendations depicted in Fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 2 Mamdani inference system for creating COVID-19 

symptoms data set 

 

 

Fig. 3 Rule evaluation for possible recommendation 
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(a) Travelling from Infected Area (TIA) (b) Contact with Infected Person (CIP) (c) Body Temperature (BT) 

   

(d) Dry cough (DC) (e) Trouble Breathing (TB) (f) Chest Pain (CP) 

   

(g) Diarrhea (h) Sore Throat (ST) (i) Headache 

Fig. 4 Different COVID-19 Symptoms provided from fuzzy logic system as training sets (a-i) 

After that, all the 20 patient’s data sets and their 

corresponding symptoms level were expressed in terms of the 

degree of membership illustrated in Fig. 4, and different outputs 

representing high, medium, and low infection probability were 

recorded. These output levels were separated by the crisp value 

of +1 (red zone), 0 (yellow zone), and -1 (green zone) as shown 

in Fig. 5 and considered as target data to be trained in neural 

networks. 

2.2 Design a neural network  

A neural network consists of a processing element with 

synaptic input connections and a single output. Usually, the 

inputs 𝑥1, 𝑥2 … 𝑥3 are multiplied by their respective numeric 

weights 𝑤1 ,  𝑤2 … 𝑤𝑛 and the weighted sum of the input signals 

can be expressed as [9]:  

𝑛𝑒𝑡 = (𝑤1.  𝑥1 +  𝑤2.  𝑥2+ 𝑤3.  𝑥3 +…..+ 𝑤𝑛 .  𝑥𝑛) =

(∑ 𝑤𝑖 .  𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏)𝑛
𝑖=1  

Here, b is the threshold value called bias which will always 

have the value of 1. The amplitude of the output of a neuron can 

be limited by a non-linear activation function, 𝑓(. ) as depicted 

in Fig. 6 [9]. 

 

Fig. 5 Target samples or data 

In a layered neural network, the neurons are organized in the 

form of layers. In the simplest form of a layered network, an 

input layer of source nodes is directly projected onto an output 

layer of neurons.  
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Fig. 6 Perceptron Model 

This type of network is known as feedforward as only the 

forward connectivity of the neurons is considered [10]. Fig. 7 

shows such a feedforward network where “single-layer” 

referring to the output layer of computation nodes (neurons) [9].  

 

Fig. 7 Single layer feedforward network 

Table 1 Rule insertion for zone separation 

IF 

TIA No No Yes No 

CIP No No Yes Yes 

BT Low High Medium High 

DC No Yes Yes Yes 

TB No No No Yes 

CP No No No Yes 

Diarrhea Sometimes Sometimes Sometimes Sometimes 

ST No Yes No Yes 

Headache Yes Yes Yes Yes 

THEN 

Target 

output 

-1 0 1 1 

(Green 

Zone) 

(Yellow 

Zone) 

(Red  

Zone) 

(Red  

Zone) 

*TIA= Recent travel from infected area, CIP= Close contact 

with infected person, BT= Body temperature, DC=Dry cough, 

TB= Trouble breathing, CP= Chest pain, ST= Sore throat. 

 

The inputs of this network are the input vectors consisting 

different types of COVID-19 symptoms, weights of the network 

are the weight matrices, and biases are the bias vectors. The 

target data is output vectors consisting three different values -1, 

0 and 1 representing green zone, yellow zone and red zone, 

respectively. Three networks such as zone_network1, 

zone_network2, and zone_network3 were generated with 10, 12 

and 14 number of neurons respectively using the back-

propagation algorithm as shown in Fig. 8. At first, the nine (09) 

major symptoms of COVID-19 was converted into linguistic 

variables and then, different IF----THEN rules were 

implemented in Mamdani fuzzy inference system listed in Table 

1.  

Thus, for different combination of major COVID-19 

symptoms, different decisions were identified by experts.  

 

 (a) zone_network1 

 

(b) zone_network2 

 

(c) zone_network3 

Fig. 8 Network named zone network with 10, 12 and 14 

neurons obtained during training process 

 

Fig. 9 Performance evaluation of training, validation and test 

sets in MATLAB 

2.3 Train the neural network for the target data  

The back-propagation algorithm trains the neural network 

by adjusting its weights [11]. The training process continues till 

the neural network continues to improve on the validation set. 

Each network accuracy was measured by test set and the 

performance was evaluated in terms of logarithmic mean squared 

error as depicted in Fig. 9. It is evident from Fig. 9 that the mean 

square error reduces quickly as the number of epoch’s increases. 
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The algorithm and process information of this training 

process are listed in Table 2.   

Table 2 Algorithm and process information of training 

Algorithm and process information 

Data Division Random 

Training Levenberg-Marquardt 

Performance Mean Squared Error (MSE) 

Epoch 110 iterations 

Time 0:00:04 

 

2.4 Test the Network 

In this step, the trained neural network was tested with real-

world COVD-19 symptoms data set [12]. This testing estimates 

how well the neural network performs with the actual data set. 

The tested network generated outputs in the range of -1 to +1 as 

shown in Fig. 10. The value of nearly or exactly -1 indicates the 

state of low or no infected area whereas 0 defines the state of 

medium level of the infected area and +1 defines the state of the 

high infected area.  

   

(a) Travelling from Infected Area (TIA) (b) Contact with Infected Person (CIP) (c) Body Temperature (BT) 

   

(d) Dry cough (DC) (e) Trouble Breathing (TB) (f) Chest Pain (CP) 

   

(g) Diarrhea (h) Sore Throat (ST) (i) Headache 

Fig. 10 Different COVID-19 Symptoms provided from real world as testing sets (a-i) 

3. Results and Discussion 

 In this work, different combinations of COVID-19 

symptoms were used as linguistic variables of the fuzzy logic 

system and outputs provided by the experts considered as the 

target or desired outputs. The neural network was trained with 

these target outputs. If the network is satisfactorily trained, it is 

expected that any combinations of the test data or samples would 

like to follow the desired or target output. To validate this 

assumption, the neural network was tested by five (05) different 

combinations of COVID-19 symptoms provided from real-world 

patients and the predicted outputs of zone_network1, 

zone_network2, and zone_network3 were listed in Table 3-Table 

5 respectively. 

It can be seen from Table 3-Table 5 that the predicted output 

gets closer to the target output with the number of neurons. For 

instance, person-1 having COVID-19 symptoms resulted in a 

predicted output of -0.89 with 10 neurons, -0.92 with 12 neurons, 

and -0.96 with 14 neurons in zone_network1, zone_network2, 

and zone_network3, respectively. 

This dependency on neurons is extensively studied in the 

Fig. 11 where it is obvious that the chances of getting 

authoritative desired output increases with the number of neurons 

at the cost of complexity. 
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Table 3 Predicted output with zone_network1 

Symptoms Person-1 Person-2 Person-3 Person-4 Person-5 

TIA 0.25 0.45 0.6 0.15 0.9 

CIP 0.34 0.35 0.6 0.14 0.9 

BT 0.45 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.85 

DC 0.23 0.45 0.55 0.23 0.75 

TB 0.16 0.35 0.45 0.16 0.8 

CP 0.1 0.1 0.45 0.15 0.75 

Diarrhea 0.25 0.35 0.75 0.35 0.65 

ST 0.2 0.45 0.5 0.4 0.8 

Headache 0.1 0.45 0.35 0.4 0.8 

Target 

output 
-1 0 1 -1 1 

Predicted 

output 
-0.89 0.14 0.88 -0.86 0.93 

Zone Green Yellow Red Green Red 

Table 4 Predicted output with zone_network2 

Symptoms Person-1 Person-2 Person-3 Person-4 Person-5 

TIA 0.25 0.45 0.6 0.15 0.9 

CIP 0.34 0.35 0.6 0.14 0.9 

BT 0.45 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.85 

DC 0.23 0.45 0.55 0.23 0.75 

TB 0.16 0.35 0.45 0.16 0.8 

CP 0.1 0.1 0.45 0.15 0.75 

Diarrhea 0.25 0.35 0.75 0.35 0.65 

ST 0.2 0.45 0.5 0.4 0.8 

Headache 0.1 0.45 0.35 0.4 0.8 

Target 

output 
-1 0 1 -1 1 

Predicted 

output 
-0.92 0.08 0.91 -0.94 0.95 

Zone Green Yellow Red Green Red 

Table 5 Predicted output with zone_network3 

Symptoms Person-1 Person-2 Person-3 Person-4 Person-5 

TIA 0.25 0.45 0.6 0.15 0.9 

CIP 0.34 0.35 0.6 0.14 0.9 

BT 0.45 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.85 

DC 0.23 0.45 0.55 0.23 0.75 

TB 0.16 0.35 0.45 0.16 0.8 

CP 0.1 0.1 0.45 0.15 0.75 

Diarrhea 0.25 0.35 0.75 0.35 0.65 

ST 0.2 0.45 0.5 0.4 0.8 

Headache 0.1 0.45 0.35 0.4 0.8 

Target 

output 
-1 0 1 -1 1 

Predicted 

output 
-0.96 0.04 0.97 -0.98 0.98 

Zone Green Yellow Red Green Red 

    
(a) Target data                                                                                 

 
 (b) 10 neurons 

    
(c) 12 neurons 

 
(d) 14 neurons 

Fig. 11 Performance evaluation of actual and multilayer 

protocol output of COVID-19 symptoms 
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Thus, the fuzzy logic output was trained into the neural 

network in such a way that the threshold value of separating 

country into three zones: green, yellow, and red can be adapted 

according to miscellaneous symptoms situations of COVID-19. 

4. Conclusion 

For the last several months, the COVID-19 outbreak quickly 

surges worldwide. To control the COVID-19 infection cases 

government of many countries planned to imply zonal lockdown: 

red, yellow, and green in its territory based on the number of 

COVID-19 confirmed cases. Due to the lack of COVID-19 

testing kit availability, social awareness, cost, or other reasons, 

the exact number of COVID-19 positive cases cannot be traced 

yet. Therefore, it would not be wise to divide such zones based 

on the infected number only. In this paper, we proposed an 

artificial neural network generated logical decisions based on 

COVID-19 symptoms by which a country or region can be 

divided into red, yellow, and green zone representing the highly 

infected areas, moderate-infected area, and controlled or low 

infected area, respectively. To train the neural network, the data 

sets were generated from the different combinations of COVID-

19 symptoms. At first, an online survey of twenty (20) patients 

was conducted based on the nine (09) major symptoms of 

COVID-19. This survey information was implemented in the 

Mamdani inference system where these 09 symptoms were 

introduced as linguistic variables and their corresponding 

possible output recommendations were recorded. Then, different 

fuzzy rules were inserted in the Mamdani inference system and 

evaluated for possible recommendations. Based on these rules, 

three different outputs were generated representing highly 

infected area (red zone), moderately infected area (yellow zone), 

and controlled or low infected area (green zone), respectively. 

These outputs were considered as target data to be trained in 

neural networks. After the training, the neural network was tested 

by five (05) different combinations of COVID-19 symptoms 

provided from real-world patients. The accuracy of the predicted 

output gets closer to the target output with the number of neurons 

in the hidden layer.  
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ABSTRACT   

This study investigates the performance of tall buildings using tuned mass damper (TMD) under dynamic loads such as harmonic 

loads, and the Loma Prieta Earthquake 1989 data. The numerical investigations are performed by considering a sixteen-storied 

dynamical system. To do this end, the aforementioned system is considered to be uncontrolled (meaning no damper is used) and a 

controlled case is assumed where a TMD is placed on the top floor. TMD performance mainly relies on the set of parameters (mass 

ratio, damping ratio, and stiffness). In reality, the tuning process of those parameters take serious effort and gets worse with the 

complicacy of the structure. Hence to obtain better performance of the TMD the damping ratio and the frequency of the TMD are 

optimized by using unconstrained derivative-free method. Finally, the uncontrolled and controlled performance of the sixteen-storied 

structure has been evaluated and compared. The results show that the dynamical response of the studied problem can be reduced 

significantly via the use of optimized parameters. 

Keywords: Optimization; Vibration mitigation; TMD; Tall-buildings; Dynamic loads. 
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1. Introduction   

The dynamic response of any buildings, bridges, towers, and 

power-plants are difficult to deal with due their complex 

phenomena. However, the safety of the aforementioned 

structures is not an option but must due to their importance in the 

society. Though there are many alternatives (passive, active, 

hybrid, etc.) available in existing literature [1]-[5] but still 

improvements are essential. The improvements of available 

alternatives are essential to fulfill the upcoming uncertain 

challenges and events such as gale thrust, and earthquake [5]. 

The tuned-mass damper (TMD) falls into the passive category. 

And TMD is one of the oldest vibration mitigation system and 

implemented to many existing structures [4]. For instance, the 

London Millennium Bridge, Tehran International Tower in Iran, 

Taipei 101 in Taiwan, Trump World Tower in USA, Tokyo 

Skytree, Burj Khalifa in UAE, and so on have adopted TMD to 

reduce unwanted vibration [6]. The performance of any TMD 

depends on the proper selection of its parameters. Many [7]-[12] 

have studied the role of TMD parameters such as mass ratio, 

stiffness, and damping have been reported their selection or 

tuning process. TMDs are widely used in various types of 

structures due to their simple structure and reasonable 

performance among other alternatives [11]. Typically, the 

performance of any TMD relies on the best selected parameters 

through tuning process. To tackle drawbacks of manual tuning 

process, [13]-[21] works have done the optimizing of TMDs 

properties using genetic algorithm. Initial works of modern TMD 

functionality was surfaced by Den Hartog [7]. Afterward, many 

[1],[11],[14] have developed different types of TMD.  

Over the last few decays, many alternatives of TMD and its 

variations have been developed and implemented, such as active 

control systems, semi-active control systems, and hybrid control 

systems [1]-[6]. And early mentioned works have reported the 

superior performances of those controlling systems. However, 

there are underlying drawbacks of those controlling systems as 

most of the controlling technique (e.g., active) requires electric 

power, and that is quite difficult to ensure during an extreme 

event such as earthquake [2],[5]. And this is one of the most 

important issues about TMD that it does not require any electric 

power for its operation during an extreme event. Hence it can be 

operated even during an extreme event without putting much 

extra effort [4],[8],[11]. In general, the selection of TMD 

parameters take into a complicated situation when the structures 

are complex [15]. And when the structures are taller, the process 

gets harder to deal with; hence to overcome such issue 

optimization is preferable instead of manual tuning [19]. 

Therefore, an optimization will assist to overcome the drawbacks 

of sub-optimal tuning of parameters.     

This study aims to evaluate the performance of TMD under 

earthquake and harmonic type dynamic loads. Additionally, the 

possibility of optimization of damping ratio and the frequency of 

the TMD has been investigated. In order to perform numerical 

analyses, the compact formulation of state-space is adopted. 

Additionally, the unconstrained derivative-free method was 

employed to perform the optimization. For numerical 

investigations, a sixteen-storied dynamical system is considered. 

Finally, the results of controlled and uncontrolled systems are 

compared. 

2. Formulation and Description of the Problem 

Usually, the dynamical systems are considered to be lumped-

mass system and modeled as mass-spring-dashpot systems (see 

Fig. 1. And the dynamical systems are written into individual 

equation of motion by employing Newton’s Second Law of 

classical mechanics. However, it is quite difficult to deal will 

several equations as each degree-of-freedom will provide an 

equation of motion. Hence in order to perform the investigations, 

those equations of motion need to bring into matrix-vector form. 

A dynamical system coupled with a TMD can be described as, 
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[
𝑚1 0 0
0 ⋱ 0
0 0 𝑚𝑛

]

⏟        
𝑀

�̈�(𝑡) + [

𝑐1 + 𝑐2 −𝑐2 0
−𝑐2 ⋱ 0
0 0 𝑐𝑛

]

⏟            
𝐶

�̇�(𝑡)

+ [

𝑘1 + 𝑘2 −𝑘2 0
−𝑘2 ⋱ 0
0 0 𝑘𝑛

]

⏟              
𝐾

𝑢(𝑡)

= −Γ�̈�𝑔(𝑡) + ΥF(𝑡) 

(1) 

where 𝑀 represents the mass matrix (𝑛 × 𝑛), 𝐶 is the 

damping matrix (𝑛 × 𝑛), 𝐾 indicates the stiffness matrix (𝑛 × 𝑛), 

𝑛 is the number of degree-of-freedoms, �̈�, �̇�, and 𝑢 are the 

acceleration, velocity, and displacement vectors, respectively, 

and they have a size of 𝑛 × 1, 𝑡 is the time vector, �̈�𝑔 means the 

input disturbance, F is the TMD control force, Γ control the input 

excitation location, Υ locates the position of TMD. Note the 

second term on the right-hand side of the equation that will not 

be available if there is no control force applied to the system. 

The free-body-diagrams of every degree of freedom (e.g., 

floor) are essential to derive the individual floor’s equation of 

motion. Sample free-body-diagrams of the 1st, 5th, and top floor 

with TMD are depicted in Fig. 1 (b-d), respectively. And all of 

the equations are then complied into a compact form known as 

state-space formulation. The above-mentioned equation (Eq. (1)) 

can be further written into state-space form. The state-space 

formulation is accompanied with two main equations, (i) the 

system equation Eq. (2), and (ii) the observation equation Eq. (3). 

The system equation contains all the information related to 

consider dynamical system including input excitation and control 

force. 

�̇�(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑋(𝑡) + 𝐵𝑈(𝑡) (2) 

Where 𝐴 is the system matrix, B indicates the input matrix, 𝑋 

is the state vector, and  𝑈 contains the input excitation and control 

force information. 

 

Fig. 1 The dynamical system: (a) the lumped-mass model, (b) 

free-body-diagram of 1st floor, (c) free-body-diagram of 5th 

floor, and (d) free-body-diagram of top floor. 

While the observation equation describes about the 

information what ones want to measure or observe. Hence this 

equation needs to be modified as per the designer desire (based 

on what he/she wants to measure). 

𝑦(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑋(𝑡) + 𝐷𝑈(𝑡) (3) 

where 𝐶 is the output matrix, 𝐷 indicates the feedthrough 

matrix,  𝑦 is the output vector.   

The parameters of the TMD has been tuned in a hybrid 

manner, more specifically, the mass ratio (𝜇) of the TMD is done 

through conventional procedure. The mass ratio of the TMD is 

defined as the ratio of the mass of the TMD to the targeted floor 

mass of the structure. While the frequency of the TMD has been 

defined as, 

𝜔𝑑 = 𝛿 × 𝜔𝑛
𝑡𝑎𝑟  (4) 

where 𝜔𝑑 is the frequency of the TMD,  𝜔𝑛
𝑡𝑎𝑟  is the targeted 

natural frequency of the structure, 𝛿 is the parameter needs to be 

tuned or determined to obtain an optimal frequency of the TMD. 

Further, the damping ratio of the TMD has been given by, 

𝐶𝑑 = 2(𝛼𝜏
𝑡𝑚𝑑)𝜔𝑑  (5) 

where 𝛼 is a parameter links to the mass ratio of the TMD 

(but determined by the optimization algorithm), 𝜏𝑡𝑚𝑑 is the 

damping ratio of the TMD.  

3. The Optimization Algorithm 

A brief overview of the applied optimization algorithm is 

provided in this section. Assume the objective function of a 

problem is given by, 

 
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑥

 𝑓(𝑥) → 𝑥 𝜖 ℝ𝑛 

Then the iteration of the Nelder-Mead algorithm follows as 

shown below, 

(i) Order: Order the 𝑛 + 1 vertices to satisfying the following 

rules  

𝑓(𝑥1) ≤ 𝑓(𝑥2) ≤  , … , ≤ 𝑓(𝑥𝑛+1) 

(ii) Reflect: determine the reflection point 𝑥𝑟  

𝑓𝑟 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑟) = �̅� + 𝜌(�̅� − 𝑥𝑛+1)

= (1 + 𝜌)�̅� − 𝜌(𝑥𝑛+1);    �̅� = ∑
𝑥𝑖
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

(iii) Expand: If 𝑓𝑟 < 𝑓1 determine the expansion point 𝑥𝑒 

𝑓𝑒 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑒) = �̅� + 𝜒𝜌(�̅� − 𝑥𝑛+1)
= (1 + 𝜌𝜒)�̅� − 𝜌𝜒(𝑥𝑛+1) 

If 𝑓𝑒 < 𝑓𝑟 accept the expansion point 𝑥𝑒 

(iv) Contract: if 𝑓𝑟 ≥ 𝑓𝑛 then perform a contraction 

between �̅� and the better 𝑥𝑛+1and 𝑥𝑟  

Outside: if 𝑓𝑛 ≤ 𝑓𝑟 < 𝑓𝑛+1 then calculate 𝑥𝑐, perform an 

outside contraction 

𝑓𝑐 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑐) = �̅� + 𝛾(𝑥𝑟 − �̅�) = �̅� + 𝜌𝛾(�̅� − 𝑥𝑛+1)

=  (1 + 𝜌𝛾)�̅� − 𝜌𝛾𝑥𝑛+1 

If 𝑓𝑐 ≤ 𝑓𝑟 accept the contraction point 𝑥𝑐 , and terminate the 

iteration; otherwise, go to perform a shrink. 

Inside: if 𝑓𝑟 ≥ 𝑓𝑛+1 then calculate 𝑥𝑐𝑐, perform an inside 

contraction 

𝑓𝑐𝑐 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑐𝑐) = �̅� − 𝛾(�̅� − 𝑥𝑛+1) = (1 − 𝛾)�̅� + 𝛾𝑥𝑛+1 

If  𝑓𝑐𝑐 < 𝑓𝑛+1 accept the contraction point 𝑥𝑐𝑐, and terminate 

the iteration; otherwise, go to perform a shrink. 

Perform a shrink step: Evaluate 𝑓𝑛 at the 𝑛 points 

𝑣𝑖 = 𝑥1 + 𝜎(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥1), 𝑖 = 2, … , 𝑛 + 1 

Interested reader may obtain detail information about basic 

formulation of the employed optimization algorithm through 

[21]. 
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4. Results and Discussion 

The numerical investigations are performed by employing 

MATLAB and SIMULINK. It is mentioned that a sixteen-storied 

structure is considered for this study. And the response of the 

structure is evaluated subjected to harmonic type load and the 

Loma Prieta Earthquake 1989 data. The input excitations (a) 

Loma Prieta Earthquake 1989, and (b) harmonic loads are 

presented in Fig. 2. It is important to note that the input 

excitations are going to influence the output of the structure. That 

is the reason of choosing different excitations force to excite the 

selected system. The whole simulations are performed for both 

uncontrolled and controlled structure for earthquake and 

harmonic loads. 

 

Fig. 2 The input excitations: (a) Loma Prieta Earthquake, and 

(b) harmonic loads. 

 

Fig. 3 The power spectral density of the input excitations. 

 

Fig. 4 Comparison of uncontrolled and controlled response of 

15th and 16th floors under Loma Prieta earthquake. 

The duration of the excitations 40 sec for earthquake and 100 

sec for the harmonic load, also can be found in Fig. 2. In order to 

understand about the governing frequency (see the peaks) of the 

excitations, the power spectral density (PSD) of both input 

excitations are depicted in Fig. 3. The structure is assumed to 

have a mass in every floor of 50 × 103 kg and stiffness is 

assumed to have 70000 × 103 N/m, and the damping 

coefficients are assumed to 1.3334 × 103 N-s/m. It is mentioned 

earlier optimization was performed by adopting unconstrained 

derivative-free method.  

Hence the simulations are performed using those optimized 

values of 𝜏𝑡𝑚𝑑 & 𝛿 instead of manual tuning. And the parameter 

𝛼 is assumed to be 0.04 × 𝑚𝑡𝑎𝑟 , where 𝑚𝑡𝑎𝑟  is considered to be 

modal mass of the targeted mode. However, that does not affect 

the uncontrolled structural response except the changes of input 

excitations e.g., earthquake, harmonic. To evaluate the 

performance of the optimized values of the TMD, the top two 

floors (𝑥15 and 𝑥16) displacements are compared for controlled 

and uncontrolled scenarios. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the 

controlled (dotted red-line) and uncontrolled (black-line) 

displacements for the Loma Prieta 1989 earthquake data. It is 

visible that the response of the structure has been mitigated 

effectively. 

 

Fig. 5 Comparison of uncontrolled and controlled response of 

15th and 16th floors subjected to harmonic load. 

Afterward, the structure was hit by the harmonic load and the 

response of the uncontrolled and controlled structures are 

compared in Fig. 5. The dotted red line indicates the controlled 

response and the black line represents uncontrolled case. From 

the figure it can be stated that the vibration was reduced 

significantly. 

 

Fig. 6 The response of 8th and 9th floors subjected to harmonic 

load (a-b) and earthquake loads (c-d). 

Furthermore, the maximum displacements of every floor 

have been evaluated and depicted in Fig. 5. The left figure (see 

Fig. 5 (a)) shows the output of the structures due to earthquake 

and the right figure (see Fig. 5 (b)) exhibits the response under 

harmonic load. The response of 8th and 9th floors are presented in 

Fig. 6 and it is visible that those floors are suffering with abrupt 

deformation. This phenomenon is also noticeable in Fig. 7.  

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b

) 

(c) 

(d

) 
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It can be found that the maximum displacements of every 

floor have reduced for both earthquake and harmonic loads. It 

also visible in Fig. 7 (a) that the structure will reach in a position 

where it will face nonlinear/large deformation as a result 

structure may fail party/fully. Hence such situation will demand 

more safety to survive from extreme loads. However, the early 

mentioned situation also may occur even when harmonic type 

load hits the structure totally an unexpected way as shown in Fig. 

7 (b).    

 

Fig. 7 The uncontrolled and controlled response of all of the 

floors subjected: (a) Loma Prieta earthquake, and (b) harmonic 

load. 

5. Conclusion 

The performance of a sixteen-storied dynamical system with 

and without TMD are investigated. Further, the frequency and 

the damping ratio of the TMD has been optimized to obtain better 

performance. An unconstrained derivative-free optimization 

method is used to perform the optimization. The outcome of the 

study shows that the optimization may be suitable for tall-

buildings as complexities are not limited to the structure but also 

from input excitation and model descriptions. Hence to deal with 

such uncertain situation optimization of any tuning parameter 

such as mass ratio, damping ratio and stiffness of the TMD will 

perform better in comparison to sub-optimal/manual tuning. The 

future direction of this study will focus into the system 

identification to deal with more complex problems. 
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